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A sbxly has been rrade at full scale of the use of vibratin; 

near-horizontal screens for the rerroval of particles fron drilling muds, 

which are shear-thinning fluids. A mass balance analysis was used to 

establish criteria for effective operation of such devices. 

A previous sbxly of these devices by Hoberock was critically 

examined. It was exterrled experimentally, am its hypotheses tested. As a 

result, Hoberock's proposals have been m:xlified. 

A roodel has been developed to predict flow through the screens, 

which has been validated with laboratory aId field data. Observations upon 

solids transport on wet screens have been oc:mpared with the much earlier 

work of Kluge on dry screening. 

It was shown that vertical acceleration was the principal factor in 

both cases. For fine screens, a minimum acceleration is required to 

overcane the apparent yield stress of the fluid. However, the advantage 

gained by further increasing the peak acceleration was fOlllrl to diminish 

with higher aooelerations. This is believed to be due to flow back through 

the screen during the part of the cycle when the screen is accelerated 

downwards through the fluid. It further appears that with sufficient 

screen acceleration air can be forced upward through the Iresh, so that a 

point is reached beyond which the flow capacity of the screen deteriorates 

with increasing acceleration. 

Solids transport behaviour was shown to agree with a physical roodel 

in which the IroVing bed lifts off the screen then laIrls at a time so as to 

coincide with a particular point in the cyclic IOOtion of the screen. Thus 

a minimum acceleration was required for levitation, aId a relatively sharp 

optinu.Dn was observed where the laIrling position was at the lOOSt favourable 

part of the cycle. At lower aooelerations the bed lOOved in a creeping 

manner with little relative IOOtion of particles. At higher acceleratians 

the bed became vibrationally fluidized. 
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· 1 IRTROOOCl'lON 

This thesis is a study of factors that determine the perfonnance of 

a vibrating screen being used for the rem:wal of rock cuttings fron 

drilling nruds. These screens are the main itans of equipnent in IIOSt nrud 

solids control systems, am therefore have a profound effect en the 

efficiency of the overall drilling operation. (The perfonnance of the 

drill-bit itself is greatly impaired by rock cuttings returned to the hole 

by the circulating fluid.) A short acrount of drilling and the part played 

by in it by drilling muds is followed by a DDre detailed description of the 

nature of the fluids themselves, the need for solids. control, am how it is 

generally achieved. This chapter represents the necessary background for 

the basis of the research, which is given in detail in chapter 2. 

1 .1 Drillinq for Oil and Gas - a brief description 

To ~iate the role of solids cantrol in drilling fluids, it is 

necessary to understarrl sanething of drilling practice. Above all, it must 

be emphasized that oil drilling is an extranely expensive operation, where 

the oIUlS is on the operator to get a good hole in the minimum time. 

The ease am rate of drilling rock in the exploratien am 
production of oil is to a oonsiderable extent dependent on the existence of 

an effective drilling IlU.1d systen. The mud has a OCIIIPlex range of functions 

which are further considered in section 1.2.2. An essential feature of the 

nrud systen is the provision of means for the rem:wal of rock cuttings fron 

the circulatinJ flow. Solids rem:wal is the subject of this thesis am 
will be discussed in oore detail in chapter 2. The purpose of this 

introduction is to briefly discuss drilling in general am show how nrud 

solids cantrol is an inq;:ortant topic. 

The drill bit is the heart of the operatien am the start of the 

solids control problan. 'nlere are a rrumber of designs available, the exact 

one being chosen according to the expected geology and the experienced 

judgment of the drilling contractor. The traditional toothed wheel bit 

operates by a chipping oechanism in suitable fonnations to produce 

relatively coarse cuttings. By contrast, the diaooIrl bit works by a 

grirxling rrechanism producing IIUlch smaller particles fron similar rocks. In 
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recent years, sane bit designs have been produced which act by a chisel 

operation, sanetimes producing obvious 'shavings' of the rock. The speed 

of rotation am penetration rate also affect the size of particles which 

will be produced. In practice, drilling is usually =ied out at the 

fastest penetration rate which does . not give a serious risk of problems 

such as the bit janrning. 

The drill bit is attached to a pipe of substantially smaller 

diameter than the cutting diamater of the bit. A fluid is pumped dCMl1 this 

pipe, passing through jets in the bit, am returns to the surface through 

the armulus bebieen the pipe am the hole. The fluid =ies the drill 

cutt:in:Js to the surface where they are separated, so that the fluid can be 

re-used. This is the solids =ntrol process. 

In the great majority of drill-sites, the bit is rotated by turning 

the pipe fron the surface (using a turntable am a square section). 

IlcMn-hole turbine IIOtors pcrwered by the flCM of drilling fluid are 

sanetimes used, particularly for deviated drilling am very often in the 

Soviet Union. 

It is possible to use gases or foam as the drilling fluid, rut this 

is extremely rare. The ID::>St cxmron fluids are water/clay or oil/clay, 

though polymer, solutions have sane use. For this reason, they are cxmronly 

known as 'nruds'. The properties am ""'fOSition of nruds will be discussed 

in section 1.2. 

Drilling is =ied out in stages. After drilling to a certain 

depth, the drill is withdrawn, the .hole is cased with steel pipe, am a 

slightly snaller bit is used for the ~ section. Several bits may be 

required for a single stage, am changing a bit also requires withdrawal of 

the entire drill-string, a len;rthy am hence =stly process. 

The drilling nrud may be m:xlified or replaced with a totally 

different forrnulaticn several times during drilling. For example, it is 

<XllilOll in North Sea drilling to use a water-base nrud for the top section 

am an oil-base nrud for deeper drilling. In additicn, the nrud flow rate is 

varied, being reduced with subsequent stages as the hole becanes l1arrC7.i1er. 

The physical properties am flow rate of the nrud have a =nsiderable effect 

on the perfonnance am hence penetration rate of the bit. 
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1.2 Drilling Fluids 

1.2.1 Literature 

The classical book on this topic is 'CuupJsition am Properties of' 

Oil Well Drilling Fluids', edited by W.F.Rogers up to the 3rd edition 

(1963). The 4th edition (1980) is by G.R.Gray, H.C.H.Darley and 

W.F.Rogers, and represents a total revision in the light of major changes 

in practice since 1963. 

The other major book is 'Drilling and Drilling Fluids' by 

G.V.Chilin;Jarian and P.Vorab.ltr, published in 1981 and reprinted in 1983 

with sane upjating. Together, these two books provide a fairly OCIIIplete 

survey of the literature and practice up to about 1979. Both are 
descriptive in nature, though that of Chilingarian and Vorarutr is IlX>re 

academic in style. In addition, it oonsists of chapters by individual 

authors (or groups) whereas Gray, Darley and Rogers appear to be scile 

authors. 

The Noyes Data Corporation has published a lxxlk (edited by 

M.W.Ranney, 1979) entitled 'Crude Oil Drilling Fluids', which is a review 

of U.S. patents on this topic since 1974. It would be very umch in 

character for this publisher to produce further reviews of this and similar 

subjects. 

The Royal Society of <llemistry have published the pLo oeedings of a 

oonference entitled 'Chemicals in the Oil IOO'ustry' (edited by P.Ogden, 

1983) which gives sane infonnation on recent nrud practice arc:A.IIrl Great 

Britain. 

The American Petroleum Institute has designated section 13 of its 

publications for reocmnerxl.ed practices and infonnation rulletins on 

drilling for oil and gas. These include: Spec 13A (1981) "Specification 

for Oil Well Drilling Fluids"; RP 13B (1982) ''Recamerrled Practice for 

stamard Procedure for Testing Drilling Fluids"; BIlll 13e (1974) "Bulletin 

on Drilling Fluids Processing EquiplEIlt"; Bull 13D (Bulletin on the 

Rheology of Oil-Well Drilling Fluids"; Bull 13F (1978) "Bulletin on Oil 

and Gas Well Drilling Fluid Cllemicals". 
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A French ~lication (available in English) is the 'Drilling Mud 

and Canent Slurry Rheology Manual' ( 1982) by. the Chambre SyOOicale de la 

Recherche et de la Production du Petrole et du Gaz Naturel, which is 

essentially an en:]ineer's deskbook. Unlike the American publications, it 

is in S.l. units. 

Finally, the canpanies which supply or use drilling fluids have 

their own manuals, sane of which may be available to custaners. For 

example, NL Baroid Petrole\.Un Services have a 'Manual of Drilling Fluids 

TecImology'. Not unreasonably, these are oriented to making good use of 

the ccmpany's prcrlucts. 

IOOi vidual papers appear quite often in the oil iOOustry j ounlals, 

and are referred to where appropriate in this thesis. A recent general 

review of muds was given by Simpson (1985). 

1.2.2 Functions and Properties 

A practical drilling mud is a CXIIIpranise between a variety of 

needs, and the mud en:]ineer has to adj ust its chenical and ~ical 

properties to allow for a rwmber of functions. A typical mud is highly 

shear-thinning. It travels at m:x'ierately high shear rates [-1000 s-1] 

wner turrulent flow down the drill pipe (giving lower viscosity and hence 

lower power loss), experiences extremely high shear rates [_105 s -1] around 

the drill bit (giving minimum visoosity and maximum penetration between 

particles), then travels up the annulus at a low shear rate [5 to 170 s -1 ] 

in laminar flow (giving high viscosity so that cuttings can be suspended 

and carried to the surface). 

Control of rheology and flow rate are the major factors in mud 

management: excessive visoosity gives pcMrr losses, while excessive flow 

gives hole erosion, rut the flow in the annulus must be maintained faster 

than the slip velocity of the cuttings. 
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In fact, it is advantageous if the cuttir¥;Js remain suspen:led when 

the flow is stopped, which regularly occurs. Many clay formulations are 

thixotropic - i.e. they gel upon starrling - rut sufficiently slow settlir¥;J 

rates can also be achieved by polymer mixtures with an awarent yield point 

- i.e. very high viscosity at very low shear rates. The accumulation of 

degraded drilled solids has a major (usually unwelcane) effect on IIIlrl 

rheology, which is an important reason to minimize such a b.lild-up by 

adequate solids oontrol. 

The IIIlrl also acts as a lubricant in two ways. Firstly, it reduces 

friction between the rotatir¥;J drill pipe am the wall or casing, 

particularly where the hole is curved. Secondly, it oools am lubricates 

the bearings present in many drill bits, which can fail in a few hours if 

overheated. King (1959) reported that recirculated drilled solids cause a 

drastic reduction in bit-bearing life. 

Along with the rheology, the density am chemical oondition of the 

IIIlrl must be controlled to stabilize the walls of the hole. The density of 

the IIIlld is often increased by the addition of a poIotiered heavy mineral, 

barite (occasionally by other minerals or by dissolved salts) so that the 

hydraulic pressure can resist the force exerted on the hole by the 

surrounding geological formations. Such weighted IIIllds are more expensive, 

rut cxmronly required during deeper drilling. 

The IIIlld must also be prevented fran having an adverse chemical 

reaction with the walls. For example, water can dissolve away rock salt 

(unless it is saturated with salt) am it can cause shales to expan:l 

causing extensive break-up of the fannation with large sections sloughing 

off into the hole. Such effects can be limited by the use of additives or 

by changing the base fluid to oil. It is perhaps not widely appreciated 

that even a small anount of destabilization can affect solids oontrol both 

by causing the walls to crumble am thus increasing the anount of unwelcane 

solids, rut also by making particles degrade in transit to the surface. 

Since many geological fannations are porous, there can be a loss of 

base fluid or whole IIIlld into the strata. '!his can be reduced by 

restricting the excess pressure on the IIIlrl am by using a mud which t.en:ls 

to clog the pores am form a filter cake on the walls. '!his is !lOSt 

oamonly achieved with clay-based 1IIllds, rut may be effected by special 

additives in other fluids. 
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1 • 2 • 3 Cl Nq;lOSi lion 

Essentially, a drillin3' mu:.l. nrust oontain a base fluid and a 

viscosifier. 'lb this may be ac}jed a weishtin;{ aqent if necessary. Sale 

chemical corrlitionir¥] is required, even if only to raise the pH to be fully 

alkaline. If the viscosifier does riot itself seal off the hole wall, then 

a separate filtration control aqent may be added. If the viscosifier gives 

too high a gel strength, then chemicals called thinners may be used. The 

rheology of the mu:.l. may be adjusted by chemicals affect.in:J the degree of 

flocculation of particles. Salts are used to reduce damage to the 

fonnation by ionic imbalance. In adiition, the mu:.l. may contain sane kind 

of preservative (against bicrlegradation), anulsifiers and anti-corrosion 

agents. Chemicals are also used to reduce the adverse effects of certain 

drilled solids, or the residues fran cenent.in:J operations. 

A typical mu:.l. suWly a:mpany has a range of 50 to 100 products. 

Furthermore, a OCIlPlter search of literature fran 1970 to 1980 revealed an 

average of 73 patents per year for novel drillin3' IIIlrl canponents or 

formulations. In fact, a substantial book. has been written which simply 

reviews such patents since 1974 (Ranney 1979). However, the majority of 

mu:.l.s in use can be basically described as in Table 1.1, though the details 

and sane additives will differ considerably. All may be weighted. 

Table 1.1 Basic MLrl Formu.lations 

FRESH WATER MUD: 
water + bentonite + NaOH 

LIME KID 
water + bentonite + lime + deflocculant + polymer 

SALT WATER MUD 
brine + attap.llgite + starch + NaOH 

ICM OOLIDS MUD 
water or brine + polymers + NaOH 

OIL MUD 
oil + asphalt + soaps + water + NaOH 

INVERT MUD 
oil + water + treated clay + anulsifiers 
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'!he DDSt widely used (and cheapest) visrosifier is bentonite, a 

clay mineral. The highest quality (i.e. the highest visrosity per weight 

used) is Wyaning bentonite, which is alnDst entirely scrlium 

IOO1ltnorillonite. It works well in fresh water, and can with suitable 

additives be used in brackish water, but is less effective in the presence 

of high ooncentrations of salt. Where brine is the base fluid, then 

sc:rcalled 'salt-water clay', the mineral attapulgite, is used. This 

normally requires starch as a filtration loss oontrol agent. 

~thetic polyners can be used as visrosifiers in water. Sane are 

used as 'extenders' f= the clays or to restore the rheology of a used 1IIlld. 

However, it is p:>Ssible to prepare a 'lOW' solids' drilling fluid in which 

the rheology is entirely due to polyners, and it has been claimed that such 

fluids reduce overall drilling oosts (Hall 1968). Darley (1976) discusses 

the advantages of such fluids, and Lauzon (1982) reviews practice in the 

use of polymers as visrosifiers and stabilizers. Apparently there is 

oonsiderable usage of polymers in North Sea drilling (~re 1977) • 

OlilinJarian & Vorabutr (1983) devote a chapter to polyner fluids. 

The use of oil instead of water as a base fluid rem:wes many of the 

problems of interaction with the geological fonnation, though it is of 

course IID.lch lIOre expensive. For reasons of availability, diesel oil = 

crude oil was generally used. However, the disposal of oil-oontaminated 

cuttin:;Js posed a risk to the environment, so oil-based IIIllds virtually went 

out of use in the mid-1970's (Caenn & Olilingarian: Awendix F in the 1983 

edition of Olilingarian & Vorabutr). '!be iIrlustry proceeded to develop 

clean oils which were relatively non-hannful to the environment, so that 

oil IIIllds nt:M oocupy lIOre than 1 0% of IID.ld usage (Ibid.) and about 50% in the 

North Sea (Stevenson 1983). 

Oil can be visoosified by the addition of soaps and high-flDlecn1ar 

weight organics such as asphalt. A I straight' oil IIIlld usually oontains a 

little water and calcium chloride to balance the chanical potential of the 

rocks being drilled. Asphalt provides good filtration loss oontrol,but oil 

IIIllds have decidedly inferior rheology canpared with water/clay 1IIllds. 
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A systan which CClDbines ruch of the advantages of lx>th l:ase fluids 

is the 'invert' mud, where up to 40% by volume of water is enulsified into 

oil with suitable surfactants. To give gocrl rlleology, a chenically 

IOOdified bentonite ('bentone') is used: this is colloidally stable in the 

presence of oil. A secorrlary surfactant may well be used to keep barite 

(weighting agent) dispersed. Calcium chloride is again used to balance the 

chemical activity relative to the fonnation. These are evidently the oil 

muds lIX>St ClCIlI"OClI1ly used in the North Sea (Stevenson 1983, and private 

o:mnunications) • 

1.2.4 EoQrnn1cs 

Drilling fluids affect the cost of a well through the cost of 

materials, the cost of waste disposal, the cost of solids control, and the 

major influence they have on the efficiency of drilling. 

The average cost of drilling fluid for a single well in Western 

furope is estimated at E 100,000 for water-based and E 150,000 for 

oil-based nrud (Parker 1983). U.S.A. costs range frcm E 15,000 at sane 

sites to E 300,000 for really deep wells. The latter number alx>ut 1000 per 

annum (Ibid.). In all cases the OCJDpOnent which contributes the biggest 

cost is the weighting agent, usually barite. '!here is thus sane incentive 

to be especially careful with weighted muds, and to adapt the solids 

control so as to minimize barite losses (Kennedy 1974). A batch of 

oil-based mud can cost 2 to 3 times as ruch as the equivalent water systan, 

so contractors try to salvage as I1Ulch as possible (fuore 1977). 

Changes to the solids control procedure can have a great impact on 

these costs. For example, the sane contractor drilled two wells less than 

half a mile apart with different solids control. The nrud costs in one case 

were $ 35,000, in the other $ 13,000 (Anon 1983). At one well-site, the 

contractor calculated the cost of chemical additives in the reserve mud pit 

to be one million dollars. A change to a more closed solids control systan 

with barite recovery reduced daily mud costs to a quarter (Ibid.). 

In general, a typical mud costs $ 50 to $ 200 per barrel to make up 

fresh, and about $ 1 per barrel per day to maintain (Adams & Frederick 

1982) • Failure of the solids control· systan to the extent of adding one 
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barrel of solids to the mud will typically cost $ 250 in mud replacement, 

though an ext:renE case could be imagined in which the cost was 1 0 times 

greater (Wells 1975). The same author has criticized the rrost carm:>n 

method of oontrollin;J mud properties (dilution) as beirg uneoonanic (Wells 

1976a) • 

An ext:renE example of the savin;Js to be made is quoted by Pierce & 

Alexander (1984) for very difficult da.m-hole oon:litions. A mud prograrrrne 

of brines then oil muds had a total cost of $ 1.63 million, whereas a 

prograrrme using polymer visoosifiers achieved a similar well for $ 0.33 

million, an:i in a shorter time. 

Important though mud costs are, it can be argued that the greatest 

eooncrnic benefits of a good mud system ccm; fron improved efficiency of 

drilling. In general, I'OClre effective mud choice an:i IOC)re effective solids 

control will allCM drillin;J in a shorter time pericx1, with fewer> drill-bits 

an:i with less risk of a stuck pipe, which are all major cost benefits 

(alllingarian & Vorabutr 1983; Gray, Darley & Rogers 1980; Moore 1977; Anon 

1983; Kennedy 1974; LeB1anc 1978; Wilson, Callerrlar & M::lsher 1977; Onnsby 

1981; Kalil, Speers & Robinson 1982). This is illustrated in Figure 1.1. 

However Sirnpson (1985) has been critical of oil oanpanies for seeking to 

minimize mud an:i solids control costs rather than appreciating the 

reduction in overall costs which can be achieved by optinnIm mud OOIrlition. 
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1.3 The Effect of Drilled Solids on tile Drillinq Fluid 

1 .3.1 General Canments 

Drilled solids have an effect depending upon (a) their chanical 

nature (b) their particle size (c) their ease of degradation (d) their 

ooncentration (e) the nnrl formulation. The nnrl engineer essentially 

controls the last two oanditions, which can however affect the others. For 

example the degree of flooculation affects the effective particle size, arrl 

is affected by the chanical oanposition. Similarly, the chanical content 

can affect the surface stability of particles arrl thus their temency to 

break up. 

A special set of tenns are" in use in the industry for particle 

size. For example, any particles which have been passed by the shale 

shaker (say below 420 )lID) rut which do not pass a staOOard 74 )lID screen are 

referred to as sarrls, irrespective of their mineral (! '''position. Particles 

smaller than this, rut greater than about 2 pm are called silts, whereas 

smaller particles are a::mlXlClly called clays, whatever their origin. A 

different systan of naming was suggested by Field & Andersan in 1972, arrl 

adopted by the American Petroleum Institute in 1974, rut appears to have 

made little impact. 

It is also (I lllii I!\ practice to refer to 'low gravity solids' to 

distinJuish between drilled solids arrl weighting IIaterial in the same size 

range. Barite is nostly in the size range 10 to 80 )lID, rut lIay be 

partially separated £ran low gravity solids in the silt range by a 

density-dependent process rather than screening. 

It is essentially impractical to renove particles below 2 pm (i.e. 

colloids) fron the base fluid, so it is clearly best to separate any larger 

drilled solids before they degrade to this level. (To deal with an excess 

of colloidal IIaterial, it is usual practice to discard am replace sane of 

the base fluid.) Shales are particularly prone to degrade to colloidal 

size. Conversely, a sarrlstone will often break down quite quickly to its 

CUllfXJUent grains, which are then resistant to further size reduction. 
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1.3.2 Density 

Minerals are m::>re dense than drilling base fluids, so the universal 

effect of solids aCCUllD..llation is an increase in density. Generally the nrud 

engineer will wish to maintain the minimum density which does not cause 

fOllllation problems, as this gives quicker drilling (Gray, Darley & Rogers 

1980; OJ.ilingarian & VorabJtr 1983) • Acxxu:ding to Olambers (1966 ) an 

:in=ea.se of 1% by volume of solids gives 5% slower penetration rate. 

Increased density also increases the risk of a drill-pipe getting stuck 

(Adams 1977; Love 1983). 

The usual method of limiting density is by diluting or partially 

replacing the nrud. F= weighted fluids this means the loss of expensive 

barite, so density increases are undesirable in both weighted am 
unweighted systems. For all fluids a greater turnover increases disposal 

oosts am requires larger reserve storage. 

1.3.3 Filter Cake 

A good drilling nrud will deposita thin cake en the hole walls, 

which limits the loss of fluid to fOllllation. As the solids oontent of the 

nrud increases, the thickness of filter cake increases even m::>re rapidly 

(Wells 1975). A thick filter cake can cause pressure surges, casing 

problems am of course the risk of drill-pipe sticking (Ibid.; Robinson & 

Heilhecker 1975; Gray Darley & Rogers 1980; OJ.ilingarian & Vorarutr 1983). 

Obviously, certain types of solids will increase the ooefficient of 

friction of the filter cake. 

The effect of drilled solids on nrud rheology will be discussed in 

the following section. 
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1 .4 Rheology and DrllliDg Fluids 

1.4.1 Time-Independent Properties 

Drilling muds are non-Newtonian: i.e. they cann::>t have their flow 

properties defined l:7j a single viscosity. toklst Clllllonly, they are 

shear-thinning, that is to say, the apparent viscosity decreases as the 

applied shear rate increases. 

In order to cause fluid to flow a shearing stress must be applied, 

am this results in a rate of change of velocity of the fluid with 

distance, known as the shear rate. For measurement of non-Newtonian fluids 

it is normal to utilize devices which can either apply a known shear stress 

am measure the resulting shear rate, or alternatively apply a· fixed shear 

rate am. neasure the shear stress fran the force needed. These instruments 

are called rhecmeters. A plot of shear rate versus shear stress fran such 

measurements is called a rheogram, am serves to characterize the flow 

properties of a (tine-indeperrlent) non-Newtonian fluid. 

By definition, visoosity is the shear stress dividej by the shear 

rate, so a rheogram permits the calculation of effective viSCOSity at any 

shear rate. For a Newtonian fluid, the viscosity is constant, so the 

rheogram consists of a straight line through the origin. This nay be 

expressed in an equation relating shear stress T to shear rate y am. 
viscosity \1, thus: 

T = (1) 

Typical drilling muds give rheograms which are curved. For the 

purpose of calculation, these curves are usually approxinatoo l:7j one of two 
hypothetical fluids, the Binqham Plastic am. the Power Law Fluid. These 

are illustratoo on Figure 1.2. 
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Figure 1.2 Newtonian, Bingham am Power Law Fluids 

shear rate shear rate shear rate 

BINGHAM 

The Bingham Plastic has a straight-line rheogram, rut does not go 

through the origin. Instead, there is no flow at all until a certain 

minimum shear stress (called the yield stress, or yield point) is exceeded. 

Higher stresses give a response proportional to the excess above the yield 

point. A Bingham Plastic can therefore be uniquely defined by bio 

paramaters, its yield point, am the slope of its line, which is called 

its plastic viscosity. 'Ibis can be expressed in an equation relating 

shear stress T to shear rate y via the yield stress T y' am the 

plastic visoosity 11 tlrus: 'p . 

T = Ty + Pp y (2) 

In reality, no fluid is truly plastic, because this implies 

infinite visoosity at very small shear rates. However, if low shear rates 

are not important, then the upper portion of the rheogram is often 

sufficiently flat for a straight-line approximation to suffice. If this 

gives a significant intercept on the stress axis (i.e an apparent yield 

stress), then the fluid is said to be pseudoplastic. 
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In drilling it is normal practice to measure the mud visoosity at 

shear rates, 511 s-1 am 1022 s-1 by means of a two-speed rheaneter, 

thereby calculate the Bingham Plastic parameters. Figure 1.3 shows a 

full rheogram, am the Bingham plastic approximation as usually applied. 
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'!be Power Law Fluid can be defined by a similar equation: 

= k Y n (3) 

where k is the Power Law Constant or consistency am where n is the 

Power Law Index. In logarithmic form this is: 

log T = logk + nlogy (4) 

In practioe this IOOanS that measurements are made at several shear rates 

(usually 5 points in oil-well drilling). '!be results are plotted on 

log-log graph paper arrl a straight line put through them to give k arrl n 

(intercept arrl slope). Actually there are theoretical objections arrl the 

data usually shows perceptible curvature, but it is convenient to have a 

curve defined by only two pararooters, so this approximation is widely 

acoepted for situations where the Bingham Plastic is insufficient. 

Both of these equations can be reduced to the Newt:onian one. A 

Bingham Plastic where T y = 0 is Newtonian, as is a Po.Ier law fluid where 

n = 1 • In the latter case, k is equal in both value am dimensions to 

11, but IIDI'e usually k is of non-integer dimensions. For shear-thinning 

fluids (which drilling IlIUds are) then n < 1. Values greater than unity 

oorresporo to the shear-thickening situation, which awlies in sane other 

ildustries • 
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1.4.2 Time-Dependent Properties 

'!be above discussion relates to fluids where the time of shearing 

does oc>t affect the resulting shear rate. T\io principal exceptions are 

fluids which are v:Lscnelastic or thixotropic. 

Visooelastic fluids do rot resporxl to rapid changes in shear 

stress I::7y inm:di.ately changing to a new equilibriUIIl shear rate. Instead 

they deform in a manner analogous to an elastic solid: the equilibriUIIl 

shear rate is then reached over a measurable time as the stored energy is 

dissipated via viscous damping. In addition, the application of a shearing 

stress causes stress in a direction nomal to the plane of shear. Such 

behaviour can be measured by rapidly varying a stress field am analysing 

the phased response, am by nonnal stress measurements. However, it is a 

~ilibriUIIl phenaIenon am tlrus cannot be deduoed fran a starrlard 

rheogram which is generally at or near equilibriUIIl. Visooelasticity 

generally involves decay processes with time constants of the order of a 

secorx'I or less: it is tlrus (in CXIIIlOIl practice though rot intrinsically) a 

phencmeI'Dn of significanoe over short time periods. 

Polymer solutions a:mocmly have elastic properties, am this is 

Certainly the case for XC (Thurston & Pope, 1981; Elson et al., 1982) • 

However, visooe1asticity only tp.cxxnes apparent with higher concentrations 

of bentonite (Cheng, Ray & Valentin, 1965) am is not nonnally needed to 

explain its flow properties (Cheng & Evans, 1965; Weymann, Chuang & Ross, 

1973) • 

It was therefore considered that viscoe1astic1ty was probably not 

the principal reason for the fact that drilling muds will nore easily pass 

through a vibrating than a stationary nesh. M:>reover, it did rot prove 

necessary to invoke the phenatw=non in order to explain the results fOUIrl in 

this thesis, though it is possible that a nore CCIIIplete theory could 

include it as a factor. For the present work, any such attanpt would have 

made both practical am theoretical studies vastly nore CCIIIplex. 
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Thixotropy arises when a fluid takes a relatively long time 

(secx:n:is to hours) to cx:me to equilibrium unJer shear. it may be explained 

in terms of a fluid structure which is restorErl in the absence of shear am 
skMly broken down by prolongErl shearing to a dynamic state when breakdown 

am restoration are equal. Thus, for example, a bentonite suspension 

allOlo'ed to staOO overnight acquires a' so-callErl 'gel' state of high 

viscosity which takes sane time to be broken down by shearing to a rrore 

fluid state. This can be deronstratErl by rheaneter measurements in which 

the shear rate is increasErl am then decreasErl: different values of shear 

stress result for the same shear rate with a different history. 'lbe 

resulting hysteresis loops (for example in Figure 1.4) are iIrlicative of 

(rut not a measurement of) thixotropy. Similarly, Figure 1.5 shows how the 

apparent viscosity decreases umer steady shear. 

'lhixotropy is a general feature of bentonite suspensions, am 
therefore applicable to drilling rmrls. However, limitErl practical 

experiments iIrlicatErl that a bentonite mud was not noticeably altered by 

the shear experienced on passing through a vibrating screen an the Main 

Rig. (The residence time and shear rate are insufficient to cause 

Significant breakda.m of structure.) Thus thixotropy was not of importance 

in the theoretical analysis. Unfortunately, it would have been a practical 

obstacle, because the bentonite mud rheology did change (due to breakdown 

by pumping) during the course of a day, am even during experimental runs, 

depenting on the flcM-rates usErl. therefore it was rot possible to present 

an identical liquid (in tenns of flCM properties) to screens at different 

angles am at different flCM-rates. Moreover, even if such had been 

achieved, it would have been difficult (am probably impossible) to make 

measurements which oould unambiguously define the rheogram that truly 

representErl the fluid umer those corrlitions. 

It was' therefore decidErl to use liquids where thixotropy was not 

noticeable. These oould be unambiguously characterizErl, am their 

behaviour explained on the basis of their rheograms. 
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1.4.3 Desirable Mud ('nnd1 tions 

'Dle rheological state of the drilling mud is a maj= oonoern of the 

mm erigineer, though it is often ccmpranised by other considerations. As a 

primary requi.rellent, the rlleology lIUlSt be reroverable: that is, it lIUlSt not 

be irreversibly changed to an important degree by down-hole conditions. 
5 -1 'Dlese include a region of extrane shear rates (of the order of 1 0 s ) at 

the bit and possibly tanperatures in excess of 1000 C in 5ale locations. 

As a general rule, the mininnJm specification for a mud is set by 

the annulus condition. F= the prevailing flow-rate and ge::metry (hence 

shear rate) the mud viscosity lIUlSt be sufficient so that the mm velocity 

is greater than the slip velocity of the solid particles generated by 

drilling. This could of oourse be aco::n1PUshed with a Newt:onian fluid, but 

the high viscosity ~ would cause considerable pressure losses (hence 

energy needs) for the fluid being pwnped down fran the surface to the bit. 

A shear-thinning fluid shows a lower effective viscosity at the higher 

shear rates within the drill-pipe. 'iberefore, the lower viscosity urrler 

these conditions the better, favouring fluids which are highly 

shear-thinning. (In addition, the flCM of mud actually contributes to the 

cutting action of the bit: an important hydraulic critericn is that as IID.lch 

of the pump energy as possible should be delivered as kinetic energy at the 

bit, and not dissipated en route.) 

An excessive viscosity in the annulus will cause power losses. 

Ibiever, it is convenient if the mm holds particles in suspension when 

flCM is stopped f= any pericx'i. This can be acocmpUshed with a mm which 

is thixotropic and has sufficient gel strength. If the mm does not gel, 

then sane delay in settling will be given by a high viscosity at the !CM 

shear rates provided by settling particles. 

OVerall, it is necessary to maintain a balance between mm 
properties and mud flCM-rate which keeps the drill bit clear, but does not 

cause hole enlarganent = wall erosion, and minimizes the power ~ to 

pump. In additicn, the mud lIUlSt be stable (and preferably stabilizing) to 

down-hole conditions, IID.lSt be capable of recycling, and should not be 

drastically affected by accumulated drilled solids, as will row be 

disOlSsed. 
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, .4.4 Effect of Drilled Solids 

So far as their effect ori visoosity is ooncerned, drilled solids 

may be classed as ' active' or 'inert', the latter havin;J effects on density 

arrl visoosity which are al.roost entirely due to their size arrl 

concentration. For example, SIlI3.ll particles of sarrl will increase the 

visoosi ty of a liquid aCCX)I'(]in;J to the volume fraction they oocupy 

(Einstein's law). However, clay minerals in water exert a nruch greater 

effect than this accounts for, arrl are thus 'active'. In a&iition, 

chemicals such as calcium ions can dissolve out of solids arrl affect 5aIe 

sensitive nruds. 

It is possible for particles to react chemically with the rmx1 

system arrl cause it to lose visoosity, rut in lIOSt cases drilled solids 

increase the visoosity of the systan. A high concentration of solids of 

any size will cause interference with flOiol if the particles interact 

attractively. This is generally reoognized as a high 'Plastic Visoosity' 

or PV, with, an associated energy penalty arrl other effects. For nruds which 

already amtain a high level of ncn-clay solids (barite or impurities in 

the bentonite) then further additions can increase the volume fraction so 

as to cause a disproportionate increase in visoosity. 

For example, take a rmx1 amta:inin;J 20% by volume of inert solids, 

which is a volume fraction .. of 0.25. AcoordirJJ to the equation of ~ 

('951): 

= 
( 

2.5 <I> ) 

exp -,----- (5) 

<1>/0.65 

visoosi ty of suspension 

visoosity of base fluid 

then the overall visoosity is 2.75 times that of the base fluid (e.g. water 

plus polymer or colloidal clay). 

Increasing the inert solids to 25% increases the volume fraction to 

0.33, arrl the visoosity ratio to 5.5, i.e. the effective visoosity of the 

nrud is doubled. A further " solids (say barite to adjust the density) 

increases the ration to 6.76. 
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Conversely, it will be seen that un:ier these circumstances a little 

dilution will have a large effect, which accounts for the traditional 

reliance on this method of rmrl IIBintenance. However, the effect of a 

dilution prograame is to steadily increase the ratio of drilled solids to 

viscosifier. This is particularly important where aCCllll1Ulated drilled 

solids cx:me into the =lloid size range due to attrition or spontaneous 

breakdown. 

Virtually by definition, materials used as carmercial viscosifiers 

are =lloidal, arrl hence drilled solids which are of =lloidal size can 

have similar effect. This is detected in practice by an increase in the 

'Yield Point' (YP) or the ratio yp/pv. Dilution may restore the Marsh 

Funnel viscosity or the yP rut is unlikely to restore the rheology to that 

of the original rmrl. In this respect, drilled solids give less 

shear-thinning character (i.e. the Pcrwer Law IOOex closer to unity). Thus 

the annulus corrlitians may be aoceptable, rut the effective viscosity at 

the drill-bit is IllUch higher, giving reduced efficiency (e.g. Block 1982). 

Particles of near =lloid size have a very high specific surface 

area. This can attract surface active chemicals, uaking them less 

available for maintaining the =rrect chanical state of the rmrl. In fact, 

the volume of water adsorbed can significantly reduce the amount of free 

water arrl hence affect SCIle forlllUlatians. A general review of =lloid 

aspects of drilliDJ fluid rheology is by Bro.ming, 1976. 

Sane drilled solids can flocY'u1ate to give an unacceptably high gel 

strength. This has been a major problem, IlCM generally controlled by 

deflooculatiDJ chanicals, or 'thinners'. However, the use of additives is 

expensive, particularly where there are changes in formatiOns beiDJ 
drilled, so that both f10cculants arrl deflocculants may be required at 

different times. 

In all cases it is clear that efficient ranoval of drilled solids 

soon after their generation is the DDSt effective way of maintaining the 

desired rmrl properties. 
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1.5 Solids Control Equipnent 

1.5.1 General Description 

The aim of solids control is to rem::JVe urrlesirable solids fron the 

rm.rl whilst retaining valuable liquid arrl desirable sOlids (weighting agent) 

as far as possible. Figure 1.6 (below) is. taken fron page 480 of 

Chilingarian & Vorarutr (1983) arrl illustrates.the main itans of equipnent 

cx::tlllonly used in a typical layout. The surface stock of mud is kept in a 

series of steel tanks of which all but the first are stirred. Mditions of 

dilution fluid or chemicals can be made at suitable points in the system, 

arrl there is a general m::J\TeIreIlt of mud fran One end to another via pm!pS, 

separating devioes, overflows arrl inter-tank oonnections~ 

Figure 1.6 layout of a Simple Solids Control System 
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The entire flow of IIIUd fran the hole is passa:l through a vibrating 

screen unit called a 'shale shaker'. (It is increasin;Jly cxmlJJll to have 

two or three units in parallel.) This discards the coarsest solids arrl 

discharges nrud into an unsti=ed tank called a 'sand trap'. sane settling 

occurs in this tank, rut the annmt of solids raooval is usually Slll3.11, due 

to the short residence time. Its principal function is to catch very large 

particles if the shale shaker screen should becane holed, or if it is 

temporarily bypassa:l. 

The rmJd overflows fran the sand trap into a stirred tank. This is 

often fitted with a device to rawve gas OObbles, or (as is shown here) 

there is a degasser placed in the flow between this arrl the next tank. The. 

entry of gas into the drilling nrud in neither routine nor UI1CCIIItJJi1, rut 

when it does occur it will severely impair the perfonnance of centrifugal 

pumps arrl hydrocyclones. 

The nrud is drawn by centrifugal pump (to give sufficient pressure) 

fran a sti=ed tank arrl passa:l through a 'desarrler' to the next tank. The 

desander is a bank of 150 nm hydrocyclanes, sufficient in number for the 

flow rate. As its name implies, it is expected to rem:lYe the majority of 

particles down to 74 pm. A similar bank of 100 nm hydrocyclones is then 

used to rem:lYe particles down to about 40 pm, this bein;J called a 

'desilter' • 

Finally, a portion of the flow is treated by a oontirmous 

centrifuge. This typically separates particles larger than 3 pm. Whether 

the solid or liquid is discarded will deperrl on the IIIUd system used, as 

will be discussa:l in section 1.5.5 

1.5.2 Shale Shaker 

Many designs have been tried with JII)I'El or less cxmnercial suocess, 

but accocling to Brardt & Love (1982) the majority use a downward-Sloping 

rresh screen. Linear vibration is used, but the IOOSt CUIllJJIl IOOtian is 

approximately circular fran an eccentrically IOOU11ted horizontal shaft. The 

nrud is fed into a tank (called the 'possum tank') arrl overflows via an 

adjustable weir onto the high erxl of the screen. In this oonfiguration, 

the solids travel down arrl off the screen by gravity. The screen IOOtian 
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serves to lift particles arxl prevent a filter cake fonning. It is also 

presumed to shear tile IlUId arxl aid its flCM through tile screen by rErlllcing 

tile effective visoosity. 

However, designs are 'CIOti in use with very little slope" with 

horizontal screens arxl even adverse tilts. It is clear that for such units 

the vibration must actively convey screened solid. For this reason, linear 

vibration is usually along a line tilted forward of that nonnal to the 

screen. Circular IIDtion has tile upper portion of the, locus IIDVing in tile 

desired direction of solids travel. (For dcMnward tilted units the reverse 

of this IIDtion may be used.) 

One manufacturer (Swaoo) produces a circular slightly daood screen 

which is fed at the centre arxl rotated so that the solids spiral to tile 

outer edge. A review of cxmnercial designs is given by Hoberock (1981a). 

A significant feature of shale shakers is tile universal presence of 

a bypass valve. If tile screen bec:ane blocked then whole mud would be 

discharged off the end, so tile operator can instead divert the flCM arourrl 

tile screens. 'Ibis facility is also used to keep tile IlUId flCMing (arxl hence 

drilling contimrlng) when a screen is being replaced or other maintenance 

is required. '!be use and misuse of tile, bypass will be discussed in section 

1.6. 

In 1976, Wells reported that shale shaker screens in C'X"I!I!X)!'l use 

were 10 to 14 mesh (1.9 to 1.3 mn aperture). In 1978, several authors 

reported that 'fine screens' of 40 to 80 mesh (381 to 178 ).Ull) had IJecure 

accepted, the latter being a practical limit (Cagle & Wilder 1978a, 1978b, 

Leb1anc 1978). Screens finer than 80 mesh generally have a coarser mesh to 

provide nechanical support. This also has the bonus of providing SOle 

ooarse screening if the fine screen should develop holes (Brarrlt & Love 

1982) • 

Sane manufacturers offer screen sizes down to 200 mesh (74 pm). 
However these (arxl even finer meshes) are IIDre likely to be used in 

cx:mbination devices for barite recovery (see section 1.5.4). Fine neshes 

are desirable to remove smaller particles, rut they are limited in fluid 

capacity: put simply, it is hard to pass viscous IlUId through srall holes 

It is possible to use two shaking screens in series, with tile 

seoon:l having a finer mesh. Thus several nx:rle1 s have been prafuced with 

two 'decks' - i.e. one screen belCM another, both fixed to a frame 

J 
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( I basket ') and therefore being iWVed by a single vibrator. The use of 

finer screens is usually in double deck units where the upper screen 
provides a reduction in the solids loading and sane rrechanica1 protection 

for the lCMer one. Fine meshes are also associated with near horizontal 

decks. 

A variety of mesh weaves are available,· with square weaves being the 

rost CXlIIlIJ11. Rectangular holes are said to give less terrlency to bloc:kage 

with near-size particles (Brandt & Love 1982). Patent layered screens have 

had similar claims along with :iJnprove:i life and fluid capacity (Cagle & 

Wilder 1978a, 1978b). 

1 .5.3 Hydrocyclanes 

Hydrocyclanes are centrifugal separating devices where the energy 

is provided by the pressure drop of the liquid passing through. They are 

used for a variety of process engineering purposes, as described by Bradley 

(1965) am Trawinski (1978, 1985). Svarovsky (1981) gives general design 

criteria. White (1982a, 1982b, 1982c) reported actual tests to predict 

performance with drilling muds, and gave an extensive trouble-shooting 

guide (1982c). Yamg & Robinson (1982b, 1982c) discussed the sizing am 
arrange:nent of hydrocyclones on drill-sites. Onnsby (1982) edited the !ADC 

manual on hydrocyclones for drilling muds. 

General practice in oil-well drilling is to use hydrocyclones of 

150 to 300 mn diameter as I desanders I followed by 100 mn =nes as 

I desilters I • O:mes as small as 50 mn may be used if the drilling process 

gives a preponderance of particles belCJN 100 pm. DesaOO.ers give a 050 cut 

point in the region of 40 to 100 pm, and desilters in the region of 25-to 

50 pm for typical cuttings 

Clearly, the desarrler reduces the solids load on the desilter, am 
likewise the shale shaker reduces the solids load on the desander. large 

particles or an excessive load may plug the bottan (solids discharge) of a 

hydrocyclone, which neans that no separation occurs and the pumping energy 

is wasted (and in fact oontriOOtes to wear). Conversely, the plugging of 

the inlet to the hydrocyclone will cause clean mud (fron other 

hydrocyclones) to be sucked back fron the outlet manifold and vented via 
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the bottan discharge, thereby wasting whole nn.rl in addition to loss of 

separation (Ormsby 1982; White 1982c). 

The effect of higher solids concentration is to reduce the 

efficiency (elevate the cut point) of hydrocyclones. It is therefore 

considered best practice to run then on a flow rate of al:xJut 125% of the 

nrud rate - i.e. 25% of the cleaned nn.rl is circulated back to dilute the 

:iruxmi.ng nn.rl (Onnsby 1982; White 1982c; Yoong & Robinson 1982c). Greater 

dilutions can be used, rut there is a cost penalty in the extra pumping 

requiIed. F'urthentore, too great a demarrl an the pump (or insufficient 

pump power for any reason) results in an inrorrect flow pattem developing 

inside the cane, giving less separation am loss of quantities of nrud fran 

the bottan discharge (Ioost authors cited). 

Two principal variations of . design are the I balanced' am the 

'choke-bottan'. The balanoed design creates a slight suction at the base, 

drawing in air. It can discharge relatively dry solids am will release 

little or no liquid fran the bottan ootlet when fed with solids-free feed. 

Conversely, the choke-bottan design operates urrler a positive internal 

pressure, am discharges IllUch the sane volume of bottan ootflow with 

solids-free or solids-loaded feed. As the nane implies, it can be choked 

so that the ootflow is a relatively concentrated slurry. 

Balanced hydrocyclones can be adjusted to give a drier product, rut 

this poses the risk of uaterial adhering inside the cane am ultimately 

blocking the ootlet. Choke-bottan units are less prone to this problem, 

rut if the solids discharge is restricted too IllUch then sane solid will be 

rEHmtrained am carried into the cleaned nn.rl. 'lbus for both types, the 

best solids reuoval results fran a wet discharge (Ormsby 1982; White 1982a, 

1982c; Young & Robinson 1982c). 

There is no doobt that hydrocyclanes are of uajor importance: an 

one well it was estimated that the desarrlers -provided 80% of the solids 

removal (Dawson & Armis 1977). However, being forced settling devices they 

are favoured by 1010'& viscosity fluids am their performance is affected by 

variations in density am solids loading. There are sane gernrlne practical 

difficulties in keeping them well-tuned (Young & Robinson 1982b). Ormsby 

(1973b) noted that an inoorrectly uatched pump is a cause of cyclone 

inefficiency. 
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The same author (in Chilingarian & Vorabutr 1983) observed "If a 

hydrocyclone is operating properly it is saving noney, whereas if it is not 

functioning properly, it is costing a great deal of noney". 

1.5.4 Hydrocyclane I Screen Canbinatians 

canbination units of hydrocyclones aJ:xwe fine-mesh vibrating 

screens were introduced in the early 1970' s f= salvaging l:arite fran 

weight;ej muds (Kennedy 1974; Robinson & Heilhecker 1975; Anon 1976; Dawson 

& Armis 1977; Robinson 1982). They are ccmronly kncMn as 'nu.rl cleaners' 

am exploit the different separating principles of the two devices. They 

are used in place of desilter hydrocyclones. 

The hydrocycl.ones on such units produce a solids slurry discharge 

in roughly the silt range. However, since the operating principle is one 

of forced settling, l:arite particles separate out alongside drilled solids 

roughly 50% larger. Tlrus the urrlersize fran a suitable screen will be 

richer in the l:arite particles than the oversize, since it separates on the 

basis of size. The l:arite-rich prcrluct is returned to the systan to add 

weight, thereby reducing the need f= make-up l:arite. The screen oversize 

is waste. Clearly there is a balance between salvaging naximum l:arite am 
discarding maxinrum drilled solids. 

These devices have near horizontal screens am IlD.lch of the present 

work is applicable to them. 

1.5.5 Centrifuges 

The practical use of centrifugeS in solids =rltrol 0CIII'00IlCed in the 

1950's (Bobo & Hoch 1954). The IAOC have announced (BraOOt & Love 1982) 

that 'Handbook 8' in their 'Mud Equipnent Manual' series is about 

centrifuges, rut this was not yet available at the time of writing. A good 

recent description is by Onnsby (chapter 12 in Chilingarian & Vorabutr 

1983) • 
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The tenn centrifuge in this application is CXlwully applied to two 

sorts of device, the usual one being a scroll decanting 

oontinuous-o::mveying unit. The less CXllllOIl unit is referred to by Onnsby 

(Ibid.) as a 'holey rotor', am effectively is a centrifugal concentrator 

with a slurry discharge, in oontrast to the much drier product of the true 

centrifuge. Both can achieve a similar effect in the i:x:.nm::>nest usage 

(barite saving in weighted water muds) rut the decanting centrifuge is I'OClre 

versatile, am the following cx:mnents refer to this type of device. _ 

A centrifuge can separate all normal drilled solids greater than 3 

urn (am 2 urn barite), though the speed actually used nay g"ive a higher cut 

point. It produces a very clean fluid am a very dry solid, though which is 

discarded deperrls on the mud system. For example, in an expensive oil or 

polymer fluid without weighting naterial the solid will be waste am the 

liquid will be retained." Conversely, for a water-based clay mud weighted 

with barite, the solid will oontain 70% or I'OClre of the barite, whereas the 

liquid will oontain fine solids which increase the visoosity am interfere 

with drill-bit efficiency. 'lhls the liquid is discarded am the solid 

mixed with an equivalent anount of water (plus perhaps sane I'OClre bentonite 

am barite) to provide replacement clean mud at lower oost. 

Where an oil-based mud is used, then a centrifuge can be used to 

rem::we lIXlSt of the oil fran solids waste generated by other solids oontrol 

devices. This has the double benefit of salvaging an expensive liquid am 
naking the waste I'OClre envirormentally acceptable. 

Of all solids-oontrol equipnent, centrifuges are the IlDSt efficient 

separators am are said to be the simplest to operate (Onnsby 1973a). 

lJa..rIever, they are very expensive to operate am to rent or b.Jy. 

Furt:hernore their capacity is generally much less than the mud flow-rates 

used, so they can Only process part of the mud. The throughput of a given 

centrifuge nay be limited e1ther- by its solid or its liquid discharge rate, 

depenling on the solids concentration in the feed. Ibiever, a typical 
3 -1 processin:j rate is 2 dm s (25 g.p.m.) which is rarely I'OClre than 10% of 

the drillin:J circulation rate. 

!olJd centrifuges are said to be IlDSt effective if the feed is 

diluted to reduce its visoosity. Ibiever, this IIIllSt not be so much as to 

allow turb.Jlent flow to cx:mnence, which would reduce the separation. 

Onnsby (1983) reccmnends that the liquid outflow should have a Marsh Funnel 
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time of 35 to 37 seoorrls per quart. In the case of oil nn.rls, the visoosity 

may be reduced by heating up to 320 C (Ibid.). 

Where solids discharge rate is the limiting factor, the liquid 

throughput can be increased by running at a lower speed (tlms naking a 

ooarser cut on a greater volUlle). For this reason, two-stage centrifuging 

can be used. Patel & Steinhauser (1979 ) give a solids rontrol diagram for 

an Alaskan 'lieU in which it is clear that two m:xlerate-speed centrifuges 

draw fron an active tank of (desaIrled am desilted) IlIlrl in parallel. A 

higher-speed centrifuge draws fron the outflCM tank of the pair, rennving 

further solids am in part feeding back to provide dilution for the 

lCMer-speed units. 
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1.6 Industrial Practice in Solids Control of Muds 

Table 1.2 (below) is abstracted frc:m a much larger list of 

practical aspects of drilling fluid use (ranging frc:m blow-out preventers 

to ecological oonsiderations) given by Hutchinson & Arrlerson (1974). It 

should be noted that the mud system is often changed during a drilling 

progranme, and this implies that the solids control system should also be 

changed. For example, when barite weighting is added, then the desilting 

hydrocyclones should not be used, or should be replaced by a mud cleaner 

and/or centrifuge so as to conserve the weighting agent. 

Table 1.2 Equiprent required for Different Muds 

N'II·dil~nd 

i::4l1ipmrlU Wlltr/li,bIIrClICd' cL.y Djlperud _ei.bled U •• ei,bttd "'titblcd 00 DIad'. 

SaI;d. rtmoul 
Shahr ICfHn 0,,11 ./med, ICrteDI Dual _/med. La fine Double deck _/ Double d«,k med. &: Du.' ./~. La fiDe. 

K~~ med .• IiD~ ICrecns £iDe IClffNl Ooul>le ~k "/fine 

:;'nd trap :l0-3D bb1. ./4~· lool- Be urerul 001 to dull'lp 
I.o!n-Iarge diam. durup liquid mud 

Imed' la le'ttit coaI'W mat.uial ahead or taaDder-dailttr unila 
hoportaat to nUle 
.. nd.Be c:a.refulof mud 
loa 

lJn;andef Imrarllnl-nm ahead M,y be used to remo'ft Important to pnvenl o\,trloa..liua: desil\.tn Can bf arod by dump-
of eailt('t1 coaI'W maLtrial abnd or totol,ifua:e iOlt into tank of IOh-cnl 

of dailliDI tquiplJleD' 

Ul:Silltr Important to I"fltlove Not uled Eaxolial for 10 .. ,",ol r«ommtodC'd Nol used 
fine 11It. for 10", wcich! 1OIid. mud. 

"'fud tltln~r Imporlant to relDon Eaeludea It. IOlidt 00 F..-nlial for drilled U.dul 00 Medium Nol~ 
fiDe lilt. for 10"" wri&hl mC'dium "'eizbl mod .olida rontrol .. tiaLI mu.a 

CeotrifuJr "'01 u!ltd Eastutial ror ttOoolIlic MI)' be uxd lo re- F..&:wotial for hiJb ,,-l. e .. n be o.,f 10 rrdu«: 
control of hi,b wL claim li~uid •• nd mud rontrol ... 
mud. dump dri IN tulidJ 

Dcal..J8fr MIY be u..N ahud of IsPDlial in .ick COD- Eawntial for aood kick rontN.ll practi«: Can ht .~ if EU rut-
trntment if , .. , tll' trol for trut wu.. tioa a .«.blrm 
counterN -

Of course, the possession of the oorrect items of equiprent is no 

guarantee of success. They must also be oorrectly sized, rigged, operated 

and naintained. Furthe.nrore, the requirerrents are likely to change during 

drilling, so the mud system must be updated to cope with the =ent 

situation. 
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CI:Xily enough, the IIIlrl ~ineer's 'bible' - Gray, Darley & Rogers 

(1980) has essentially no practical infonnation on solids oontrol, though 

its importance is nentioned in chapters 1 am 2. This perhaps suggests 

that solids oontrol has not received sufficient priority in the past. The 

papers of Onnsby (1973a, 1973b, 1977, 1981) do give practical advice fron 

an ol:Niously knowledgeable source, am are evidently written because of the 

faults he has fourrl to be cx:nIILlll in the field. It is salutary to note that 

sane authors (White 1982c; Williams 198-2b; Young & Robinson 1982a, 1982b, 

1982c) have recently warned of inrorrect rigging arrangements very similar 

to those described by Onnsby (1973a, 1973b) nearly ten years earlier. 

Leblanc (1978) am Williams (1982a) gave advice on sizing s=eens, 

cyclones, centrifuges am pumps. They stressed the ecorxrnic advantages of 

a well~esigned system, am made rea::.rmerDations which implied that 

inoorrect practices were not urux:I1I10ll. Much the same can be said of a 

paper by Marshall & Brarrlt (1978) which concentrated on principles rather 

. than sizing, as does a later paper by Williams & Hoberock (1982) 

The selection am use of solids control equipoent is usually the 

responsibility of the site drilling superintendent except on sane sites 

(am CUIlILllUY offshore) where it is provided as a cx::mplete package (Wilson, 

callemer & !>Dsher 1977; M::lore 1978). However, Onnsby (1973a) has pointed 

out that location am even selection of apparatus on an offshore rig may be 

detennined by the decisions of marine ~ineers at an early stage, IIlCIkin;J 

alterations difficult am expensive. It was reported in 1977 that in North 

Sea drilling sane oontractors were making extensive a:mnitroonts to 
mechanical solids oontrol while others were mainly relying on dilution 

(M::x:>re 1 977 ) • 

In 1975-6 Wells (1975, 1976a, 1976b) showed the great econanic 

advantage of mechanical methcxis of solids oontrol (as opposed to chemical 

treatroont -or dilution), especially for 'high perfomance' or expensive 

1IIlrls. At about the same time there were attempts to achieve near 'total 

solids oontrol' in the field (on admittedly favourable sites) by 5CrU[W.ous 

attention to the oontrol system (Anal 1976; Dawson & Annis 1977; Wilson, 

callemer & !>Dsher 1977). Cbnsiderable econanical, am ecological benefits 

resulted. 
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The 'total solids control' systan was developed by Exxon into a 

packagErl unit (Kalil, Speers & Robinson 1982) and narketed by Baroid as 

'Unitized Solids Control' (Anon 1983). A najor advantage seems to be that 

it is m:>re difficult to rig inoorrectly. 

So far as field operation is oonoerna:l, the principal failing (m:>st 

authors cited) appears to be the bypassinJ of solids control equiptent. 

This may be deliberate - e.g. around a shale shaker which is blocked or 

otherwise needs attention - or inadvertent - e.g. not realizing that 

intercxInpart:mantal flCMS will allow sore of the mud to pass through 

\n1treated while other portions are given the same. treatnent twice. 

The second error m:>st often reported is the failure to nake full 

use of the equipnent available. For example, the solids rem::wa.l pnx:ess 

need not be stopped when drilling is halted: by recircu1atinJ the mud 

tIuuugh the control systan it nay be possible to clean it m:>re thoroughly 

than is done durinJ drilling. This is particularly important where there 

are items which can only treat part of the flow (allowing them to 'catch 

up' with the drilled solids). Another example is the use of solids control 

equiptent only when accumulated solids causes a problem. In nany cases it 

would have been better to start earlier and thus prevent or delay the 

problem. 
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2 BASIS OF THE RESEARCI 

2.1 The Need for Solids Control 

Drilled solids brought up to the surface ~ the nn.rl can be 

discarded with whole mud, separated out, or returned to the hole. There is 

ample evidence that return to the hole should be avoided as far as is 

practicable because of the interference with the drilling process arrl 

consequently greatly increased oosts. Chemical treatnent can mitigate satE 

of the effects of a=umulated· solids, but it is a palliative which is often 

tanporary arrl always oostly. 

'!be use of nn.rl On a ance-through basis is not eooncrnically viable, 

though satE discarding is necessary in replaOE!lEIlt arrl dilution nethods of 

reducing the level of a=umulated solids. Essentially, these nethods are 

required insofar as separation has not been totally successful. 

Effective nechanical renoval of drilled solids would therefore have 

the benefits of reducing the loss of nn.rl (which is often expensive to 

replace) arrl nn.rl treatnent chemicals, plus pennitting the drilling process 

to be as efficient arrl eooncrnic as possible (in tenns of days arrl 

drill-bits required). 

'Ib better urrlerstarrl the problem, it is instructive to cxmp3re the 

mud system with a chemical process operation. In effect, drilled solids 

are generated within the nn.rl, arrl are then separated fran it. However, 

unlike (say) a crystallization of a chemical product, the aim is not to 

optimize the yield arrl purity of the solid, but that of the recycle liquid. 

Moreover, it is DDre difficult to specify what the yield and purity should 

be. Cb a practical basis, the designer is faced with a varying quality arrl 

type of solid (size distribution, shape factors, grindability etc) in a 

fluid which is viscous, Non-Newtonian and which lIBy be substantially 

changed during operation. 

ChnsideriDJ the process operation, rather than the design, the nn.rl 

system differs in two key ways fran a typical chemical plant. Firstly, the 

effects of incorrect process oon:litions lIBy not be seen for a· very long 

tine. In fact, they lIBy just appear as increased drilling oosts which 

might never be specifically associated with a particular poor practice. 
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Seoorxlly, it is not easy to dete:rndne if itans of equipnent are 

working well. Methcrls of assessm:nt have been ~lishe:i (Field & Anclerson 

1972; APr- 1974; Wells 1976b; Patel & steinhauser 1979; -Planck 1981) rut 

they dE!IBI1d a ocmniboont of time am effort which nay not be welo:me -

particularly if the results suggest that changes should be made. 

FurtheJ:m:>re, theassessm:nt W'OUld need to be repeated many times to deal 

with the varying oorrlitian of the fluid, its solid content, am flOW'-rate 

In examination of the literature, field visits am discussion with 

experienced drilling workers, it was fOUIrl that fuOOamental features of 

equipnent such as capacity am efficiency were given in a variety of 

different ways, often ill-defined am difficult to relate to actual 

operation. 

This study therefore set out to define the concept of efficiency of 

solids control in an effective am useful way, am to provide design 

infornation on the efficiency am capacity of a shale shaker as a function 

of operational variables. 
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2.2 A Mass Balance Analysis 

2.2.1 Introduction 

To optimize solids oontrol it is necessary to have sane kin:l of 

measure of its effectiveness. The view was taken that pililished 

definitions of efficiency of screening were generally inadequate, am often 

misleadinJ, particularly where mixed definitions are used in calculations. 

This problem is not specific to oil-well drilling, l::.ut is IOOre generally in 

solids screening - see for example the =i tical ccmtE11ts of Leonard (1974). 

Furrlamentally, what is required is the separation of drilled solids 

fran original drilling mud. As has previously been discussed, an imperfect 

separation produces inpJrities in the liquid mud am impurities in the 

solid (waste) product. Both of these have eoonanic penalties am IIU.lSt be 

oonsidered. (Trivially it would be possible to get 100% rem:wal of solids 

by discarding whole mud, or it might be possible to get a very dry product 

with a very low yield: neither situation is desirable.) 

It is proposed that the best single Il1lIlIber definition of efficiency 

would be an extension of that of Leonard (1974) for solids screening. 

Instead of a solid being divided into two size ranges (oversize am 
uniersize) the mud is divided into two phases, solid am liquid. Then the 

following definitions apply: 

Efficiency of solid separation = 

fraction of total drilled solids delivered to solid phase 

Efficiency of liquid separation = 

fraction of original whole mud delivered to liquid phase 

Overall Separation Efficiency = 

solid separation efficiency x liquid separation efficiency. 

For example, if a shale shaker reaoved 80% of drilled solids, am 
in so doing lost 25% of. the mud, the solids separation efficiency would be 

0.8, the liquid separation efficiency (1 - 0.25) = 0.75, am the overall 

efficiency 0.8 x 0.75 = 0.6. 
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It was oonsidered that such a definition would be useful as a 

starnard means of evaluating the perfonnanoe of solids CXl!ltrol equipnent. 

However, it gives equal weight to losses of either phase, which may not be 

the case. A fuller description has therefore been developed using the 

teclmique of mass balance. This description is the basis for umerstan:iing 

the needs of solids oontrol for the experiJrental work which follCMS. 

Examination of the literature slJo../ed that the teclmique had been 

applied to the drilling process in only a very limited fashion, an1 its use 

for solids oontrol strategies had been based on inadequate theory. Gray, 

L'Elrley & Rogers (1980) do not include the ooncept, an1 Chilingarian & 

VorabItr (1983) only give examples of the calculation of mud volume (fron 

losses, aClli.tions an1 displacement by drill string an1 casm,). 

Mass balance has been proposed by Field & Anderson (1972) for the 

analysis of the performance of solids oontrol equipnent. 'lbey gave a 

canplete an1 straightforward method for checking apparatus, which was taken 

up by the API in their 1974 raxmtendations on testing of centrifuges, 

hydrocyclones an1 shale shakers (API 1974). The:inq:lact (or lack of it) of 

these publications is perhaps indicated by subsequent papers. 

Leblanc (1978) cited Field & Anderson (1972) but not the API (1974) 

in rea:mnending that equipnent should be checked by sieving mOO before an1 

after processing. Furt:heruore, he fourxl it necessary to give a formula an1 

graph for the scmewhat trivial calculation of the annunt of drilled solids 

produced by a given hole size and penetration rate. Pate! & steinhauser 

(1979) presented a sampling pm::ejnre and calculations for solids rem:wal, 

rut cited none of the above. They did, ha.Iever, nention that true hole size 

(!ran caliper log) was preferable to naninal size for calculation of solids 

generated. 

Planck (1981) presented a method of dealing with the calculations 

using a progranmable calculator, citing the API (1974) and Pate! & 

steinhauser (1979). He gave a test on a desilter hydrocyclone as an 

example. Wells (197Gb) [no references) explained a mass balance 

measurement on a centrifuge. (M:lst manufacturer's literature on centrifuge 

operation also suggests this.) 
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In recent years, mass balances have been ~lishe:j en total 

drilling operaticns, as part of the quest for 'total solids oontrol' (Anon 

1976; Dawson & Annis 1977; Wilscn, Callen:ler & fusher 1977; Kalil, Speers & 

Robinson 1982). 

The above relate to analysis of equ1pnent perfonnance (am 
calculations of mud make-up requirelrents), rather than a stu:1y of the 

process. Hc1.iever, Onnsby (1977) am others (White 1982c; Young & Robinson 

1982a, 1982b, 1982c) have made sane observaticns en oaterial flows am 
balances within a system. Overall, it may be stated that mud engineers 

have the oonoepts am proa=dllres to llBke use of a mass balance m:rlel of 

solids oontrol, rut to date this has not been successfully applied. 

Wells (1976a) used mass balance theory to ocmpare the oosts of 

different solids oootrol strategies. Unfortunately, this oontained a major 

error which has apparently never been corrected. Wells claimed that ICM 

gravity (i.e. the drilled) solids oontent would ClCI'OO to an equilibrium 

value. For example: "Assuming that the influx rate is 4% ICM gravity 

solids per cycle, ran:wal of 50% low gravity solids reaches equilibrium at 

the influx rate, or 4% ICM solids per cycle. If each cycle renoves only 

20% ICM gravity solids, however, equilibrium is reached at four times the 

influx rate, or 16% ICM gravity solids." 

The calculaticn is =rrect, rut the error is in supposing that the 

solids oontrol systan renoves particles on a chance basis irrespective of 

size. '!bat is, a screen which passes 50% of the drilled solids would be 

expected to reuove half of its urxiersize if it was recycled. In fact, the 

recycle involves pumping am passage through the drill-bit so it is 

inevitable that the oaterial will be reduced to a finer particle size. 

A new mass balance 0Dde1 is therefore prqx:>sed, in a fonn which is 

of ready application, am which does not support the dangerous fiction that 

low efficiency solids oootrol can maintain satisfactory mud ocn:lition. 
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2.2.2 Basis for the Model 

The nrud system is viewed as two phases, the drilled solids am the 

rest. These are designated 'solid' am ' liquid' • The solids CXl!ltrol 

system provides a partial separation, providing two streams, a solid 

CXl!ltaminated with liquid, am a liquid contaminated by solid. Note that in 

this sense the liquid phase incltrles desirable solids (hydrated bentonite 

am silt-sized I::arite). The separated liquid is fed to the drilling 

process where further solid is added am returned to the solids CXl!ltrol 

equipnent. The follCMing assumptions are made (though they oould be 

IOOdified for any real situation in which the difference is significant). 

[ 1] There are no losses to fo:rnation or by evaporation. 

[2] The only input is drilled solids, where one volune of drilled 

hole gives one volune of Solids. 

[3] The solids CXl!ltrol systE!ll discharges drilled solids wet with 

whole nrud. 

[ 4] The solids CXl!ltrol system renoves a certain size fraction of 

the drilled solids on one pass only. It does not matter if the cut is 

sharp or not, only that a certain fraction of the size distribution is 

raJrNed. 

[5] Further passage through the drillin::J process causes size 

reduction such that raIDVal is thereafter of zero efficiency. 'lliat is, the 

mass passing through the solids system into the nrud he<xrnes permanent am 
acnmn11 ates. 

It was fourrl IOOSt effective to take quantities on a volune basis, 

although all the principles of mass balanoe apply. For discussion 

purposes, the irrlustry unit of the I::arrel (bbl) was taken. As is starrlard 

for mass balanoe calculatiOns, oonoeiltration "ratios were taken. For 

example, a ooncentration of 5% is 5 in 95, or a ratio of 0.0526. 



2.2.3 

2.2.4 

Definitions 

Total solids in system 

Total liquid (=iginal mud) 

Total hole volume 

Liquid flow-rate (solids-free) 

Solids input rate (dB/dt) 

Solids rate in drill-pipe 

Solids rate in annulus (e + F) 

Solids rem:wal fractional efficiency 

Liquid carry-over (ratio liquid/solid) 

Ratio of s/V 
Ratio of e/M 

Ratio of H/M (solids concentration) 

Tine 

The zero subscript indicates an arbitrary start tine t • 
o 

Derivations 

By definition: 

H = e + F 

F = M ( s/V ) . 

B = Se dt 

hence: 

B-B = f e dt 
0 

to 
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s 
V 

B 

M 

e 

F 

H 

K 

L 

q 

r 

x 

t 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 



Solids Mass Balance: 

as hole increases fron B 0 to B, then 

solids discarded 

solids accumulated 

therefore S 

Liquid Mass Balance: 

= K ( B - Bo) 

= S - So = (1-K) (B-Bo) 

= So + (1-K)(B-B
o

) 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

as solid is discarded, liquid is discarded in the ratio L to the solids 

discard, an:I volurre decreases fran V 0 to V. Hence fron equation (10): 

v - V = o LK(B-B) 
o 

therefore: V = Vo - L K ( B - Bo ) 

MOO 0 11 11 osition in Drill Pipe: 

fran equations (12) an:I (14): 

S S +(1-K)(B-B) 
o 0 

q = = 

V V - L K ( B - B ) o 0 

MOO O:1upu§ition in Annulus: 

£ran equations (6) an:I (7) plus the definition of x : 

H c S 

x = = -+-

M M V 

therefore: 

x = r+q 

(13 ) 

(14) 

(15 ) 

(16) 

(17) , 
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To Relate Hole Volume to Mud O:xtq:xlSition in" Drill-Pipe: 

rearrange equation (10) am oollect tenns: 

by definition: 

therefore: 

B-B o = 

= 

= 

qV - S o 0 

1 -K+qLK 

substitute in equation (18) am oollect terms: 

B - B o = 

1 -K+KLq 

which may be arranged to give: 

% Vo + ( 1 - K )( B - Bo ) 

q = 

Vo - L K ( B - Bo ) 
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(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

These are the two equatiOns which relate volume of mle drilled am 
accuroulated solids to the am:>unt of solids renoved am the wetness of 

solids discharge. 

2.2.5 Applications 

Suppose that drilling is in progress am the solids oontrol systan 
is functioning reasonably well. The tests recxmrerrled by the API (1974) 

can be =ied out to detennine the rate of raIX:IIIal of drilled solids am 
the rate of loss of nnD associated with it. On the basis of down-mle data 

am the operator's experience, the rate of drilled solids production can be 
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estimated (fron the penetration rate am gauge hole plus allowance). 'nrus 

the fractional efficiency of solids ratOVal K is kna.m, as is the liquid 

loss ratio L. The current circulating volume V 0 am solids concentration 

ratio % will be kna.m. 

Hence the equations (21) am (22) allCM the operator to predict the 

additional volume of hole (B - Ba) which can be drillErl by the tine the 

solids =ntent reaches a given value q. Figure 2.1 shcMs the cuzves which 

result for an initial volume of 1000 bbl ( V 0 ) of clean mOO. ( % = 0 ), 

aCCl.lIllUlating solids to a volume ratio ( q ) of 0.05 ( = 4.76% ). The 

solids ratOVal efficiency has been expressErl as a percentage ( 100 K). 

The dashed line represents those <XEbinations of raocJVal efficiency am 
wetness of solids discharged which result in the loss of 1 barrel of 

original mOO. per barrel of hole excavated. The shadErl areas are impossible 

or unlikely values of L am K. 

The operator may be nore ooncerned with the drillErl solids in the 

annulus (because of the risk of a stuck pipe), which can be got fran 

equation (17) if required. [According to Hopkin (1967), "experience shows 

that nore than 5% by volume of cuttings causes tight Ixlle or stuck pipe 

when circulation is stopped for aIr:! reason."] 

The operator may use this info:tmation in several ways. 

following are sane examples. 

[1] If previous experience suggests that stuck pipe or ~ 

problems will occur at a particular concentration of drillErl solids, 

equation (21) will predict how much hole can be drillErl before this occurs. 

A suitable safety margin may be allowed, am the mOO. treated or replaced 

before the critical point. Such action could be schedulErl to fit 

conveniently in the drilling programne. 

[2] If part of the solids =ntrol system fails, then a similar 

calculation will shcM how long drilling can be =ntinuErl in safety, or if 

it would be better to stop am put the matter right. 

[3] If it is suggested that the solids =ntrol system can be 

improved, then the effect of that improvement can be calculated in terms of 

extra hole. For example, a system which is achieving 70% solids ratOVal 

may not be much benefited by the addition of a centrifuge to rem:we another 

5%. However, the sane improvement on system with 90% reooval might give 

alnxlst 50% nore hole volume. 
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[4] As the prediction is as accurate as its input data, any 

deviations can be used to correct field estimates of hole gauge, loss to 

formation etc. 

[5] Short-term changes can be made to the solids control equiprent 

(e.g. changing screen angle or cyclone flow-rate). The net effect of 

greater solids rem::wal with wetter discharge. can thefi be estimated to 

decide on an optlnrum. 'Ibis will vary with the .cost of mud am its 

disposal. 

[6] Similarly, changes in mud flow-rate or penetration rate can be 

evaluated for the lOI)J-term effect. 

o 
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Figure 2.1 Mass Balance Prediction of Hole Volume 

for solids control efficiency am liquid loss ratio 
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2.3 Operation of a Vibrating Screen Unit 

Vibrating screens were originally devices for solid/solid 

separation, later adapted for dewatering of slurries. 'lheir use for 

solid/liquid separation of drilling fluids is quite different because 

solids are a minor <XlllpJllellt (5% by volume or less). Thus what is 

satisfactory for solids is oot necessarily so for liquids. The fact that 

the mesh IOCNeS is vital because drilling nurls are so viSCXJUS that they will 

flow aver all but the coarsest static screens. However, nrud engineers 

reasoned that screen ~t 1oiOUld "cut into" the nrud curl effectively thin 

it, which was empirically the case. 

Screen motion is either near-circular' or reciprocating, these being 

the two which are rrechanically easiest to achieve. Circular motion can be 

either be tending to throw the oversize solids ~ll or downhill. 

Reciprocating motion can be normal to the screen or at sane angle to it, 

again ~ll or downhill. For steep downward slopes, an uphill motion has 

been used in solids screening with the intention of retarding particles to 

give longer residence time. For slight downward slopes a downhill motion 

may be used to aid oonveying in the desired direction. 

For horizontal or upward tilted screens, it is clear that screen 

motion will be the major cause of particle transport £ran the feed to the 

discharge em, either by the direction of reciprocatin:J motion being 

tilted, or the circular motion being towards the discharge in the upper 

portion of the circle. M:lre canplex motions such as tilted ellipses are 

possible, deliberately or fortuitously. M:lreover, a circular motion can be 

considered as two reciprocating motions of the same frequency curl 

amplitu:ie, phased at 900
• Tilted linear motion results if the two are in 

phase. Variations in amplitude am phase produce all possible ellipses. 

This was considered the IOOSt general description of screen motion. Mixed 

frequencies IID.lltiply the range of possibilities, which could be the 61,Ibject 

of future research. 

The main factors to be considered in optimizing a shale shaker or 

similar device are as follows: fluid flow rate throogh the screen 

(preferably large); cut size curl grade efficiency for solids separation 

(preferably small); transport of solids fron the surface of the screen (at 

least as fast as solids are delivered); dryness of solids discharged; mesh 
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blockages; screen working life. These are not necessarily separate tenus: 
imprcII7aIent in one aspect of performance my involve the sacrifice of 

another. However, before any overall optimization can be attanpted it is 

first necessary to know the relationship bebieen perfrn:manoe am operating 

oarrlitions for the irrlividual criteria. nrls thesis represents a study of 

a full-scale unit in the light of these requ.irEm:nts,aimed at a 

fuIrlamental appraisal of design am operational needs. 

The operation of the screen was therefore considered for two 

purposes: firstly to pass visoous non-Newtonian fluid, seoorrlly to 
transport separated particles. The effects of circular IIOtion am its two 

., "ifonents were examined in:iependently. 
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2.4 Fluid Effects 

2.4.1 Previous Work 

Despite the widespread use of shale shakers, there was virtually no 

information on the fluid capacity of the screens prior to 1978, when Cagle 

& Wilder (1978a, 1978b) published results of tests canparinj a new design 

with a traditional one. '!he p.u:pose of" the work was to prove the new 
machine and also a patented screen mesh. However, data was given for work 

at full scale with 10 mOOs, and the authors ooncluded that plastic 

visoosity was the key factor, proposing a straight line fit for a graph of 

log(flCM-rate) versus plastic visoosity. Work was =ied cut on a 

downward-sloped mesh with a linear vibration of 0.68 I\ID stroke at 60 Hz. 

A major research programre was reported by Hoberock (1980, 1982d) 

and Williams & Hoberock (1982) on the influence of fluid properties, screen 

notion and screen tilt. Sane of the results were also utilized in a "nore 

general series of papers on solids control in drillinj fluids by Ibberock 

(1981a, 1981b, 1981c, 1982a, 1982b, 1982c). '!he results of a canputer 

siImllation of flCM through a screen were presented as graphs relat.in:J fluid 

properties and other parameters to flCM capacity. However, the 

experimental work only used a single fluid(1980, 1982d). F\Irt:herDDre, 

though graphs were given for an upward sloped screen (1982d) , the 

experimental results relate only to downward slopes. 

Hoberock presented his DDdel in the fonn of 0JrVes" of flow--rate 

(ordinate) versus length of screen for specified ooOOitions (mesh, 
o 

tilt,frequency, acoeleration, plastic visoosity, yield point). More than 

200 of these curves are given in sequential papers (1982a, 1982b). However, 

his experimental data anamts to 5 curves with one fluid (1.8 % v/v 

bentonite in water) with cx:Xrlitians as follows: 40 mesh, _10°; 60 mesh, 

_10°; 60 mesh, _30°; 100 mesh, _10°; 100 mesh, _30°. All were at 60 Hz 

usin3' a linear vibrator titled "slightly downscreen". '!be nonoal 

acceleratians were 5.57 to 8.33 gravities.· '!he rig was quarter scale, and 

the method was to set the liquid front to a given mark on the mesh, then 

measure the flow-rate • 

• 
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This thesis may be considered an extension of the work of Hoberock, 

using 1.lpWard slopes and different fluids. 

2.4.2 Basis for Investigation 

Hoberock's acdel, being a OCIllpUter program rather than an equation, 

was not directly accessible for critical stOOy, and it was not considered 

worthwhile attempting to generate an equivalent program. However, if 

proven, it was thought the acde1 would be llDre useful in the form of an 

empirical oorrelation (Le. an equation rather than graphs). By taking 

rooasurenents fLClll the graphs, it appeared that a power equation of the 

fonn: 

flaw-rate = (width) x (length)2 x (oorrluctance) x (lIUld weight) x 

(rheology)-1 x (acceleration)O.9 x f(angle) 

was possible, where "CXlI'lductance" is a screen property as defined by 

Hoberock, and where "rheology" is a liquid property analogous to visoosi ty , 

probably fLCIll a linear oa:nbination of plastic viscosity and yield point 

[this author's hypothesis l. f is SCIIE as yet unknown function of the 

angle. 

It would be possible to question SCIIE of Hoberock's assumptions (as 

will later be discussed) rut it was felt that this could IIDSt properly be 

dale in the light of experimental data. As Hoberock' s data was 

insufficient to validate all the points, further work was required. In 

addition, the behaviour of near-horizontal screens was iJnportant beCause of 

their increasing use. 

In the alx:IYe equation, caoductance was precisely defined 

(following Antour & cannon [1968]) as a function of screen gecm:try, for 

fl.or.i normal to the mesh. It should therefore be the same (or better) 

predictor for near-horizontal mesh as for downward-sloped mesh. 'lb 

elucidate the rheology tenn, it was necessary to have (at least) two 
fluids with different rheologies though (say) similar Marsh F\mnel 

visoosities. Hoberock's use of bentonite was Sanewhat unsatisfactory 

because of its thixotropy, that is the flC7<l properties within the screen 
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would rot depeOO uniquely on cxn:litions in that unit but would also be 

expected to vary with the t:i.ne am intensity of ~irg in the external 

circuit. Without a very detaile:l characterization of the response of the 

fluid to all these influences any results obtained would be expect.e:l to 

contain uncertainties. For this reason work was carried out with two 

polymer solutions, providing rheology close to Power Law, am to Birgham 

Plastic m::rlels. 

Hoberock's m::rlel i.n:licate:l that fleM-rate was nearly proportional 

to screen acceleration, suggesting that in practice this should be 

naximized (Le. limited only by the effect of stress ell screen life). 

lboiever, his data did not rxNer: a sufficient range to validate this 

important point, so it was obvious that this should be teste:l. Similarly, 

as screen angle only had two values, its functional relationship to 

fleM-rate could not be proven (am in any case was not explicitly stated). 

Hoberock assumed that only IIOtion nonnal to the screen was effective, an:1 

his cxmputed results showed that frequency as such had no significant 

effect. 'lbese were both plaUSible, but worth confiDning. 

Possibly the major consequence for fluid capacity actually came 

fran Hoberock's work on solids oonveyanoe. In essence, he dem::mstrated 

that solids oould be positively CXlIlVeYed by suitable vibration (as is done 

in other fields) so that a da.mward slope was not oooessary to carry 

screened particles off the mash. This confinned the IIO\Ie tcMards 

near-horizontal shakers (by sane nanufacturers) which would be expect.e:l to 

have greater fluid capacity. Hence the later papers (1982a, 1982b, 1982d) 

gave theoretical curves for horizontal meshes although his experimental 

work was entirely on the IIOre traditional downward slope (as also was that 

of eagle & Wilder). There was thus a particular need for experimental data 

on horizontal an:1 adverse slopes, which is given in the present thesis. 
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2.5· Particle Effects 

Particle effects nay be considered under three headin;Js: firstly 

the effectiveness of the screen at size separation, secondl.y the tendency 

of particles to jam into screen openin;Js and therefore obstruct flow, and 

thirdly the manner in which particles travel CI'l the screen. Sane 

observations were nade on the first two, !:ut experinEnts were particularly 

carried out on the third. 'Ihis is because solids conveying is crucial for 

near horizontal screens. In principle, the capacity of a shale shaker 

ocW.d be limited either by its ability to pass fluid through the screen or 

by its ability to carry solids off it. It is clear that the IOOtion will 

affect the residence time of particles on the screen, which is likely to 

affect solid/solid and solid/liquid separation - i.e. the effective cut 

. point and the wetness of solids discharge. 

Hoberock presumed that the analysis of Redford & Boothroyd (1967) 

applied for particle IOOtion on the mesh. 'Ihis analysis has been generally 

accepted for vibratory aonveying. However, the author had sane doubt of 

its validity in the present context, because it essentially treats single 

objects in free flight or sliding IOOtion. It was oonsidere:'l unlikely that 

such a IOCdel ocW.d apply to a concentrated bed of particles in the presence 

of a viscous fluid. However, it was empirically true that (as Hoberock 

conterrled) solids ocW.d be conveyed by a suitable nrition, because two 
nanufacturers produced near-horizontal shale shakers. 

The two oI::Nious CXIIIplications are particle-particle interactions, 

and particle-fluid interactions. Tests were therefore nade with 

conoentrated beds of particles on a dry mesh an:] then in the presence of 

fluids. By aovering the frequency range of the equipnent it was shcMn that 

distinct flow regimes could be observa:1. These do not awear to have been 

remarked upon in the literature, !:ut the author has noted them on 

dewatering screens, on shale shakers in the field, an:] in the photographs 

of Hoberock. For this purpose, it was necessary to obtain bulk quantities 

of solid particles in a size range slightly aOOve that of the screens under 

test. 

Practical experience suggested a further CXIIIplication, in that the 

ability of the screen to pass fluid might be significant, and a test was 

carried out to check this. 
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3 APPARATUS AND MR'llIJLtj 

3.1 Main Rig 

3.1.1 General Description 

Figure 3.1 shcMs a general view. Figure 3.2 shcMs the iOOustrial 

vibrating screen unit (described in m:>re detail in section 3.1.2) which was 

the item urrler study. Figure 3.3 is a diagram of the key features of the 

apparatus. 

'!he vibrating screen unit was IlDUl1ted about 2 m above floor level 

on a specially-built framework. This rested on two vibration-isolating 

pads set into the con=ete floor of the pilot laboratory. A nearby gantry 

was adapted to provide a catwalk along one side of the vibrating screen 

unit, an::l a further access platform was built in front of the unit using 

proprietry scaffolding an::l grid flooring. Care was taken that these 

structures were not in mechanical contact with the screen unit or its 

support. A wooden bench was located by the other side of the screen unit, 

to provide sufficient access to the bolts an::l jacking mechanism to allow 

routine adjustments. 

Beneath the catwalk was located the main tank. This was of 

mastic-ooated steel, rectangular an::l of rx:minal capacity 9 m3 (2000 

gallons). '!he vibrating screen unit was IlDUl1ted above an integral pan. A 

clrute was constructed on one side so that liquid going into the pan was 

directed into the main tank. Pipe oonnections were made to the tank via 6" 

flanges of centres 0.3 m above the floor. 'lhe main pipework was of 6" 

(0.15 m) diameter mild steel. However, two short sections were of 

reinforced rubber hose, again to provide a degree of vibration isolation. 

A 'Mission' 5xGR centrifugal I!lld ~ (belt driven by a 22 kW 

electric IlDtor) was located on the same vibration isolating pad as the 

front legs of the girder framework. 'lhe inlet was connected (via rubber 

hose) to a 6" rutterfly valve on a flange on the main tank. The outlet led 

to a small tank (known as the "possum tank")integral with the vibrating 

screen unit, giving subnerged discharge. '!he possum tank was constructed 

so as to overflow via a weir an::l distriWtor plate an::l feed liquid to the 

s=eens • 

• 
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Figure 3.1 [overleaf] 

Main Rig - General View 

Showing pump, front access platform and solids oollectian chute. 

'!be gutters for alternative solids collection are un:ler the bench. 

'!be main tank (black) is on the far side of the rig. 

Figure 3.2 [second overleaf] 

Main Rig - Vibrating Screen Unit 

Showing inlet pipe with orifice plate, discharging into 'possum' 

tank. '!be solids input hopper is Sll.Ul9 over the distribJtor plate. 

'!be mounting plate for a circular test sieve is on the front of the 

machine (right of the picture). 
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The outlet of the pump was throttled by a 6" Sarxlers diaphragm 

valve. To achieve better control, a 4" (0.1 m) pipe was fixed in parallel 

with a 4" Sarrlers valve. It was fOlUld in fact that all the fluids used 

gave sufficient flow through the 4" line, rut this was rot known at the 

outset. In addition, a side-ann led back (via rubber hose) to a 6" Sarrlers 

diaphragm valve on a flange on the main tank. This bypass all0we3 further 

control of flow, and was necessary for mixing fluids in the tank. 

It was found that the pump could deliver 55 dm3 s -1 (720 g.p.m.) to 

the possum tank, and exerted a pressure of 2.4 bar (35 psig) at an 

operating speed of about 22Hz (1300 rpn). (Provision was made for an 

increase in speed up to 27 Hz, rut this was rot found to be necessary). 

A pressure gauge was fitted on the discharge side of the pump, and 

an orifice plate with differential pressure gauge was later installed (see 

section 4.1.9). There were drain valves at appropriate points and a direct 

oannection to the oold water mains to aid flushing of the pipework. A 

small flow of water was maintained to the drip pan urrler the pump seal to 

flush away leakages of rig fluid. The main tank was fitted with a small 

drain valve and an overflow pipe. 

described in section 3.1.13. 

3.1 .2 Vibratinq Screen Unit 

The solids oollection chutes are 

This was a double deck near-horizontal screen shale shaker, on loan 

fran the manufacturers, Thule United. It is shown in Figure 3.2. It was 

in fact a prototype unit, differing in sane details fran the production 

versions, rut of identical size, capacity and general behaviour. This unit 

was considered to be generally representative of fine screen shale shakers, 

rot just a particular design. However, the Thule unit was particularly 

suitable for experimentation because the speed oould be continuously varied 

over a wide range, the slopes of both decks could be independently varied, 

and it could be fitted with both post-tensioned and pre-tensioned screens 

(see section 3.1.3). 

The unit was mounted en a skid, the base of which was made into a 

pan to receive liquid passing through the screens. An opening was provided 

on each side of the pan. One was closed off and a chute fitted to the 
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other to carry liquid into the main tank. 

'!be skid was 1.87 m wide am 2.6 m long, of which 1.9 m was the 

pan. On the rear portion was IID\D1ted a rectangular tank (the "possum 

tank") of height ·0.97 m, width 1.445 rn, length 0.435 rn. As can be seen 

fran Figure 3.2, the lower portions of the sides were sloped inwards. 

A 1.0 rn wide opening at the front of the possum tank allowed liquid 

to flow into the working area c:Ner a perforated rectangular plate 

distribltor.· The 1ID\D1~ of this distribltor was altered am the joints 

were specially caulked to minimize fluid flows bypassing the screens. At 

the bottan front of the possum tank was an 8" rutterfly valve. '!his was 

used to bypass the entire screening section when necessary, am also when 

measuring flow rates (see section 3.1.8). 

The lIOVing portion of the apparatus (the "basket") was oblong am 
IID\D1ted on four large coil springs. In the centre of the basket was a 

horizontal tube running across the machine. Within this tube was a 

rotating shaft with weights on one side. The shaft was rotated by a 

hydraulic motor at one eOO, the power being transmitted via flexible hose 

fran a floor-mounted hydraulic p.m!p. By conservation of nrmentum, the 

effect of the unbalanced shaft was to cause the basket to rotate in the 

opposite direction. Because of its much greater mass, the circle of 

rotation was smaller than that of the weights. In fact, the basket was 

f01.lIX3 to describe a approximately circular motion of about 1 II1II radius such 

that the top of the circle was fran the rear to the front of the machine -

i.e. the direction of flow of fluid. 

The basket itself was basically solid steel plate at the rear am 
two sides, with open front, top am bottan with a number of cross-members. 

On the top portion were two rails rIlIlIlin;J len:Jthways. One was fixed, am 
the other oould be noved by adjus~ several bolts. '!be upper screens 

consisted of rectangles of mesh attached to steel channels which could be 

slid onto the rails in the basket. Adjustment of the IIOVing rail was used 

to tension the screen. 'lb provide intermediate support for the upper 

screen, stretchers were provided in the fonn of vertical steel strips 

rIlIlIlin;J lengthways above the mesh. U-channel rubber was fitted on the 

bottan of these stretchers to prevent damage to the screen. The centre 

stretchers were lower than the outer ones, so the tensioned screen assumed 

a curved shape, lowest at the centre. Effectively, the stretchers also 
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dividoo the working screen into a set of strips alxJut 0.15 m wide. 

In the lower portion of the basket, a rectangular box member ran 

fran the centre of the rear to the front, curl there was a smaller box 

member at the same level on each side. These providoo the clamping rails 

f= the lcMer screens, which oould be slid into place fran the front. A 

rear cross-rail was providoo, rut this did not mate with the screens 

adequately arxl required caulking to prevent excessive fluid loss. 'lb fix 

the lower screens in position, a frame was brought down arxl boltoo at 8 

points. There was a spring at the bolting points to lift the frame up when 

the bolts were loosene:i, allowing the screens to be reroved. The lower 

screens were provided already tensioned curl fixej on angle-iron frames. A 

strip of rubber was stuck on the top of the angle-iron, arxl it was on this 

that the clamping frame actually bore. 

The top deck was ocmpletely oovered by a single piece of mesh, rut 

the bottan deck required 4 sections to be fittoo in place. Ho.Iever, both 

had a naninal superficial area 1.8 m long by 1.2 m wide. The lower deck 

was ocmpletely flat. 

The bottan supports of the front suspension springs oould be jackOO 

up curl boltoo in various positions along a vertical slide. This fixej the 

tilt of the basket, curl the lcMer deck. The upper deck oould be tiltoo 

relative to the basket, because the stretchers curl rails were all attached 

to an inner franework which was boltoo to the basket sides via a series of 

slots. 

The hydraulic power wrlt had a specifioo power :inp.lt of 5.5 kW, curl 

the output was oontrolloo by a variable· flow valve. With the 

marrufacturer's agLE,elDent, the stops were reocwoo curl it was founl. that the 

maximum speed of rotation of the basket was 33.3 Hz. (It was calcu1atoo 

that f= the estimatoo mass, the measurOO motion ~ require about 3.3 

kW, or 60% efficiency, which seems reasonable.) 



Figure 3.4 
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3.1.3 s~ ~ 

'fue method of mounting was described in the previous section. A 

representation of the mesh units is given in Figure 3.4. 'fue working width 

of the top screen was 0.99 rn am the length 1.82 rn, giving a surface of 1.8 

rn2 • 'fue lower· deck oonsiste:'l of 4 separate units, each of which 

effectively had 3 strips of width 0.167 rn am length 0.81 rn, giving a total 

available area of mesh of 1.6 rn2 • 

All meshes were of stainless steel, plain square weave. 'fue lower 

deck units had supporting ooarser mesh (18 mesh for the 100 mesh, 30 mesh 

for the 150 mesh, where the mesh size refers to the number of wires per 

linear inch). Wire am aperture dimensions are given in table 3.1 (belOlli) 

obtained fran examination under a microscope. 

Mesh of sizes 50 am 80 were used on the upper deck. A mesh of 

size 100 was originally supplied for the lower deck. This was already 

part-bl=ked fran previous use, am soon developed small holes. However, 

later on brand-new screens of mesh size 100 am 150 were obtained. Thus 

except where stated, or where "original 100 mesh" is quoted, the screens 
can be assumad to be perfect. 

Table 3.1 Screens Used on Main Rig 

mesh count per inch 50 80 100 150 

support mesh count 20 18 

mesh aperture l.IDI 315 185 142 98 

wire diameter l.IDI 200 132 112 71 

per cent open area 38 34 31 34 

cxm:luctanoe 4.4 2.9 2.2 2.1 
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3.1.4 s~ Angles 

The tilt of the-l1IOVing portion of the rig could be adjusted by 

jacking up the front pair of suspension IIlOllIltingS, which were then bolted 

up to give finn support. The distance between centres of the front and 

rear IIlOllIltings was measured as 1.12 m. By simple trigncnetry, raising the 

front IIlOllIltingS by 19. 5 lIIIl would produce a tilt of 10 of arc. For the 

small angles involved, this ratio can be taken as oonstant. 

Initially, the rrountings were adjusted IIDtil the top screen was 

level in all directions (by 1 m spirit level, effectively to 5' of arc). A 

nark was made on the sliding portions of the front lOOUIltingS and a 

millimetre scale fixed to the stationary portion, so that the displacement 

relative to horizontal could be directly read. Later on, . spacers were made 

in units of 19.5 urn. These gave a more secure and reproducible set of 

positions of the front rrountings and hence screen angles. 

The vertical distance between the upper am lower screens was 

measured at the front and back, am found to correspond to a relative angle 

of 3° 10'. Later, the upper screen frame was I.Dlbolted am adjusted so that 

the difference was 4°. It was not possible to bring the lower screen dcMn 

to horizontal. Even with the front m:runtings in the lowest position, the 

screen had an upiVcII'd tilt of 40'. For practical purposes, the lower screen 

tilts ranged fron +1 to +8°, and the upper screen fron -3 to +1°. 

~ allowance was made for spring bending, nor the probability that 

l.Dlder load the rear springs may be more highly cx:mpressed, slightly 

increasing the upward tilt. 
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3.1.5 Frequency Measurement 

In the o::::mnissionin:;J of the rig, the frequency of m:>tion was 

IOOaSUred by a ham-held tachaneter applied to the em of the central 

rotat.in:J shaft • Hc7.iever, this was not oanveni.ent for experimental 

purposes, so an electronic system was devised. 

This canprised a linear m:>tion transducer (Penny & Giles Ltd, type 

FGS m:rlel LP. 2 serial 0040377) fixed parallel to one of the suspension 

springs between the m:>ving basket and the fixed pan frame. This was fed 

with 10 volts d.e. fran a Farnell stabilized power supply type L30AT. The 

out:p..Jt fran the transducer should be proportional to the displaoement of 

the ID:>VinJ head. This output was fed to a Racal Ccrnp..tting Counter, no 9525. 

This instrument =unts the 1'UIIlIber of cycles of the input signal CNer a set 

time period. With the sample time set at 10 secords, the digital display 

in:licated the rig frequency to the nearest 0.1 Hz. 

The frequency IOOaSUred in this way agreed with the tachaneter 

readings to the precision of the latter. As a further check, a Philips PR 

9113/00 strobos=pe was used. With the rig nDlI1in;J IlODlIally, the 

stroboscope illuminated a target on the side and the. flash rate was 

adjusted until the target appeared stationary. The st:rol:xlsoope meter and 

the Ccrnp..tting Counter gave identical readings (14.0, 21.7, 28.3 Hz) and it 

was therefore concluded that the frequency measurement was correct. 

3.1 .6 Acceleration Measurement 

The front cross member was a square tube. This was drilled and 

tapped on the top and front so that an acceleraneter oould be screwed into 

either position. A Bruel & Kjaer acceleraneter type 4334 (serial 358998) 

was used with the output taken to a valve amplifier and meter, a Derritron 

Ultrasonics 'g Meter' type A1 (serial 150). 

To check the calibration, a metal rinJ was taped to the cross 

member with a coin trapped inside. The rig was operated at increasinJ 

frequency until the coin oould just be seen and heard to 1IOVe. At this 

point the g meter was reading 1.00 gravity on the scale 0 to 5 g, 0.997 9 

on the scale 0 to 1 g. It was therefore. assumed that the meter was 
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correctly calibrated. 

Meter readin:Js were reco:rded versus frequency for the acceleraneter 

in both vertical and horizontal positions. A good straight line resulted 

fron a plot of acceleration versus (frequency)2, with a correlation of 

better than 0.999. The lines for vertical and horizontal notion were 

in:listinguishable. The simply pooled data gave one stan:lard gravity 

equivalent to 16.34 Hz in the vertical case, 16.40 Hz in the oorizontal. 

Experimentally, it was fourrl that a frequency of 16.3 Hz gave one gravity 

to the precision of the instruments. 

This agrees reasonably well with a circular notion of 1 IlIlI radius 

3.1.7 Displacement Measurement 

The notion of the rig was recorded by a direct optical nethcd. 

Essentially, a point source of light was attached to the rig, and a fixed 

canera focussed on the light. The canera slrutter was opened for a tine 

similar to one cycle of the rig , giving an image in which the rig notion 

was traced out by the spot of light. 

The light source was a pinhole of about 80 pm pierced in brass shim 

sheet. This was stuck onto the face of a brass cyliIXier which had been 

threaded. to accept a st.a.n:lard optical fibre ooupling. The cylin:ler was 

itself fitted onto one face of a 50 IlIlI length of 1 It angle iron. This unit 

was bolted using 2 bolts onto similar pieces of angle iron, welded to the 

top of the side panel of the noving portion of the rig. The other end of 

the optical fibre was IOCJUllted to receive focussed light fron a lamp on an 

optical bench, placed on the gantry. 

The camera was a 35 nrn Nikon, fitted with a 2x converter and 

extension tubes to get a close-up field of sui table dimensions. For 

calibration, the rig was stopped and the pinhole IOCJUllting renoved. It was 

replaced by a micros=pe stage micraIeter (i.e. an accurately made grid) on 

a similar holder, illuminated by a spotlight onto a rear translucent 

screen. 
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3.1.8 FloIf Measurement by Weir 

'ltIe possum tank· distrib.itor was calibrated as a rectangular weir. 

'lhat is, the height of liquid at the rear of the tank (in excess of that 

required for the first drops of liquid to pass the distrib.itor) was used to 

estimate the flow-rate. For a well-behaved fluid and a correctly 

oonstructed weir with a SIIDOthing tank ahead of it, the flow-rate srould be 

proportional to (height) 1.5. In view of the fact that oone of these 

corxlitions applied, the experimental correlation to this formula was 

surprisingly good. 

Initially, the height was measured on three scales fixed to .the 

inlet pipe, the rear of the possum tank, and the side near the access 

platfonn. The average of the thnie was taken, unless surface swirl was 

obIriously causing a local variation around one. 

Once the principle was found to work, a sight glass was oonstructed 

(fran 1" QJF pipe) at the rear of the possum tank, with a transparent 

millimetre scal~. A rubber diaphragm was fitted to the joint, with a 5 IOn 

hole in it. 'Ibis greatly inhibited oscillations in the sight glass, but 

did not affect the steady-state condition. 

To calibrate the weir, the possum tank itself was used as the 

receptacle for the ''bucket and stopwatch" method. In this the flow was 

allowed to stabilize and the weir height noted. '!be possum bypass valve 

was opened wide so that the level d:copped substantially below the overflow, 

and was then closed again. The time taken for the liquid surface to rise 

past bio uarks was re=rded. '!be possum tank was rectanJu1ar in 

cross-section with a superficial area of 0.629 m2 , so a rise of 0.2 m 

corresponds to a volume of 0.126 m3 • At half maximum flow this required a 

time of about 5.5 s. 
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Fran an initial 37 points for water, the flow-rate Q (dIn3 s-1) 

was =related to the height h (nm) acoord.inJ to the expressicn 

Q = 0.0414 h1 •S, 

the =relaticn hciving a coefficient of 0.997 (>99.9%). 

As Figure 3.5 shows, this curve is closely followed by 30 

measurements made for polymer rig fluids. '!he 95% confidence limits 

(t = 0.975, 2-tailed) are for the total data set. For a flc:M-rate of the 

order of 10 dIn3 s -1, these limits correspom. to a range of + 13%. 

Figure 3.5 Calibration of Weir with Various Fluids 
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3.1.9 Flow Measurement by Orifice Plate 

After cxmni.ssioning and sane experimental work, the vertical pipe 

Jeadirg to the possum tank was lergt.hened so as to give 10 pipe diameters 

of straight section, and pressure tappirgs were fitted on either side of a 

f1arge, 1 pipe diameter upstream and 0.5 diameter downstream. An =ifice 

plate was made of 8 nm stainless steel, aocordi.rg to BS 1402, with an 

=ifice of 70 nm. 

'!be pressure difference across the orifice was measured by means of 

a dial differential diaphragm gauge, a Bcurdan 'Microvar' gauge, 0 to 3 

psi, in steps of 0.1 psi, which cn.!ld reasonably be interpolated to 0.02 

psi. 'llle =ifice was calibrated usirg an XQ) rig fluid of Marsh Fw1nel 

time 40.5 s, by the same technique as described in section 3.1.8. 

As Figure 3.6 shows, the flCM rate cn.!ld be reasonably fitted to 

the square root of pressure drop (the staOOard relationship). On this 

basis, the regression line through the =igin fitted the expressiOn 

Q = 8.25 (AP)0.5, 

where the flow-rate Q is in am3 s -1, and the pressure drop M is the gauge 

readirg in psi. 'llle stan:lard deviation was 0.53. The full-scale readirg 

oorrespon:is to 14.3 :!: 1.0 am3 s-1 [conpared with a predicted value of 

14.8]. At a flow rate around 10 am3 s-1, the 95% cxmfidence limits 

oorrespond to a rarge of :!: 11 %. 

As a general practice, the orifice plate was used f= flCM-rates up 

to 14 am3 s-1. Above this, the pressure gauge was isolated and flow 

readirgs taken fran weir measurements (see section 3.1.8). An occasional 

check was made with the possum tank and stop;iatch. F= very lCM flow-rates 
3 -1) . ibl 11 (0.04 to 5 am s , ~t was poss e to 00 ect the rig outflow fran the 

discharge chute and record the time f= oollection of 20am3• 
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3.1.10 Screen Capacity MeaslJrelEnt 

This was solely carried out with the flat pre-tensioned screens. 

The rig was set up with no upper screen am only the rear lower screens in 

position. Care was taken to get as good a seal at the rear as possible 

(see section 3.1.2.). 

Generally, the apparatus was operated at a chosen angle am 
frequency, am the flow to the screens was altered by means of the throttle 

am by-pass valves an the pipe fran the main pump. The limit of screen 

capacity was taken to be the flow-rate at which the liquid (not foam) 

started to overflow fran the front of the screens. The onset of this 

condition was usually quite definite for a change of one quarter turn of 

the valve wheel or the minimum discernible change in flow-rate. 

The procedure was sanewhat tedious, because it was necessary to 

allow sane time (5 - 10 mirn.Ites) for the fluid oonditians an the screen to 

stabilize after making a change in flow. However, the results thereby 

obtained could be replicated the next day to the practical limits of 
~ 

measurement. 

Unfortunately the screens themselves changed with use. Even with 

clean fluids, the feN 1 00 mesh am 150 mesh screens accumulated solids (rig 

debris & rust), with noticeable changes in conductance. The old 100 mesh 

screens supplied with the rig were partially bl.ockej (even after pressure· 

washin:J) am later developed snall holes. The feN screens only became 

available in time for the xa:> tests, so it was not possible to make exact 

. cx:rnparisons between fluids for truly identical screens. 

3.1 .11 . Canvey1nq Speed Measurement 

A fluorescent poster paint was used to nark lines at 0.1 m 

intervals on. the uwer an:} lower screens, parallel to the rear of the 

machine. These marks gradually wore off, rut were sufficiently permanent 

for use in both wet an:} dry conditions. 

For the tests on dry conveying speed, a quantity of about 50 g was 

added to a specific point to fonn a patch which terxled to travel together. 

The time taken for its leading edge to pass 2 narks (200 mo) was measured 
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with a stopwatch. This quantity was selecteJ because it fomed a 

reasonable spread over ale strip of mesh (i.e. between the stretchers) 

which appeared representative of working ocnlitians. 

For the tests on solids oonoentration, batches fron 10 g to 500 g 

were deposited on a specific point, about 0.5 m fron the front of the mesh. 

For the tests en particle BegLegation, batches of 500 g were 

deposited on the top deck at a point 1.25 m fron the front. '1he particles 

were oollecteJ at the front of the screen in rectangular boxes, the time 

bein;J noted. The velocity was calculated fron the residence time on the 

screen and a distance of 1.25 m. 

3.1.12 Hopper 

A steel hopper was used for the delivery of larger anotmts of sand 

to the rig. It also served for the controlled addition of polymer powders 

when naking up the rig fluids in the main tank. It was 0.45 m square and 

0.75 ID tall, with an exterior frame and stand, plus eyes to enable it to be 

slung by chains fron the OY'erllead crane, as can be seem in Figure 3.1. 

The discharge valve consisted of two 76 nm brass discs, the lO\ii1er 

of which <XJUld be rotated by a lever. Each disc had three holes of 12.5 

nm, and when the two sets of hole were brought. into line, the contents of 

the hopper discharged. 

Calibration tests shaNed a virtually constant delivery rate for dry 

~ with the valve full open (0.28 kg s-1) and quarter open (0.07 kg S-1). 

This was utilised in tests of continuous operation of the screen. 

The polymers were not free.-flowing, rut a steady discharge rate of 

about one kilogramme peL miIrute was achieved by manual- agitation of the 

solid in the hopper using a Piece of steel strip. 
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3.1 .13 Particle Collecticm 

For tests involvinJ mcxiest am:::Rlllts of particles, the rig was fitte:j 

with two lengths of uPVC rainwater gutter, with end closures. Both were 

sloped t:c:Mards the main tank. They were positioned so that material fran 

the upper screen fell into the upper gutter, and material fran the lower 

screen fell into the lower gutter. Any liquid overflow fran the upper 

gutter was directed via a snal1. chute into the lower gutter. Arr:t overflow 

fran the lower gutter was directed by a small chute into the tank. Fach 

gutter was fitted with a short length of down-pipe at the higher end, roum 
which was fitte:j a plastic bag. This enabled solid material to be swept up 

with a small brush and =llected in the bag. 

F= larger anounts of solids, a =llection chute was constructed 

fran 6 nm polypropylene sheet. This was nnunte:j on the acx:ess platform 

framework (in place of the gutters) and could be raised = lowered to the 

most suitable height. The chute was of 100 mn width, with a slopinJ flo= 

(approximately 300 to the horizontal) and solid sides. It discharged on 

the side away fran the tank via a small extension chute into a series of 

rockets on a bench. The chute wall furthest away fran the rig had 

renovable extension boards. These permitted easy acx:ess to the screens 

when necessary, while ensurin:J that all material discharged fran the rig 

went into the chute. 

Except f= very liquid discharges, the solid which remained in the 

chute was quickly cleared with a scraper into the rocket when takinJ 
samples. 
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3.2 static Mesh Apparatus 

3.2.1 General. Description 

Sane 3 mn duralumin plates were milled out to give two 

approxiJrately equal open areas, as shcMn in Figure 3.7. 'lhese were then 

covered with stainless steel plain square weave mesh by United Wire Ltd, 

usin;J their standard I::onding and tensioning. 'Ib hold these samples of 

mesh, an open-topped uPVC I:x:lx was CXlIlStructed with inner dimensions 

equivalent to the free mesh, and an outer flange. The I:xmded mesh was 

sarxiwiched between this fl.an;Je and a bac:k.irXJ fl.an;Je in the fono of a 

duralumin plate with a rectangular open area slightly larger than the free 

mesh. A seal was made with a soft rubber gasket and the whole was held 

together by 12 brass oolts in holes drilled through all the canponents. 

'Ibis assembly was l=ated on top of a 20 litre plastic bin, and the 

whole adjusted until the mesh was fcum to be horizontal in ooth 

directions. See Figure 3.9. 

The DDSt satisfactory flCM arrangement was fcum to be as shown in 

Figure 3.8. In this, half of the mesh was blanked off by a piece of heavy 

rubber, and the fluid was introduced to the centre of this portion via a 

slightly Sllhrerged flexible tubing. 'Ibis eliminated the possibility of 

jettln;J through the mesh and gave a uore stable surface aver the flow area. 

The fluid was ~ fran the bin to the mesh usin;J a 3/4 inch M:mo 

plIIlp with a continuously variable gearl:x:lx, capable of delivering between 

0.1 and 0.5 dm3 , = less by the use of a bypass valve. 



Figure 3.7 

Figure 3.8 

Support Plate for Static M=sh 
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F:LcM Arrangement for Static M=sh 

Figure 3.9 [overleaf] 

General View of Static M=sh Apparatus 
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3.2.2 Method of Use 

About 16 litres of the chosen fluid was put into the plastic bin, 

and the mesh assanbly located on top and levelled. The pump gear was set 

at a low value, and fluid circulated through the apparatus. After a few 

minutes, the tanperature was measured. For each experinEntal value, the 

pump was adjusted to a particular gear settiD], and the liquid height on 

the mesh allowed to stabilize. 

It was noted that air rubbles tended to aCCl.mlU1.ate on the mesh, 

reduciDJ its effective area. If these were not renoved, then the depth of 

liquid 1o'OUld steadily increase. It was therefore necessary to renove the 

bubbles every half minute or so by gentle action with a small soft brush. 

The position of the feed pipe was adjusted if necessary to give an 

acceptably smx>th surface over the working area. The height of the liquid 

above the mesh was measured by means of two precision stainless steel 

rules. One was bolted to the eOO. of the PVC box farthest fron the feed 

pipe. The sea:md was haJrl-held, and was usually placed at the other em of 

the working area. However, if an obvious swirl pattern suggested this to 

be invalid, another position was chosen. For the same reason, it was 

sanetimes obvious that the fixed rule was in an atypical position, so only 

the other was used. For very low liquid depths there was an definite slope 

to the liquid surface, and the average of the two measurements was taken as 

a single point datum. 

The ~ pump gave a flow-rate very closely proportional to the 

gear setting, rut this was not used as the actual flow measurement. For 

each stabilized liquid -COIrlition, the feed pipe was renuved and transferred 

to a measuring cylin:1er. The time of collection of a suitable anount (250 

to 2000 an3 ) was used to establish the flow-rate. All measurements were 

replicated. 
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3.2.3 Screen Meshes 

'Ihe same meshes were usa:i on the static am the vibrating rig (see 

section 3.3). '!bey were of stainless steel fron the same marrufacturers am 
reportedly of the same type am tension as is usa:i for pre-tensioned 

screens on the Main Rig. It should be noted that althoogh the mesh count 

was progressive, the difference in wire diameter and the effect of partial 

obstruction by support mesh meant that they all had aboot the same number 

of available holes per unit area, am the apertures of the 100 and the 120 

mesh screens were about the same. 

TABLE 3.2 Screens Used on the Small Rigs 

mesh count per inch 100 120 150 

support mesh count - 18 30 

mesh aperture )llI1 142 141 98 

wire diameter pm 112 71 71 

roles per sq in x 104 1.00 1.44 2.25 

% open area of support 100 69.4 44.7 

: .available roles 

per sq in x 104 1.00 0.998 1.008 

-
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3.3 Small Vibrating Mesh Rig 

When I10St of the IlBin rig work had been carried ciut, a small 

experimental vibrating screen was constructed. This has since been further 

developed by another worker, and the results reported in this thesis have 

been replicated and extended. 

3.3.1 General Description 

The apparatus used two linear vibrators manufactured by Derritron 

Ltd, IIDUIlted so that one drove the workin3' box vertically, the other 

horizentally. The amplitOOe and frequency of vibration was oontrolled by 

input signals fran a "Feedback" VPG608 low frequency signal generator. The 

displacement was neasured by two transducers (horizontal and vertical) as 

des=ibed in section 3.1.5 (1lBin rig). The acceleration was likewise 

measured by the same devire as on the IlBin rig (des=ibed in section 

3.1.6). 

The devire is shown diagramnatically in Figure 3.10. 

'Ihe vertical vibrator directly IIIOVed a frame of 1/2" square tube. 

This was susperrled by leaf springs fran an outer support frame, such that 

in the null position there was no weight borne by the vibrator (though 

power was required to nove the mass). 'Ihe outer frame also supported a 

vibrator IIDUIlted horizontally. This pulled the inner frame by a wire, and 

was owosed by coil springs at the other em. 'Ihe tension was adjusted so 

that the position when the vibrator was in mid-range was the same as the 

freely susperrled position. Over the ranges of frequency and displacement 

used, this gave virtually indepement vertical and horizontal l'OCltian, with 

very little normal IIOtion resulting fran the operation of a single 

vibrator. 

'Ihe workin3' box was of elear acry lie plastic, allOiring one of the 

meshes des=ibed in section 3.2.1 to be lIDUIlted horizontally between 

fl.aDJes. Liquid was fed to the top section via a distribJ.tor plate, and 

drained by gravity fran the lower portion back to the storage vessel. The 

liquid was fed by the Mono IUIIP des=ibed in section 3.2.1. 



Figure 3.10 Small Vibrating Mesh Rig 
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The height of the liquid inside the box oould be observed relative 

to millimetre scales fixed vertically to the walls at three points. A 

stroboscope made viewing easier. 

3.3.2 Method of Use 

The nost general (lLoc:alure was to set the mlit in I1Dtion, then 

o:mnence the flow of liquid. A p.IIl1p speed was then famd which gave an 

equilibrium head of liquid above the mesh within the measurable range. The 

frequency or arnplitOO.e of I1Dtion was changed and a new equilibrium head 

measured. Care was taken to step back and forth through the working 

ranges, to minimize the effect of any experimental drift. 
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3.4 Weissenberg Rheogoniaaeter 

3.4.1 General Description 

'Ibis rhec:meter is well-kno;m (see e.g. WaIters 1975; Whorl..c:M 1980) 

am will only be briefly des=ibed here. The instrument was lIXldel R16, 

supplied by Sa.n:T<mo Controls Ltd 

Although other workinJ heads may be fitted, it was used in its 

usual cxmfiguration of a cone am plate. The lower member is mechanically 

driven. The upper member is supported on a near frictionless air bearing, 

rut as it rotates to follow the lower member, its m:>tion is resisted by a 

torsion bar in the fonn of a flat strip of metal. The anount of 

displacement of the upper member is measured by a non-oontact electrical 

transducer, in which a fixed coil detects the position of a rod IIr:J\T:ln3' in 

am out, the rod bein:l' attached to an ann fran the upper member. 

The output .fran the displacement transducer was usually read fran a 

panel meter, although a chart recorder was also used. The torsion bar is 

supplied a=urately calibrated, which means that displacement readin;Js can 

be converted to torque. Fran the gecmetry of the cone, the ~fective shear 

stress on the fluid sample is then found fran the fonnu1a: 
3 El K 

shear stress = 2 TT r3 (24) 

where K is the torsion bar constant, El is the measured deflection, am 
r is the radius of the cone (25 nm). 

The drive mechanism is the special feature of this instrument. Two 

1 h.p. synchronous electric m:>tors are fitted, each with its own gearbox. 

One provides rotary m:>tion, the other oscillating. Because of the coupling 

used these can be operated simultaneously if desired. However, alm:>st all 

the work was carried out with rotary m:>t1on. Each gearbox covers nearly 6 

decades in logarithmic steps (fran gear 0.0, the fastest, to 5.9, the 

sl..c:Mest). For gear 0.0 the rotary speed is 12.5 Hz, the oscillation 

frequency 50 Hz. Gear 1.0 is a tenth of this, am so on. F= rotary 

m:>tion, the shear rate can be calculated fran the cone cm:Jle e am the 

frequency of rotation v , thus: 
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shear rate 
2nv (25) = 

e 

The vast majority of work was done with a eX>Ile angle of 00 58' 02" and with 

torsion bars 7 (calibration factor 10.8 x 10-6 N m / )lIlI) and 6 (factor 

1.048 x 10-6 N m / )lIlI)' A simple canputer program was written to =nvert 

gear settings to shear rates, and panel lOOter readings to shear stresses 

frcm the selected torsion bar. 

The working head region is enclosed in a water jacket which was 

kept at 250 C. In addition, the jacket held Sane wet cotton wo:>l, and was 

fed with a small air stream which had been passed through water at 400 C so 

as to maintain conditions of high humidity and thus reduce evaporation frcm 

the working sample, which was generally aqueous. 

3.4.2 ca1ibraticm Cbecks 

In principle, the Rheogoniometer is an absolute method of 

measurement, providing it is accurately set up. The IIDSt important regular 

adjustment is the setting of the gap between the cone and the plate (to the 

anount by which the cone is truncated). 'Ibis was checked by a 2 IIIn 

precision test block, giving one cx:mplete revolution of the adjusting screw 

and 200% deflection on the least sensitive displacement transducer scale. 

The lOOter output was checked by digital volbneter and found to be 

asymnetric to the extent of 1.5%. Results are therefore reported as the 

average of readings taken with opposite rotations. The time of rotation 

was checked with a stopwatch for gear 3, and found to be as specified to 

the precision of the watch. 

The natural frequency (rotary Pen:Iulum) of the cone assembly on 

torsion bar 7 was found to be 15.3 Hz, sufficiently high so as not to 

affect the results. However, noises of uncertain origin were noticeable in 

the system at frequencies of 1.25, 10 and 360 Hz. The whole assembly 

rocked on the isolation platform with a frequency of 0.63 Hz, similar to 

gear 1.3. 
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Measurements were nade on supposedly Newtonian liquids, namely 

glycerol solutions an:} silioone fluids~ the machine response was (to the 

accuracy of l"ll6aSllr'eIIet) linear up to gear 0.3, and within 1:. 4% of the 

specified visoosity. The loss of sample fron the edge of the oone-plate 

gap was a ocmion problem for all fluids at the highest speeds. 

3.4.3 Method of Use 

The rrachine was checked and if necessary adj usted for level on its 

vibration isolating platform. The thernostat was allowed to operate for 

half an hour before checking the zero on the gap-set transducer. The meter 

was then trimned so that the oorrect settin;J was centre zero on the scale. 

Gap set measuremants were in every case carried out with "the torsion bar 

unc1amped. This required care so as not to ruckle the bar. HcMever, it 

seened to me that the clamping mechanism caused a slight displacement fron 

the free position. In fact, MacSporran & Spiers (1982), in a footnote to 

their study of the performance of this instrument ascribe the supposed 

errors in the gap measurement system as bein:] principally due to the 

clamping head. 

With the upper platen raised about 25 om, and the torsion bar 

clamped for safety, a small excess of the required annmt of sample was 

placed on the centre of the lower platen. Any obITious bJbbles were 

rem:wed. The upper platen was then brought slowly down to contact the 

liquid and force it out towards the perimeter. It was lowered further to 

about 50 lUll above the desired point, and the excess liquid removed fron the 

periphery with a spatula. It was lowered a little further and the excess 

again rem:wed. The therm:>stat housin;J was closed over the platens an:} the 
-

torsion bar unc1amped. The gap was adjusted to aOOut 5 pm above the 

desired value. AOOut half an hour was allowed for t:enperature 

equilibration, an:} the final gap settin:Jmade. This nornally left a 

positive meniscus arouOO the peripheral gap between the platens. 

For IlOSt fluids, measurements could be made inmediately. However, 

for clay samples it was necessary to leave them static for a couple of 

hours, or shear than for sane time, according to the experiment being 

carried out. 
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3.5 Marsh Funnel 

3.5.1 General. Description 

'!he funnel devised by H. N. Marsh in the late 1920's is now the 

classical field method of def:inin:J the viscosity of a drillin;J mOO. As 

sham in Figure 3.11, it consists of a lon:J cone, with a harrlle, 

t:ermiJ¥it.in;J in a short pipe which has a brass =ifice in it. Essentially, 

the <XlIlE! is filled with fluid, which is allC1<led to discharge umer gravity 

through the =ifice. The time taken f= a fixed volume (a quart = a 

litre) to be discharged is than reP=ted as the "Marsh funnel viscosity". 

Half of the top is covered with a coarse (10 mesh) brass screen to rem:we 
lumps am large particles frcm the sample. 

The funnel used was a plastic one, with the brass =ifice lIOUlded 

in, supplied by NL Baroid (Aberdeen) aco:>rdi:rr:J to API Specification 13B 

(1980). The brass orifice was a straight tube of length 2 inches (50.8 mu) 

ani bare 3/16 inch (4.76 mu). The cone has a height: base aspect ratio of 

2. At the level of the mesh, the distance to the =ifice was 11 inches 

(279 mu), the internal diameter of the cone 5.5 inches (140 mu). F= water 

at 21 oC, the API specifies an efflux time of 26.0.±. 0.5 s for a quart. 

This funnel had a time of 25.9 s (std devn 0.18) f= a quart, 27.7 s (std 

devn 0.12) f= a litre. 

Figure 3.11 The Marsh Funnel 

. [over leaf 1 
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3.5.2 Method of Use 

American practice is to collect a quart (946 an3 ) of funnel efflux, 

rut sane European OCIlIpallies use a litre, an:l it was this latter practice 

which was adopted. In the field, a jug is generally usej, rut in this 

project it was found convenient to use a 2-litre conical flask. It was 

foun:l (by weighing with water) that the top of the 1000 ml mark on the 

flask was the correct calibration, an:l this was used. 

To nake a reading the funnel was held vertically with the orifice 

clOSErl by a finger. The funnel was carefully filled with liquid until the 

level was just in contact with the mesh. (About half the mesh was wetted, 

the line of contact being clearly visible as the funnel was slightly 

tilted.) With the funnel over the receiver, the finger was raroved fran 

the orifice an:l the s~tch starte1. Timing was stopped when the liquid 

in the receiver rose to the calibration mark. 

Readirr3"s were generally reproducible to 0.2 sec:x:>OOs, an:l other 

users were able to replicate, once practised in the technique. 

3.5.3 Application 

'llle Marsh Funnel was used as a routine quality check en the rig 

fluid. 'llle fluid was mixed so as to give a funnel time similar to those 

likely to be foun:l in real drilling fluids. Regular checks oonfi:l:!red that 

the fluid was maintainin:J its viscosity. 

In additien, the funnel time was investigated to see if this simple 

an:l robust device could give any useful guide to fkM through vibrating 

screens. The discharge of the funnel was m:xle1led (see Apperrlix 1) an:l the 

results used to interpret experimental measurements with different fluids 

an:l funnel visa::isities (see sectien 7.3.6). 
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3.6 Sieve Analysis 

stainless steel wire-woven test sieves of naninal diameter 200 mn 

were used. These were manufactured by Endeootts Ltd a.c:oorcli.n;J to BS 

410:1976, with apertures of 45, 75, 105, 125, 152, 185, 210, 250., 300, 

355, 420, 500 & 720}.IDl. Not all sieves were used for every analysis, and a 

ooarser sieve was saretimes used (see belc:r.r). Each analysis was 

duplicated. 

Trials shc:r.ied that a charge of aI:JoJt 1 00 grams gave a satisfactory 

result without overloadin;J any sieve for the ran:Je of solids used. 

Experimental sarrples were therefore divided down to approximately this 

. quantity (85 to 120 g). Samples up to 3 kg were divided by a 6-way rotary 

divider (with re--division arrl/or a:mbination as necessary). Larger sarrples 

were first of all split by a simple 2-way.riffle. For commercial solids, 

an entire sack was divided in this way to give sarrples for analysis. At 

the same time, suitable quantities were packaged for use as test sarrples. 

The stack of sieves was vibrated on a Fritsch 'analysette' type 

03502 sieve shaker, at an energy sett:in:.3' of 80%, intennittent at 50%, for 

35 minutes. Each sieve contain:in:J a substantial arrount of solid was then 

given further harrl treabnent (shake and tap) for a minute or so before the 

solid was removed for analysis. The arrounts collected were weighed to a 

precision of 0.01 gram on a t.op-load balance. Sane tail:in:.3's were weighed 

to 0.001 gram on a s:in:.3'le-pan analytical balance. 

Because the main rig terrled to shed quantities of rust and paint, a 

1 IIIIl pre-sieve was used for rig sarrples, arrl it was generally necessary to 

igoore the fraction greater than 500 }.IDl or 710 pm, which contained 

significant rig debris. 
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3.7 other Analytical 'l'echn1 ques 

3.7.1 pH 

'!he pH of experimental fluids was measured usin} an EIL 7050 pH 

meter with a oanbination glass elect.rOOe, and usin} nanual tanperature 

CXillfellSation. The calibration was checked at the start of every naj= 

experimental progranme, usin} freshly made-up standard ruffers (fran BDH 

tablets) of pH 4.2 and pH 9.0. 

As a quick check on rig fluid oondition, a sample was often tested 

with phenolphthalein irrlicat=, a pink oolour (pH 8.3+) beirg oonsidered 

satisfactory • 

3.7.2 Specific Gravity 

'!he specific gravity of solids and snail samples of liquids was 

tested by standard teclmique usin} a 50 on3 (roninal) specific gravity 

i:DtUe. 

The density of rig fluid under work.in;J oonditions was checked by 

weighin;J a measurlnJ cylirrler filled with 500 on3 of sample (including 

hJl:t)les, solid particles). The entrainment of air into rig fluid was 

IOClI1itored durin} experiments by means of a spirit hydraneter, directly 

imnersed in the p:lSSUID tank. This oove.red a specific gravity rcmJe fran 

0.789 to 1.00, a lower value beirJ:J irrlicati ve of increased air oontent. 

'!he runs were tenninated when the entrained air exceeded 2% by volume. 

3.7.3 Surface Tension 

'Ibis was measured with a du Nouy tensioneter IlBIlUfactured by 

cambridge Instruments Ltd, serial. rrumber C636845. The wire was checked 

with a precision weight according to the nanufacturer's instructions. A 10 

IIID diameter platinum rinJ was used. This was cleaned in a 5% solution of 

RBS35 (cxmnercial cleaner), and rinsed with dilute hydrochloric acid and 

distilled water before use. 
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The starrlard technique· was adopte::l, except f= very vi5O:lUS 

samples.. In the latter case, the tension was increased steprlse, allor.dnJ 

60 seooIrls each time for the ring to IW-l off. The lowest reading to cause 

IW-l off within this·time was taken. 

3.7.4 Ostvald Visocneter 

'!Wo Ostwald U-tube viscaneters were used. One was size C with a 

stated calibration oonstant of 0.02795 cS s-1. The other was size D 

(serial rrumber 6588) uncalibrated. Size C was used to measure the 

visoosity of ethanediol, am this was then used to fiIxl. the calibration 

factor . for the size D viscaneter. The viscaneters were used in a 

t:hernnstatted water bath,with a precision mercury-in-glass thenocmeter. 

F= measurements below roan temperature the bath was oooled with ad:litions 

of ioe then allowed to rise to the desired temperature. 

3.7.5 Mi~ 

The maj=ity of examinations of mesh am particles were carried out 

with a Leitz Orthoplan binocular microscope. F= ~togra];tly, a Leitz 

Orthanat unit was fitted. Both incident am transmitted light observations 

were made, using the appropriate sets of lenses. The built-in illumination 

was satetimes supplemented with portable external lights. This was 

particularly necessary when examining the screens fran the main rig, 

because the microscope stage am oorrlenser had to be renoved to allow the 

screen frame in. 

The examination of particle IlDtion on the mesh was assisted by 

~ cine film using a 16 DID Bolex camera at 64 frames per secorxl. A 

Nikan 35 DID still camera was used to provide reoords of effects observed, 

and f= stlrly of rig IlDtion (see 3.1.7). 
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4 

'!he follCMin:] is brief record of substances used for the 

experimental work. 

4.1 Solid Particles 

To test the behaviour of solids on the screen, it was necessary to 

d:>tain naterial which was inert arx'I not easily degraded (i.e. not 

significantly altered by usage in the experiments) of suitable size range 

arx'I in sufficient quantities. It is cx:mtDIl in experimental work with 

particle beds to use spheres, because they are simple to describe 

mathematically. Hc:IiIIIever, it was felt that the freedan to roll would give 

IOCIVeIlIeIlt quite different fron the industrial situation. A !lOre appropriate 

set of particles would result fron the Cl:UShiD::J of anoqilous naterial. 

San:'I was an obvious. mineral, because it is actually fairly 0 l1li1)'1 

arx'I is thus suitably representative of inert drillin] solids. Alumina was 

also used because it was available for grit-blastin] in prepared size 

ranges. It is much denser, which allowOO tests to inclooe the possibility 

of particle inertia being a factor. The alumina was selected fron the 

manufacturer's technical specifications. The sarx'Is 10lere selected by 

samplinJ arx'I sizin] a range of industrial sarx'Is. Figure 4.1 shows the 

shapes of the particles used. 



Figure 4.1 Micro;JLaphs of Particles Used 
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4.1.1 Alumi na Grits 

'lliese were supplied by Abrasive Developnents Ltd, and are sold for 

grit-blasting purp::>SeS. The particular grade is a brown anorphous alumina, 

relatively tough, and not very sharp. The specific gravity was 3.95. 

'!'wo sacks were obtained of sizes denoted by the supplier as "40 

grain" and "40/60 grain". These were sized, and it was found that the 40/60 

was llI3.inly (78%) belCM, whereas the 40 was llI3.inly (93%) above the 

anticipated cut p:lint of the 50 mesh top screen (aperture 325 pm, expected 

cut a.roun:1 300 pm). Hence an equal mixture was prepared for use in 

measuring the actual cut point. Conveniently, less than 1 % of the smaller 

alumina was smaller than the aperture of a 100 mesh screen (142 pm), so the 

umersize oould be rollected. Size distrib.ltions of the two grits and the 

mixture are shcMn belCM. 
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4.1.2 Silver Sand [1983] 

'!his was a washErl non-sharp sand sold by Black Dianorrl Ltd of 

Cbventry as "Silver San:j". It was fowrl that its 0
50 

diameter was 281 pm, 
virtually identical to the cut p::>int of the upper (50 mesh) screen as 

determined by tests with alumina. It was therefore also used for cut p::>int 

detennination. 
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Figure 4.3 Size Distrihltion of Sil vex San:j [1983] 

by sieve analysis 
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4.1.3 Silver Sand [1984J 

'!his was a washed non-sharp sam sold by pep brllders of Shepshej 

as "Silver SaOO". The entiie 50 kg batch was passed through a 1.2 mu sieve 

to ratove grit arrl foreign particles. The resulting size distribution is 

sh:Jwn in Figure 4.4. It was fourn to have a 0
50 

of 339 pm, with the 

majority (97%) being greater than the naninal aperture (142 pm) of the 

lcMer deck (100 Il'eSh) screen. It was therefore used to represent the sort 

of size range which such a screen might carry in practice. The specific 

gravity was measured as 2.65. 
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Figure 4.4 Size Distribution of Silver SaOO [1984] 

by sieve analysis 
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4.1.4 C1lelf~ ~ 

'Ibis was a clean sand of narrc:M size distribJ.tion, being the 

by-product of an irrlustrial screeniD;J process, supplied by Pc:Mder Products 

Ltd. The size analysis above sOOws gocxl replication between different 

sacks. It was used f= solids conveyance tests on the main rig, umer 

oorrlitions of heavy solids loadinj a.OO typical fluid ani vibration 

oorrlitlons. It roughly represents the solid which might be foond on the 

lower deck of a doubl~eck shaker with 60 a.OO 100 mesh in place. 

Figure 4.5 Size Distribution of Chelford Sarrl 

by sieve analysis 
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4.2 Liquid 0 _( .. nents 

'!be base fluid for experimental work was water, adjusted to a 

suitable rheology by the aCkiition of the followin:J <XlIlfXJuents. Non-fXJtable 

mains water was generally used. This had a total hardness of 280 m::J dm -3, 

am when tested for viable micro-organisms gave a COtU'lt of 103 - 104 
per 

cubic centimetre. '!be glycerol solutions were made up in distilled water. 

4.2.1 Hydroxy Ethyl Cellulose (BEe) 

This was used in the cx:mnercial farm as sold for drillin3' fluids, 

uroer the trade name 'WO 21', by Milchan DrillinJ Fluids Ltd. The supplier 

reccmnerrled an in-use CXlIloeIltration of 1 to 3 lb/bbl (0.28 to 0.86%) givinJ 

Marsh Funnel times fran 40 to 100 s. 

J\ocording to Lauzon (1982), it is narmfactured by the action of 

ethylene oxide on alkaline cellulose. It is non-ionic, stable to salts, 

am tolerates pH fran 4 to 12. Another supplier claims that HEX:: is IIOre 

resistant to biological degradation than many other fXJlymers. The 

solutions are highly shear-thinninJ, am it was fOUJ'rl experimentally (see 

section 5.2) that they approximate Power Law behaviour. This was therefore 

used as one type of rheology. 

4.2.2 Xantban Gums (XC, xm) 

'lliese are bacterially-produced fXJlysaccharide gums, first des=ibed 

by Jeanes, Pittsley am Senti in 1961. '!be rheology of the a:mnercial farm 

was des=ibed by Whi tOClDb am Macosko (1978),. who repJrted its 

exceptionally pserloplastic nature (see sections 5.3 - 5.4 for rheograms). 

It was therefore used to provide shear-thinniD:J liquids of distinctly 

different rheology to HEX::. 

'!Wo cx:mnercial farms were utilised, the one referred to as 'XC' 

being 'MilfXJlymer 350' fran Milchan Drillin3' Fluids; the one referred to as 

'XeD' was a dispersible farm fran Kelco Oil Field Products un:1er the trade 

name 'Kelzan X(D'. They had very similar rlleologies. '!he first-named 
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supplier' recxJlIlerrled a oonoentration of 1 lb/bbl (0.28%) with a resultin; 

Marsh Funnel time of 35 to 38 s. 

Lauzon (1982) states that the solutions are stable to a wide pH 

range, but liable to biodegradation. This was· a =nsiderable practical 

problem on the main rig experinents. 

4.2.3 Bentani te Clay 

The clay used was supplied by International Drill:in;J Fluids as 

'Wycm:i.n] Bentonite'. At least 5% was above the clay size, the largest 

particle observed urxler the microscope being 170 urn. It was therefore not 

possible to measure the rheology of rig fluid directly on the Weissenberg 

Rheogonicmeter, because the particles larger than 10 urn oould damage the 

workiDJ head. A tectmique was developed to prepare grit-free saI\llles for 

rheological neasureroonts: tests showed that the particle size distribution 

below 5 urn was similar to that in unseparated clay suspensions, so it is 

fair to assume that the rheology was not· markedly affected by the grit 

rem:wal process. 

Apart fron this difficulty, bentonite nnrls are opaque, which was 

sane disadvantage. However, their principal drawback in performing 

experinents urxler oontrolled =rrlitions is that they are thixotropic: that 

is the rheology will vary with shear history. Tlrus it would not have been 

possible to I'XFIp3re like with like on the main rig. For this reason, the 

main tests were carried out on the main rig with polymer solutions, but a 

limited I1Ulllber of runs were carried out. with bentonite suspensions to 

oonfinn that the behaviour was similar. 

4.2.4 Glycerol 

This was supplied by Fisons Ltd as 'SLR Glycerol'. It was used in 

simple mixtures with distilled water to provide a viscous but essentially 

Newtonian fluid for small-scale tests. Solutions were made up at naninal 

=ncentrations an:1 the visoosities fourx'l experinentally.. Cost preclooed 

its use on the main rig. 



4.2.5 CalUmltion Fluids 

used 

Dc:M--Caming silioane oils of viscosities 

to check the Weissenberg Rheoganianeter. 
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10 am 100 cS (+ 5%) were 

.Glycerol mixtures (see 

alx:Ne) am Fisons 'SLR Ethandiol' were used as seo:m:3ary stan:lards, on the 

assumption that a calibratErl Ostwald visocmeter was correct. 

4.2.6 Preservatives 

All rig fluids were kept in the pH range 9 to 11 by the ad:lition of 

Fisons 'SLR Scxlium Hydroxide (pearl)' as often as necessary. small 

laboratory samples were usually adjusted by 1.0 =1 dm -3 NaOH volunetric 

reagent. 

After the dump1n:J of rig fluid, the tank was cleaned out with a 

boiling-water pressure washer, am treated with hyp:x:hlorite bleach 

cwernight. 

BDH 'Panacide' had been :recx:mIleIlded as a suitable preservative, but 

did not prove totally successful. It is believed that it may ftmction by 

deposition onto clay particles am onto the oil surface of oil-based 

fluids, but due to its low water solubility was less effective in a polymer 

solution. Instead, BDH 'Phylatol' was founj to be satisfactory, at an 

initial level of 1000 p.p.m •• 
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4.3 Method of Mixing Fluids 

Preparation of the non-Newtonian fluids require1 the dispersion am 
hydration of a sol:l,d in water. It was fourxl that the best technique was to 

=ntrol acX1ition am m.ixin;J so that the );lOI>tier was well dispersed 

. initially, without lumps. It was then pernrl.ttErl to hydrate overnight~ 

Thereafter, quite mcxierate levels of agitation were sufficient to break 

down any gels am produce a harogeneous liquid. 

4.3.1 Small Scale 

A • Silverson' high-shear laboratory mixer (no. 15198) was usually 

anployed (though with care other stirrers CXlUld be usErl). This was fourxl 

to give adequate Illixin3' of a volume of 1.5 litres in a 2 litre beaker. 

Aca:l1:din;Jly, the inJredients for a fluid were weighed out in anounts for 

batches of this size. (Up to 40 litres were in fact prepared by OCIlIbining 

these portions.) Miror canponents such as preservatives am NaOH were 

first dissolved in water am the appropriate volume usErl (this being 

subtracted fran the water in the beaker). The order of acX1ition variErl 

with the fluid. For example, NaOH was adde:l first for the bentonite, last 

for the polymers, due to the different speeds of hydration in its presence. 

The );lOI>tier was acX1Erl CNer several minutes. For those fluids which 

showed a marked increase in viscosity durin:J the acX1ition, it was necessary 

to increase the mixer power to maintain the flow oarrlitions in the beaker. 

Once all the );lOI>tier had been dispersal to a SIIlX>th liquid, the beaker was 

anptiErl into the working receptacle, am the next batch prepared. The 

OCIlIbined batches of fluid were left overnight, then mixed with an ordinary 

stirrer of appropriate size for at least an b:lur. 
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4.3.2 ~ ~e 

'!he main rig tank was filled to about 60% with mains water and a 

suitable preservative aCHed. In the case of bentonite, NaOH was aCHed 

first, rut for polymers it was aCHed last. The necessary anount of solid 

was weighed out and loaded into the ~ described in section 4.1.12. As 

many hopper loads as necessary were used. 

The main pump was operated so as to circulate back into the tank, 

initially throttled well down. 'lhl.s gave a jet of water travelling across 

the tank, being deflected by the owosite wall. The resulting flow pattern 

gave a linear region across the tank in which the surface layer was being 

drawn down into the .body of the liquid. The ~ was suspen:ied so as to 

discharge into this region. 

Solid was discharged fron the hopper at a rate of about 1 kg per 

minute, with marrual agitation. As the visoosity of the fluid in the tank 

increased, the throttle valve was progressively opened in order to maintain 

the same degree of tank circulation without splashing. 

Once all the poiider and any other chemicals had been aCHed, the 

pump was penilitted to run for the rest of the working day, the valve being 

opened up only as IIUlch as was required to give good circulation within the 

tank. By this means the liquid experienced the maximum possible shear in 

the pump and in passing through the throttle valve. 

The mixture was left to stand overnight to penilit hydratiOn, then 

circulated back to the tank for SCIIE hours in order to give a haoogeneous 

mixture. All fluids were kept for a week with daily mixing before they 

were deemed to be fully <Xl!lditioned and in a stable state for experimental 

use. During this pericxl, the pH was measured and if necessary adjusted 

with NaOH. 
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4.4 Maintenance of Rig Fluid 

.Ckle of the najor exper:inental difficulties was preventing the 

degradation of the rig fluid by biological action. It was fCJtlDj that once 

serious microbiological attack had occurred then the situation oould oot be 

retrieve:i. ·-(This was probably due to the presence of enzymes even when the 

organism had been killed.) 'lbe only successful procedure was to dump the 

fluid, clean out the awaratus am prepare new fluid. Unfortunately, this 

was a rather costly as well as time--oansuming process. 

All polymer fluids shawed a slo..r decline in viscosity with time. 

Part of this was probably due to IlEChanical breakdc:Mn of the polymer 

IIDlecules by repeated passage through the pump. A further oontril::ution nay 

have cx:me fron local base-catalysed hydrolysis durin;J the dissolution of 

the solid NaOH which was ad:ied to maintain the pH. 

Biological breakdown was irrlicated by the fluid beccrning IIDre acid, 

by a sulphurous crlcur am by the presence of black slu:lge (sulphide) on 

metal surfaces. 'lbe latter two symptans irrlicate anaerobic 

sulpha~reducin;J bacteria. Support of this is given by the observation 

that over the weekend the fluid on occasion went a clear pale green 

(suggest.inJ reduced ferrous iron). MixiDJ gradually oonverted it to a rust 

=lour (deposition of hydrated ferric oxide due to absorption of oxygen 

fron the air). 

'lbree methods were tried lUlSUccessfully. 

[1 J The use of a cxmnercial preservative, BDH 'Panacide' did oot 

stop catastrqiric degradation, even at the lIBXinnJn rea:rmended 

ooncentration. 

[2J Scrup.1lous oontrol of pH did oot itself prevent a sudden 

overnight conversion. 

[3J Contirruous IIlixinJ (to keep the fluid aerated) prova:i 

impractical because the pump discharge was too great unless heavily 

throttled, an::i other pumps available were too snall. 
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Finally, a procedure was evolve:i which enabled a tank of xrn to be 

kept for 4 IOOllths before neecli.n:J to be dumped. This involve:i the use of 

1000 p.p.m. of the preservative BDH 'Phylatol', being topped up by a 

further 200 p.p.m. each IOOllth. In aCklition, the pH was rronitored daily and 

kept between pH 9 and 11 by the addition of NaOH. Further, the fluid was 

mixed for at least. an hour each day (except weekeOOs) to maintain its 

equilibrium with the oxygen of the air. Daily Marsh Funnel measuretents 

were used to confinn that the oorrlition was stable. (In the case of xrn, 
readin]s fell fron 41.2 s to 39.7 s in the period l>Brch to June, then 

sWdenly dropped in July, when the fluid was pranptly discardErl.) 
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5 PROPERTIES OF EXPElUMENTAL FLUIDS 

'lhe foll~ is a reoord of experimentally determined properties 

which were relevant in interpretation of fluid flcM stooies reported in the 

next chapter. 

5.1 Rheology of Aqneous BEC 

Figure 5.1 shows (on both linear am logarithmic plots) the 

rheograms of HEX: rig fluid, oorresponding to a concentration of about 0.2% 

am 0.3%. The cw:vature of the linear plot shows that these solutions are 

strongly shear-thinnin:J, am the relative straightness of the log plot 

suggests that they can be reasonably....ell represented by the Power Law. 

Rheograms were made for laboratory solutions fron 0.1 to 2.0%. The 

Power Law was fourxl to be less valid for concentrations of 0.5% am above. 

The highest oonoeIltration used in any mesh experiment was about 0.4% (Marsh 

Funnel 50 s). 

5.2 Rheology of Aqneous XC 

Figure 5.2 shows rheograms of xc rig fluid oorresporxlin:J to about 

0.15% (MF 32), 0.3% (MF 35) am 0.4% (MF 38). lhnp3rison with the curves 

for HEX: dem:nstrates that XC is nore nearly Bin:.:Jham plastic than Power Law, 

with a relatively 1cM flat curve alJoost 03lling to an intercept on the 

stress axis. Taking the Marsh Funnel 32 seoon:ls as an example, the XC am 

HEX: have much the same viscosity at aroun:l 1600 s -1 rut at 46 s -1 the XC 

has 5 tines the visoosity. The increased lcM-shear viscosity was of 

particular significance in the static mesh experiments. 

5.3 Rheology of Aqueous XeD 

'lhis was a readily dispersible fOllll of XC, of very similar 

rlleology, as sho.m by Figure 5.3. In fact, it was slightly nore shear 
thinnin:J. That is, 0.4% solutions had the same apparent visoosity at 

aroun:l 300 s -1, rut xm sIx:Med about 13% greater visoosity. at 30 s -1, about 

9% less at 3000 s-1. 
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Figure 5.1 Rheograms of Rig Fluid - HEX: 
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Figure 5.2 Rheograrns of Rig Fluid - XC 
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Figure 5.3 Rheograms of Rig Fluid - XQ) 
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5.4 Rheology of Aqueous Bentonite 

As explained· in section 1.4.2, the apparent visoosity of a 

bentonite dispersion chan:Jes with time of shear, hence it cannot be 

described by a sin1le rheogram. Sane joint work by the author (Roberts & 

pitt 1982) suggested that the chan:Je in structure with shear-rate could be 

represented by a surface on a threEHiimensional plot, rut the rate of 

chan:Je of structure would also involve time. While it is =nceivable that 

a full description might be developerl for a sin1le cuUfXJSition under ideal 

conditions, there was no practical way to specify the rheology at any 

m:ment on the main rig. (Marsh Funnel time varied fran 67 to 47 s durin1 

one day.) Figure 1.4 gives specimen rheograms. 
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5.5 Surface Tension Measurements 

Table 5.1 (below.) shows the effect of principal fluid Olll[oneIlts on 

the surface tension of distilled water. As the ambient temperature varied, 

these have all been nonnalized so that the distilled water surface tension 

was taken as 100%. 

'11le clay had no significant effect, the XC arxl. XCD had a negligible 

effect, arxl. the HEX: had a small effect. However, the BW Defoamer was 

clearly a surfactant, arxl. after prolonged use (to temporarily clear the 

mesh for obseIvations) caused a major reduction in the surface tension of 

the HEX:: rig fluid. 

It was ooncluded that surface tension changes result~ fran HEX::, 

XC; arxl. XCD were insignificant canpared with viscosity changes. 

One problen experienced when us~ HEX: solutions was their t:eroency 

to foam. Foaming is <XIIIIDnly associated with low surface tension, rut the 

~ts below do not support this for HEX:. The problen with f~ 

in these liquids is that their rheology precludes easy bJbble 

disentraimDent. 

TABLE 5.1 Surface Tension of Aqueous Solutions 

Material Nanoalized Surface Tension 

distilled water 100.0 .±. 0.3 % 

+ 0.25% XCI> 100.0 .±. 0.8 

+ 0.25% XC 97.9 .±. 0.2 

+ 5.0 % clay 99.9 .±. 0.2 

+ 0.25% HEX: 92.2 .±. 0.2 

+ 0.5 % HEX: 
. 

92.4 .±. 0.2 

+ 1.0 % HEX: 91.3.±. 0.5 

+ 200 PIE defoamer 54.7 .±. 0.5 

+1000 PIE defoamer 50.3 .±. 0.1 

rig HEX: + defoamer 69.8 .±. 1.4 
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6.1 Introduction 

Tests were actually carried out on the Main Rig first, am the 

small-scale tests followed to test sane ideas which this experience had 

suggested. However, it is oonvenient to present the results as foll.o;is: 

firstly static mesh, secon:lly iOOependent horizontal am vertical m:>tion, 

thirdly these canbined to a basically circular mtion on the Main Rig. 

The small scale tests may be considered as pieces of the nesh on 

the main rig in isolation. On the Main Rig, tilts of up to aO were used. 

The small-scale tests were entirely on horizontal mesh, b.It it may be 

asserted that for these low angles the tilted mesh-can be represented by a 

series of horizontal strips (as Haberock did). Furthernore, on the small 

scale it was possible to vary frequency am acceleration iOOependently, 

whereas they were interrelated on the Main Rig. 

The tests shoW' that mesh movement does not affect its resistance to 

flow for a Newtonian fluid; that for a shear-thinrliDJ fluid the flow 

resistance of a horizontal screen can be reduced by vertical OSCillations, 

b.It there is probably little effective reduction in visoosity by mtion in 

the horizontal plane. 

For non-Newtonian fluids there was foom to be a distinct 

difference in flow capacity of screens at low am high frequency. The 

small-scale tests indicate that this was a function of acceleration rather 

than frequency itself. The relatively sharp transition oontradicts the 

Haberock Irodel where flow increases with acceleration. A Irore dramatic 

change was shown by the Irore plastic (higher visoosity at low shear) 

fluids. However, at frequencies in the upper region, the relationship 

between screen flow capacity am screen tilt was similar for fluids of 

different rheologies b.It the same Marsh Funnel time. 

, 
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6.2 Static SCreen Tests 

The relationship between flow rate and static head is sha.m in the 

follCJWin3' graphs. It should be noted that the meshes used had different 

wire thicknesses, and the 120 mesh and 150 mesh had backing support 

screens. Thus flow resistance 1o'OUld not be expected to be simply related 

to mesh count. 
Figure 6.1 si'x:Jws the spread of data fran different runs with 

glycerol. Part of the scatter is due to temperature fluctuations affecting" 

the vis=sity. However, the data suggest a straight-line relationship, 

going" through the origin. Figure 6.2 si'x:Jws a similar oonclusion for the 

other two meshes. Thus for a Newtonian fluid, flow-rate is proportional ta 

head (in this range) - i.e. O:ircy's Law. 

Figures 6.3 and 6.4 shc1..> equivalent experiments with HEX:: of the 

same Marsh Funnel visoosity. Clearly the effective visoosity of the HEX:: is 

ruch higher at the (low) shear rates obtaining" on passage through the 

screen, because the flow-rates are lower. 

Figures 6.5 and 6.6 shc1..> equivalent experiments with xm of Marsh 

Funnel viscosity 41 s. (Xm of Marsh Funnel visoosity 50 seo:mds gave too 
low a flow rate for the experimental range.) The grams give indications 

of curvature and of intercept - i.e. a certain head of liquid can be 

supported with virtually no flow. This is clearly due to the virtual Yield 

Point 00 the rheogram - i.e. a small arrount of stress can be applied with 

alIoost negligible resulting" shear. As a general observation, the plots of 

flow-rate versus height resemble the rheograms: this is ol:wiously because 

the height determines the shear stress applied and the flow-rate the 

. resulting shear rate. 

As previously noted, the meshes were not progressive in dimensions, 

so the effective resistance does not follow an obvious pattern. For each 

fluid, the data gave very similar lines for the 100 and the 120 mesh, and 

about half the flow-rate for the 150 mesh. 

It may also be observed that for these conditions the Marsh Funnel 

time is not a good predictor of flow-rate: e.g. for 100 mesh, HEX:: of MF 50 

s gave similar flows for XCI> of MF 41 s, whereas glycerol of MF 50 s gave 

about half the flow-rate. 
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Figure 6.4 Flow Rate of mx:: versus Liquid Height 
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6.3 Small Vibrating Screen Tests 

These were limited in s=pe due to the various oonstraints of 

cxmnissioning the small rig. Jk:7,iever, they were the basis for 

m:xlifications to the rig and a !lOre oanplete experimental programne which 

has since been oc:mnenced by another worker. The followi.n] are results of 

experiments to find the effect of either horizontal or vertical vibratiOn 

alone on a piece of horizontal mesh supporting a head of liquid, glycerol 

and XQ). Tests with HEX:: were unsuccessful due to the formation of stable 

froth. 

6.3.1 Aqueous Glycerol 

For vigorous vertical vibration only, Figure 6.7 dE!!lOIlStrates that 

the flow-rate of glycerol solution is directly proportional to the head. A 

!lOre vi5O:JUS solution was found necessary than that used in the static 

tests, because the latter utilised only half the s=een am had lower 

JreaSUrable liquid heads (1 to 50 1lID, oanpared with 15 to 100 om). 

Tables 6.1 and 6.2 shov.r that frequency and acceleration had only a 

small effect on the liquid head supported by a set flow-rate of 0.126 drn3 

s-1. Both horizontal and vertical vibration gave similar results, rut zero 

vibration gave a steady Wild-up of liquid height, along with obvious 

Wild-up of bubbles on the mesh. It was canclu:led that the principal 

benefit was in dislodging bubbles, rut that for the Newtonian fluid there 

was probably little actual aid to fl.Ow through the mesh 
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Table 6.1 Glycerol Heights for Horizontal Vibration 

frequency Hz 16 24 32 56 

acceleration 'q' liquid height II1II 

1 72 70 72 70 
2 72 68 68 67 
3 67 64 64 66 
4 65 63 62 65 

Table 6.2 Glycerol Heights for Vertical Vibration 

frequency Hz 16 24 32 56 

acceleration 'q' liquid height II1II 

0.5 81 67 70 68 
0.75 77 66 69 68 
1.0 71 66 66 68 
1.5 67 67 65 67 
2.0 62 67 65 66 
3.0 -- 64 65 65 
4.0 -- 60 65 63 

N.B. It was not possible to measure at > 2 9 at 16 Hz because the 

apparatus was too disturbed by the violence of the nntion. 
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6.3.2 Aqueous XCI> 

Figure 6.8 sho.ris a relationship between liquid head am flow-rate 

for vertical vibration which is quite different fron the Newton.ian case. 

The solid line represents the data already given in Figure 6.6 for the same 

mesh and similar fluid. Tentatively, this suggests that there is a 

difference between liquid heights above and below 38 1lIn. With lesser heads 

one may suppose that the main effect of vibration is to dislodge rubbles, 

so the relationship between flow-rate and head is similar to the static 

case. With greater heads there is a different relationship, which can be 

fitted to a straight line which would extrapolate to an .interoept on the 

vertical axis at 20 1lIn. 

The work on the main rig provides sane support for this notion, as 

will be discussed. However, it is clear that m:>re results with a range of 

. fluids and meshes are required. 

As for the glycerol, the effect of horizontal am vertical 

vibration were oanpared for a range of frequencies and acoelerations. The 

flow-rate was 0.2 dm3 s -1, and the equilibrium head was noted. (N.B. to 

obviate drift in the results, read.i.rJ3's were not taken in order, hence the 

trerrls shown cannot be interpreted as chan3"es with time.) 

Figure 6.9 sho.ris the relationship between head arrl acceleration for 

horizontal IOOtion at a range of frequencies similar to those used on the 

main rig. Figure 6.10 sho.ris similar results for vertical IOOtion. A uore 

detailed discussion will follow, rut it is clear that vertical acoeleration 

is uore effective in reducinJ screen resistance, particularly above 1 g. 

These figures do not shcM any clear dependence on frequency. This aspect 

was tested for the same liquid arrl screen = a wider range, as shown in 

Figure 6.11. It is surmised that the obvious dips at around 25 and 50 Hz 

are due to mesh resonance effectively increasing -the screen IOOtlon (and 

aooeleration) in excess of that applied to the frame. This should be 

tested with screens of different dimensions. The difference between 0.5 9 

arrl the 1.0+ g acoelerations is stri.kin::J. 
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6.4 Main Rig Tests 

'lhese were mainly carried out on screens with a slight upward tilt, 

and IIOStly using the flat screens on the lower deck. As a stamard 

=iterion, the flow which would just fill the lower rear screens was used, 

being both =nvenient experimentally and representative of typical field 

=nditions. 

6.4.1 Effect of Screen Angle for DEC, XC, XCD 

Figure 6.12 gives data for two =nceI1trations of HEX: on the same 

rresh, and the lines are parabolas fitted by least squares regression. 

These suggest that the s=een is given additional flow capacity by an 

up.Jard tilt, and that this additional capacity is proportional to the 

square of the angle. However, for this fluid there is (by extrapolation) 

significant flow capacity for the horizontal s=een. 

Figure 6.13 shows similar data for XC solutions. However the lower 

parabola shown is not a best fit, rut that taken fran the HEX: data for 

similar Marsh Funnel vis=sity. Furt:hentore, the XC curve for MF 38 s is a 

little to the right of the HEX:: curve for MF 40 s. 'Ibis suggests a family 

of curves defined by Marsh Funnel times which can equally be applied to the 

two types of fluid, despite their very different rheologies. 

Figure 6.14 shows another parabolic fit for XCD ona finer mesh, 

where it appears that the horizontal s=een would have virtually zero flow 

capacity. The dotted lines are the 95% oonfidence limits. 30 Hz was 

chosen in preference to 20 Hz as the selected frequency because of 

accumulated experience and observations of a phenarenon which will now be 

des=ibed. 
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Figure 6.13 Flow Rate of XC versus Screen Angle 

(20 Hz original 1 00 mesh MF 32 & 38 s) 
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Figure 6.14 Flow Rate of xrn versus Screen Angle 

(30 Hz 150 mesh MF 40 s) 
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6.4.2 Effect of Vibration Frequency for BBC, XC, XCI> 

Figure 6.15 contains data for the roost ooncentrat.a:l HEX: used (Marsh 

Funnel 40 s). Fewer measurements were taken for angles of an odd number of 

degrees. For this reason, and also for clarity, they are present.a:l 

separately. 

It can be seen that the effect of frequency is small rut 

beneficial. Essentially the flow capacity is the sarre for frequencies 

between 0 and 10Hz, increases and then beccmes frequency independent 

between 20 and 30 Hz. The effect is IlOSt marked at high angles. It was 

less readily discernible with lower concentrations of HEX::. 

For XC of similar Marsh Funnel time, the effect was mch greater, 

as shc7.m in Figure 6.16. Although frequency was the experimental variable, 

this was directly related to the s=een acceleration. '!he frequency 

oorrespandiD;J to 1 gravity is indicated on this graph, and it is noteworthy 

that it goes through the transition. 

This phencmenon was investigated in m:>re detail using fresh rig 

fluid (XC]) and rew screens (100 and 150 mesh). '!he Marsh Funnel time was 

41 s. 

Figure 6.17 denonstrates that the xc]) solution would not pass 

through the s=een (other than by weeping) when the driving force was 

limited to the hydrostatic head on the mesh. For the lowest hydrostatic 

head (1 0 tilt, about 1 - 2 nm) screen vibration did not have any effect 

until the peak acceleration exceeded 1 gravity. F'urthen1X>re, accelerations 

beyon:l 2 gravities (23 Hz) did not give any aaiitional benefit. A similar 

pattern was observed for other s=een tilts, rut the onset of measurable 

flow occurred at a lower frequency (hence acceleration) for greater angles 

of tilt (hence greater hydrostatic heads). 

Figure 6,18 shows the sarre pattern for a finer mesh. However the 

smaller holes pe:rmitted negligible flow for accelerations below 1 gravity 

for tilts of up to 40
• As might be expected, the limiting flow-rates 

(accelerations > 2 g) were less than for the coarser mesh. 
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Flow Rate of HOC versus Frequency 

for angles 1 to aO (1 00 mesh MP 40 s) 
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Figure 6.16 FlCM Rate of XC versus Frequency 

for angles 4 to ffJ (100 mesh MP 39 s) 
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Figure 6.17 FlOil7 Rate of X(l) versus Frequency 

for angles 1 to 60 (100 nesh MF 41 5)· 
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Figure 6.18 Flow Rate of xm versus Frequency 

for angles 1 to ~ (150 mesh MF 41 s) 
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6.4.3 Effect of Solids on Screen capacity 

Figure 6.19 shows a oanparison of the fluid capacity of a screen 

tilted upwards at 40 in the presence and absence of screenable solids. In 

the fanner case there was sufficient solids in the a systan to maintain a 

thin film on the mesh when the IIDtion was stopped. In both cases the 

screens were freshly power washed, and the Marsh Funnel time was 38 s. 

For no vibration the solids-covered screen was essentially 

impermeable, whereas the empty one passed a Significant amount of fluid. 

lJc7.iever, under vigorous vibration the solids-oovered passed alnost the same 

anount of fluid as the empty screen. 

This was verified on the small vibrating screen rig, where a small 

aIOOUIlt (12 g) of oversize sand was found to fonn an obstruction to flOW' 

such that the fluid capacity (for the same head) was about half that of an 

empty screen for vibrations significantly belOW' 1 g, curl virtually 

identical for vibrations of 2 9 at the same frequency. The fluid was 

aqueous xm of Marsh Funnel time 39 s. The tests covered frequencies fran 

16 to 64 Hz. A similar result was obtained fran a IIDre limited test 

. carried out with HEX:: rig fluid, passed through a circular analytical mesh 

bolted to the main rig. With a layer of alumina particles the sieve passed 

only a small flOW'-rate at lOW' frequencies, but the flOW'-rate was greatly 

increased by vibrations above 1 g. 

This can reasonably be interpreted as particles bem, tIuu.m off 

the screen by the J\X)tion and thus spending less time covering holes. This 

has great importance because any practica;L usage of a vibrating screen will 

be in the presence of particles. It has been suggested (Hoberock 1980, 

1982a) that the solids-free fluid capacity can be USEd as a basis for 

screen sel~on, on the grounds that in the presence of solids the true 

capacity will be sane fraction of this value. lJc7.iever, the above results 

suggest that this should be the capacity at 2 9 or above. In the case of 

fluids such as dilute HEX:: vibration only gives a little iII1provenent of 

flOW'-rate, so a lOW' acceleration might be selected, giving no solids 

levitation. 

The effect of vibration in IIDVin;J particles on the mesh was 

investigated in IIDre detail, as described in Chapter 8. 
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6.4.4 Act.i ve Screen Lenqth 

The fluid capacity tests (above) were carried out on a screen of 

fixed length. Sane limited experiments were carried out to m=asure the 

length of screen in use for a given flow-rate and other specified 

COIrlitions. 

6.4.4.1 Effect of Flow Rate on Active Screen Length 

Figure 6.20 shows the relationship between fleM-rate and screen 

bearing liquid for water and Im::: (Marsh Funnel 32 s) on a horizontal 

screen, with and without vibration. It will be noted that the effect of 

vibration on water was to increase the active length. This was presumably 

by the m:>tion 1:hrc1wing liquid forward and/or an upward flow of air through 

the screen forming bubbles which inhibited the flow. 

By contrast, with all other rig fluids (HEX:!, XC, XCD, clay) the 

effect of vibration was to reduce the active length. This was observed on 

lIBIly occasions as a drawin] back of the liquid front when the vibration 

frequency was increased fron a low to a high value. For this fluid, the 

effect of vibration was to increase by a factor of 3.7 the capacity of a 

given area of mesh. 

Figure 6.21 shows data for the same fluid under vibration on the 

lower deck, which had an ~ tilt and a finer mesh. These measurements 

were ocmplicated by the fact that the support framework provided a small 

area of impermeable mesh. For fluid edges forward of this region, the 

iJnpeIneable length has been subtracted, leaving a length of free mesh only. 

(Note that there is a discontinuity in the effective head due to this 

anission.) 

Sane data of Ibberock for a similar mesh and a::mparable though 

different fluid have been added for cnnparison. These sho.I a dcMnturn 

towards the origin for lengths less than 0.8 rn, which were not aocessible 

on this rig. 
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6.4.4.2 Effect of Vibration Frequency on Active Screen Length 

'!Wo different =iteria were oonsidered to detexmi.ne the position of 

the forward limit of the active mesh. The simplest is the position of the 

liquid front on top of the mesh. Hc:Mever, this was difficult to detennine 

with HEX::: rig fluid because of the fClrllation of froth, which was transported 

forWard and obscured. the mesh. A second =iterion was therefore developed, 

namely the fOLelost point at which there was significant liquid detachment 

fran the urrlerside of the mesh. 

Figure 6.22 sl'lc7Ns that the active length appears to be 

pLogLessive1y reduced by in=easin;J frequency (by up to a quarter). A 

similar reduction was observed for other polymer fluids. 

Figure 6.23 shows the liquid front for a clay fluid, utilizin;J both 

=iteria. It appears that the leadin:J edge is at virtually the same 

position by both =iteria f= screen aroelerations in excess of one 

gravity, whereas at lower aroelerations [frequencies] there is a 

significant fOLward region of the mesh which is supporting fluid, rut not 

passin;J it. 

This may be interpreted as the region in which the head and screen 

acceleration ocmbined are insufficient to overcone the plastic resistance 

to flow of the fluid through the mesh holes. Greater heads of liquid cause 

flow even with minimal screen vibration, and conversely screen 

accelerations greater than one gravity cause flow even with minimal heads. 
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6.4.5 Liquid Surface an Tilted Vibrating Screens 

'!be liquid surfaces were observe::lin order to firxi the character of 

the flow and the height profile aloD3' the len;:rth. With all fluids except 

water, the surface above the lower rear screen showed a pattern of s1:an:li.D;J 

waves at low frequencies. As the frequency (am acceleration) was 

increased, the peaks becarre uore pronounced and closer together, tmtil 

(around 16 to 18 Hz) the peaks began to break off and spl.ash.in;J cx:curred. 

In addition, a calm patch was sanetimes visible towards the rear, 

rut this was affected by the feed disturbance, and in any case was not 

readily accessible on the lower screens. The phena!enon was better 

denonstrated on the upper screen, usin:J a !lOre visrous liquid (because the 

mesh was ooarser) as sh::7.m in Figure 6.24. This was taken frcm the front 

of the apparatus, looking slightly dc7.m. It can be seen that despite the 

considerable agitation am splashing of the forward portion, the rearward 

portion of the liquid is calm. 'nle transition region was relatively small, 

about 10 an, showed a perceptible slope, and was characterized by rollers. 

The profile of this fluid (height versus len;:rth fran rear) is shc1.m 

in Figure 6.25. Measurements were made of depth on the mesh, rut these 

have been =rrected to a horizontal datum, and the position of the screen 

indicated. It is obvious that the liquid head is not simply related to the 

1en:Jth of active screen, rut that two distinct regimes exist. 

Figure 6.24 [overleaf] 

Appearance of Clay Liquid on UJ;Mard Tilted 

Vibrating Screen (80 mesh 26 Hz 20
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Appearance of Clay Liquid on Upward Tilted 
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7 FLUID FLOW THROUGH ~S: DISCUSSION 

7.1 The Work of Boberock 

Hoberock (1980) created a cunputer m::rlel of fluid flow through a 

near-horizontal downward-slop1I¥J screen, oscillating (simple harJronic 

IIOtion) nonnal to the plane of the screen. The fluid flow along the screen 

was taken fron 0l0W (1959) f= ·flow down a channel with a grid:lErl base. The 

flow through the screen was oonsidered as through a thin filter, using the 

farmulae of Amour an:} Cannon (1968) to convert mesh dimensions to a 

conductance. Values of conductances for camon oilfield screens were 

tarulated (Hoberock 1981 b). This fOOlU.l.la envisaged the flow as equivalent 

to creeping flow through an array of regular spheres. Hoberock took the 

drilling mOO. to be a Bingham Plastic an:} ad:led a drag f=oe due to the 

yield value of the fluid to the resistanoe specified by Amour an:} Cannon. 

The drivirxJ f=oe was oonsidered to be a hydrostatic head, being 

the product of the fluid depth, the fluid density an:} the effective 

gravitational field. This field was the algebraic sum of gravity an:} the 

screen acceleration at any mcrnent in time. The flciw was therefore SUlIlIEd 

over one cycle of the screen IOOtion, with the proviso that during any 

period when the gravitational field was less than zero, then there was no 

flow - i.e. reverse flow did not oocur. 

The screen was oonsidered in narrow strips, starting at the feed 

em, with the greatest depth of fluid. An in=emental prCJCelure 

(RunJe-Kutta Marching technique) was then used to calculate flow f= each 

strip in turn. This teIminated when the liquid height was 5 times the 

screen thickness. A simple extrapolation was then Used to bring both film 

thickness an:} fluid flow to zero, givirxJ the total length of screen in use. 

It may be noted that to calculate flow through the screen, the mesh 

was considered to be horizontal. However, the tilt of the screen was used 

to calculate fluid flow along it. This was m::rlified for screen IIOtion. by 

finding the net velocity of the fluid relative to the screen throughout the 

cycle to calculate the mcrnentary Reynolds number. This then gave the 

mcrnentary friction factor f= flow along the screen, after 0l0W (1959 ) • 

The average value over the cycle was used. 
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The model as originally presented (1980) only dealt with 

significant da.mward slopes. However, the majority of flow-rate curves 

presented for user guidance were for a horizontal screen with a circular 

IIDtion of frequency 20 Hz am. 6 Cl acceleration. The final paper (1982d) 

gave curves for a 100 mesh screen with an adverse slope of 10
, 20 am. 40 to 

show that this required a shorter screen l~ than a downward tilt of 150 

for the same flow capacity. There was no a:mnent as to IDw the channel 

flow portion of the model was altered to deal with an upNaId slope, !:ut the 

author said "the results •••• represent only suggestions as to what may be 

possible." (1982d). 

The model curves of flow-rate versus screen length were paraboloid: 

that is, they suggest that flow-rate is proportional to screen l~ to 

the power. 2. (Samples fran the graphs gave values fran 1.99 to 2.2.) The 

model curves all go through the origin, !:ut the experimental curve for the 

finest mesh am. flattest deck (given in Figure 6.21 of this thesis) slDwed 

no measurable flow for the first measured mesh length, 8 inches (0.2 m). 

In this respect, Hoberock' s own data inclooe a result at odds with his 

model, but in agreement with the present author's observations. 

In expl.ainin:J IDw to use the curves, Hoberock ( 1982a) gave an 

example where for a given width of shaker, screen mesh am. mOO properties 

the nearest curve was used to estimate the length of screen required. He 

then said this should be doubled to allow for 50 % blockage of the mesh. 

He then ad:led 25% to allow a dewatering area (arbitrary !:ut as good a guess 

as any) am. suggested that a sufficient Il1.m1ber of screens should be 

specified to give at least that total length. These suggestions do not, 

however, acoord with the 5eCJOI¥j-order depe!rlence. Thus, for example, the 

equivalent of a single length of 100 inches would be met by 4 lUlits of 50 

inches, not 2 as he suggests (1982a). Similarly, with an even distril:ution 

of blockages, a screen with 50% blockage would require 1.414 times the 

length of an unblocked one, not twice. 

The present author's opinion is that a better teclmique would be to 

work backwards fran a ccumercial unit (supposing that, say, only 2/3 of the 

width am. 3/4 of the l~ were actually available) am. calculate its 

capacity, then multiply to the total flow-rate required. 
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M:xlel curves were given (1982a) on the effect of nul weight, 

plastic viscosity arr:l yield point on the flow versus leD3th curve 

(horizontal 100 mesh screen, 20 Hz). By taJdng measurements fran these 

curves, the present author concluded that volurretric flow-rate was 

virtually proportional to mud weight (density), arr:l that a unit c:ha.n:Je in 

plastic visoosity was equivalent to about 4 units change in yield point. 

The effect of increased mud weight is to increase the driving force, so 
this result is reasonable. The rheological effect will be discussed in the 

light of other work in the following section. 

It was implicit in the llCdel that frequency would have only a small 

effect, but that increased acceleration would always mean increased flow. 

Hober=k • s llCdel curves showed such effects, arr:l his limited experimental 

results did not oontradict them. The present thesis ~ the first 

contention, but not the seaorrl. 'lhat is, frequency has been sb::Jwn to be of 

minor effect, rut acceleration produces a non-linear response, with 

rapidly-diminishing returns. This can be acoounted for by roodifying his 

description of flow during oscillation, as will shortly be shown. 

'!be concept of COIrluctance was crucial to Hoberock • s IOCrlel, am. his 

tab1lated values have since been quoted by manufacturers. He stopped short 

of saying that flow was exactly I1!opcn:Uonal to COIrluctance, rut strongly 

implied that it was nearly so (1982d). HoiIever, his experimental results 

only give the same fluid on two different screens (at two different tilts). 

. Measurements fron his graphs iIrlicate that a 66% increase in conductance 

gave between 115 arr:l 130% increase in flow-rate. '!be present author's work 

with screens of similar COIrluctance rut different hole size found a 4% 

increase in COIrluctanoe associated with· a 33% increase in flow-rate. 

Therefore COIrluctanoe has oot been shown to be a simple predictor of 

relative flow capacity for different screens. An alternative approach is 

proposed in section 7.3. 
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_ 7.2 The Work of eagle and Wilder 

In 1 978, Cagle & Wilder presented a paper at the Drill~ 

Technology Conference, Houston. 'Ibis was adapted am Icl>lished 

simultaneously in alm:lst identical fonn in the 'Oil am Gas Journal' am 
'WOrld Oil' (1978a; 1978b). 

The work reported was an empirical canparison of the fluid flOW' 

capacities of two different designs of shale shaker, am of a new style of 

screen. It was carried out on full-scale apparatus, us~ a total of 10 

nn.rls. In aO:lition test were nade in the field at two sites. (Sale 

measurements on solids separation were added by Cagle in 1981.) 

The nn.rls were des=ibed in the nonnal industry way as Bingharn 

Plastics, defined by a plastic viscosity PV am yield point yP fran a Fann 

visa::meter. No IOCldel was produoed, rut the authors observed that flOW' 

capacity was strongly depezrlent on plastic visoosity, am proposed a 

straight line fit for a graph of log(flOW'-rate) versus plastic viscosity. 

They also asserted that there was a great increase in flOW' capacity of 

screens for plastic Visoosities belOW' 10 cP. For example, for PV 6.5 cP 

the straight line would predict of the order of 800 US gallons per mi:rru.te, 

whereas the experimental value was 1580 US g. p.m •• 

The present author's analysis of the results in the light of those 

of Hoberock (see previous section) found a simpler fit to the data by 

plottin;J on a linear scale flOW'-rate versus (PV + 0.25YP)-1, where PV am 
yP are the plastic viscosity am yield point respectively, in the usual 

iOOustry units of cP am lb/100 ft2. 'Ibis is shOW'n in Figure 7.1, belOW'. 

Further, by suppos~ that flOW'-rate was proportional to nn.rl density 

(as~ unwe1ghted nn.rls to be 9 lb/US gallon) then the weighted nn.rls 

approached the same correlation. This relationship is not only more 

plausible than the log-linear fit, it is also more practical, since it has 

the quantity to be predicted on a linear scale. There was no difference 

between dispersed am non~spersed nn.rls. HcMever, the two polymer nn.rls 

detailed showed exceptional behaviour: the one with 00t:h lOW' PV am yP 

gave a flOW' similar to an encmo:>uSly viSOJUS clay, whereas the more viSCXJUS 

polymer gave a very high flOW' rate. If the data are correct, this 

illustrates the iroportanoe of the shape of the rhoogram as well as its 

value at two arbitrary points. 
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The =rrelation does nOt exten::l to the low vis=sity datum (where 

the predicted value would be 850 us g.p.m.), rut is no worse than the .log 

plot. It is =ntended that this ananalous behaviour is likely to be due to 

the ocmbination of fluid rheology am screen dimension (not just the former 

as Cagle & Wilder suggest) - i.e. it in:licates a different character of 

flow, as will now be discussed. 

Figure 7.1 Data of Cagle & Wilder for Flow of Various Muds 

'l'hrough a Shale Shaker with a 100 Mesh Screen. 
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7.3 Factors Determ.i.niDq tbe Rate of Flov 'l'hroogh Screens 

7.3.1 Character of Flow 

'lb arrive at an appropriate model for the resistance to flow due to 

the screen mesh, it is necessary to determine the probable flow regime. 

For this p.1I'pOSe, the mesh will first be considered stationary in an 

infinite fluid passing through the mesh at a rate as was fourn 

experimentally. The mesh will then be supposed to move at a rate am. 
IIOtion similar to the nain rig, without affecting the fluid am. its 

velocity relative to the fluid determined. 

The definition of Reynolds Number requires a velocity, a 

characteristic dimension am. a viscosity (or its equivalent in the 

generalized form). For flow normal to and through a mesh, Weighardt (1953) 

made the reasonable suggestion that the velocity to be taken is the average 

one through the open area, am. this has been generally adopted. He treated 

the mesh as a set of independent cylinders. However, Amour am. Cannon 

(1968) took this velocity am. visualized the mesh as an array of spheres 

for laminar fl.cM, and an array of tubes for turbllent flow. They defined 

the Reynolds Number on the basis of a tube, which for plain square mesh had 

a dimension equal to the mesh aperture. 

Taking this approach for the experimental work reported in this 

thesis, then for xrn on an upward tilted 100 mesh screen, the maximum flow 

rate for 40 tilt was 11.7 dm3 s -1. The working mesh was 0.8 m2, with an 

open area of 31 %. Hence the m3aIl velocity was: 
-3 I -1 v = 11.7 x 10 (0.8 x 0.31) = 0.047 m s • 

The generalized Reynolds 11IllIIber for flow through a tube can be 

expressed as (Metzner & Reed 1955): 

.n 2-n a v p 

= (26) 
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Insofar as this fluid can be roughly approximated to a Power law, 

values of n the Power law index am k the Power law factor are 0.3 am 2.0 

respectively. For d the mesh aperture of 0.142 IlID is taken. For P the 

density of water 1000 kg m-3 is taken. This gives Re
q 

equal to 0.72. 

<llhabra & Richardson (1985) cxmsidered non-Newtonian flCM through a 

static mesh in terms of the drag arourrl the wires. In this case the wire 

diameter was the =itical dimension, am the velocity was as before. They 

defined a Reynolds IUlIIlber as: 

= 
..n 2-n 
a v p (27) 

k 

The use of this Reynolds ntmiber definition based on wire diameter 

of 0.112 IIID gives a lower Value still, of 0.19. An assumed effective 

viscosity of 15 cP gives a value of 0.44 for the ordinary Reynolds nnmhpI. 

Now consider the IOOtion of the mesh wires. For the naximum 32 Hz, 

am a circular IOOtion of 1 IlID radius, the wire velocity is 0.20 m s -1. The 

Reynolds IUlIIlber according to Olhabra am Richardson would be 2.25. At a 

IOOre usual frequency it would be prop:n:tionate1y less. 

Since these calculations were based on high values, it can be taken 

that the \oIOrk reported in this thesis generally represents Reynolds numbers 

of the order of 1 or less. Hence the character of the flow was =eeping, 

am resistance to flow was predani.nantly due to the drag surfaoe, not shape 

(Becker 1959). lobreover, inertial effects may be neglected canpared with 

viscous ones (Happel & Brenner 1965). (However, a calculation for water 

flow through the ooarsest s=een gave a Reynolds IUlIIlber of 66. Hence it is 

possible with less viscous fluids am/or coarser mesh to IOOVe to a 

different flow regime. This is presumably the effect observed by Cagle & 

Wilder for low-viS<XlSity mOO - see previous section.) 

Sane idea of the shear-rate can be got fran the well-known 

expression (e.g. Skelland): 

= 8 v / d (28) 
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. -1 
For the fluid aIrl mesh as before, this gives a shear rate of 2648 s • 

For the same fluid through 150 . mesh, the flOlil7-rate uroer the same 

oorxlitions was 8.8 dm3 s-1. Hence the velocity was 0.032 m s-1 an:! the 

wall shear rate was 2614 s -1. 

These values are oanparable with those fourXi for the Marsh F\mnel, 

which supports the idea that Marsh F\mnel time has sane validity as a 

measure of viscous properties on the screen. M:>reover, since the values 

are very similar, it may be asserted that the effective viscosity was 

virtually the same in both cases. 

7.3.2 Screen Resistance 

The usual representation of resistance to fluid flow caused by 

solid Ixxlies is in terms of a drag coefficient or friction factor, which is 

saIehow related to the Reynolds number. This coefficient generally 

in:licates that the applied force is proportional to the square of the fluid 

velocity. 

In the previous section, two Reynolds rrurnbers have been defined. 

The first case was the flOio7 of fluid through a static mash, where the 

applied force oc:nes fran a pressure drop. In the second case, the drag 

oc:nes fran regular IIDtion of the mesh through the fluid, an:! the drag 

coefficient I«:JUld define the force required to sustain such IIDtion - i.e. 

the power output of the vibrator. What is in fact wanted is a measure of 

the resistance to flOio7 of the lID\7ing screen, which cannot truly be equated 

to either description. 

At low Reynolds rrurnbers, drag is inversely proportional to Reynolds 

number: 0Jhabra & Richards (1985) have shown this to be the case for 

Reynolds numbers up to 5 for Power Law fluids passing through 'oIO\IeIl metal 

meshes. It may therefore be taken to apply to the present study. The 

Reynolds number for screen motion is several times that for fluid passage, 

so it might be argued that the effect of oscillation is to reduce the 

effective drag and thus the flOio7 resistance. However, the evidence of this 

thesis is that any such reduction is negligible for a visoous Newtonian 

fluid. Thus it cannot provide a sufficient explanation for changes in 

flOl!7-rate of 10 or IIDre times observed with shear-thinnin;:J fluids. 
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Hoberock (1980) claimed that increasinJ acceleration always 

increased flow capacity (i.e. reduced screen resistance), which in the 

limit would give zero resistance. 'Ihl.s is not plausible, am ,in the 

present work it was instead found that flow capacity am hence screen 

resistance tended to a constant value at 2 to 3 gravities. It is therefore 

proposed that for the range of properties am meshes used in screeninJ of 

drilling fluids, each screen has a finite minimum resistance to the passage 

of fluid. Scr'een oscillation may be said to overocme the reluctanoe of 

fluids with high viscosities at low shear rate to pass tlu:uugh small holes 

(as will shortly be discussed) rut does not rerrove this minimum drag. 

Present evidence is that _ll-managed shale shakers probably 

operate fairly close to minimum screen resistance. Hence a definition of 

this resistance would be of practical value (to predict the flow capacity 

of different meshes) even without a cx:mplete m:x1el for how' the increased 

flow is achieved. 

'!here are currently two definitions of screen resistanoe (or rather 

its reciprocal) in use. A third will now be proposed. 

[1] The IlOSt widely quoted measure of a screen is its open area. 

It is traditionally assumed (Hoberock· 1982d) that flow capacity is 

pLClpJLtional to open area, and this is in fact explicitly stated in a 

machine patent (Krynock & Ruhe 1973) and marrufacturer's literature (8wa= 

1975). Frankly, this is a mis-application of a formula appropriate to dry 

screening (e.g. Gluck 1965). By any hydrodynamic reasonin:! it cannot be 

so, and field experience is that finer screens give lower flow rates. 

Nevertheless, marrufacturers invariably quote percentage open area. 

[2] Williams & Hoberock (1982) introduced to nn.rl screening the 

=noept of '=nductance' originated by ALIoclur & Cannon (1968) • This 

essentially views a screen as a thin filter obeyinJ Darcy's Law. The 

=nductance is the peL1Ileability divided by the screen thickness. ALIoclur & 

Cannon produced formulae for calculating values fran the geanetric 

properties of the mesh, am Williams & Hoberock produced tab1lated values 

for CUlllOu styles am sizes of shale shaker screens. Urxl.er the same 

=nditions, flow rate should be proportional to =OOuctance. The data is 

thus easy to use, and evidently BOre sensible than open area. 
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(3) Goin:} back to Weighardt ( 1953 ), the present autllor PLOfX>SeS 

that the surface area of the wires makin;J up the mesh should be taken as 

the criterion. For a square mesh of N wires per inch (mesh oount) of 
• • 

di.aIreter cl", microns, the surface area of the wires ~ W1it area of mesh 

is proportional to N
m

2dy. As these are the ordinary basic specifications, 

this quantity, the screen resistance coefficient, can be readily 

calculated. '!be flow capacity of different screens tmder the same 

oorrlitions is tilen taken to be proportional to the reciprocal of this 

ooefficient, which nay be named the specific oonductivity. F= the 

cxmIon case of a screen with a supp=t mesh, the resistanoes are added, an:l. 

the overall reciprocal taken. 'Ihls would apply to 0I:dinary layered 

screens, but f= special designs there nay need to be a oorrection for the 

way in which one layer nay 'shadow' another. 

7.3.3 F1uid Properties 

For a fluid upon a near-horizontal mesh, increased density will 

give a greater pressure on the mesh, thereby increasin:} the driving f=ce 

an:l. hence the volumetric flow-rate through. Surface tension is important 

insofar as it is necessary f= the liquid to wet the mesh, but a low 

surface tension is liable to give rise to problems with foam fonnation. 

Ho.iever, the key property must be viscosity, here considered to be 

oon-Newtonian. 

Take the case of a fluid with a yield stress, static above an 

aperture in a horizontal sheet, where the aperture is approximately 

equivalent to a vertical tube. A f=ce balance shows that equilibrium the 

hydrostatic pressure is balanced by the shear stress at the wall of the 

aperture. If this value is less than the . yield stress of the fluid, then 

no flow will occur. If it is greater then plug flow will occur. Thus 

there is a minimum head . (oorresponding to the yield stress) required f= 

flow to be initiated. 
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Far higher pressures then the flow rate will increase as the head 

above this minimum value. 'ltle relationship between excess head am 
volumetric flow-rate is difficult to detennine exactly even for the 

simplest fluid llCdels (Wilkinson 1960). lbiever for shear-thinning fluids 

(such as the Bingham Plastic, or Herschel-Bulkley fluid) of properties such 

as might be fOUJ'rl in drilling nn.rls, then an approximate relationship would 

be expected of the form: 

flow-rate = (29) 

where AP is the differential pressure; APmin is that required to 
initiate flow; x is a exmstant for a given tube am fluid; am y is an 

index sarething less than unity. 

If the aperture is not an ideal tube, then this relationship will 

be further IlCdified. ~, it is generally accepted that a true yield 

stress does not exist in actual fluids <llIIlOlUY represented by Bingham 

behaviour. In practice, a small annmt of flow will occur even where the 

notional yield stress is not exceeded. 

lbiever, for the qualitatiVe description which follows it is 

convenient to accept equation (29) with the power y being unity. In the 

c.onceptual llCdel it is easy to see row the results would need to be 

corrected for a degree of curvature, rut the important point is that it 

provides an explanation in accord with observed behaviour. Exact values 

may be fOUJ'rl enpirically. 

7.3.4 The Effect of Oscl.llation 

It has been denonstrated in section 6.3.2 that the vertical 

<llUfXJUent of IlDtion is the a:mtrolling one. Therefore oonsider a 

horizontal screen with liquid passing through due to a head of liquid ho 

UfXlll it. Far fluid in Poiseuille flow passing through holes the wall shear 

stress is proportional to ho ' Now suppose the screen is oscillated 

vertically in a sirnlsoidal fashion. Alternatively it might be noved in a 

circular path which is the equivalent of phased sirnlsoidal IlDtion in both 

the vertical am horizontal planes. 



Figure 7.2 Variation of stress During One Cycle of a 
Vertically Oscillating Horizontal Screen 
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For such IIOtion the screen is subject to a cyclic aooeleration, 

which may be considered to vary the relative gravity field, which is the 

equivalent of varying the effective head, as shc7.m in Figure 7 .2(a). For 

half the cycle the head is increased, and f= half it is reduced. The 

areas I and n are~. F= lam1nar flow of a Newtoni.an liquid through 

a pipe, the flow-rate is proportional to the wall stress. 'l'aJdn;J this to 

be approximately t.nJ.e f= flow through a mesh, then the effects of I and 

II cancel out, and flow is not markedly affected by oscillation, as was 

fourxl experimentally. 

[Note: fron the oorrelation of Grootenhuis (1954) f= air flow 

through wire gauzes, the present author calculated that the product of the 

resistance group (friction factor) and Reynolds IUlIIIber was approximately 

oonstant (;t 30%) over the range Re = 0.05 to 5. Recently Olhabra & 

Richardson (1 985) have shc7.m f= the flow of liquids through square meshes 

that the product of a similar resistance group (drag ooefficient) and the 

Reynolds mnnhp.r is approximately constant over the range Re = 10-5 to 5. 

These results indicate a flow rate proportional to stress f= Newtonian 

fluids through meshes.] 

Figure 7.2(b) illustrates the case where the applied aooeleration 

exceeds 1 gravity. For the p:>rtion narked In there is effectively 

negative head on the screen. Hoberock (1980) assumed that urrler such 

circumstances the flow would be zero, rut it is also p:lSsible to suppose 

that liquid flows up.m:ds fron beneath the screen. In the fonner case, 

total flow during the cycle would be increased, and would oontinue to 

increase with higher peak aooelerations. F= Newtonian fluids this means 

that flow through the mesh would not be increased by oscillation of less 

than 1 9 peak aooeleration, rut would increase thereafter. Experimentally 

this did not occur to any appreciable extent (see section 6.3.1). Thus the 

evidence is that during the negative head part of the cycle, fluid fron a 

layer beneath the mesh IIOveS back upwards. This is reasonable if the 

frequency of oscillation is such that the layer urrlerneath does not have 

t.ine to detach. Excessive negative flow would be expected to draw in air, 

accounting for the b..ibbles which were actually observed. 
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Figure 7.2(c) illustrates the oondition when the fluid has a yield 

stress. It is supposed that there is a minimum head h required for the 
. Y 

wall shear stress to match this, so no flOlol occurs for any lesser effective 

head. In this case the static head h > h , so there is flOlol. Under o . y 
oscillation the flOlol is represented by area r, rut the net improvement 

IlU.lSt take account of the area Ir (above the h line) which is lost flOlol. 
y 

In order to get negative flOlo1, the applied acceleration IlU.lSt also overocme 

a yield stress in the opposite direction. That is, for effective heads 

between h aIrl -h the flOlol is zero. 
y y 

Figure 7.2(d) shows a cycle with a peak acceleration of several 

gravities. If negative flOlo1 is permitted, then it is clear that the net 

positive flOlol is represented by the difference between the two shaded 

areas. It is further obvious that in=easing the amplitlXlewill affect 

both positive aIrl negative flOlolS, and will thus only marginally alter the 

net flOlo1-rate. this is in agreement with the results reported in this 

thesis, rut oontrary to Hoberock's m:Jdel. 

Figures 7.2(e) aIrl 7.2(f) illustrate the case where h > h givinJ 
y 0 

zero flOlol under static conditions, as was essentially observed for XC) on 

150 mesh (see section 6.4.2). No flOlo1 occurs lIDtil the effective head is 

in excess of hy for part of the cycle. The flowrate then increases with 

acceleration lIDtil a head of -~ is reached during the negative part. 

'Ihereafter negative flOlol occurs for part of the cycle, so there are 

diminishing returns on net flOlo1 for higher accelerations. 'l'hese limits 

corresporrl to accelerations of (h/ho - 1) gravity and (h/ho + 1) 

gravity. Thus an optinrum acceleration might be proposed as aboo.t 2 

gravities IIDre than that required to get observable flOlol. 

As an example, take xm through 150 mesh at 40 tilt. Measured 

flOlolS were: at 13.8 Hz, zero; at 15.3 Hz, 0.2 dm3 s-1. (This corresponds 

to 0.94 g.) An increase of one gravity gave 22.7 Hz aIrl a flOlol of 7.1 dm3 

s-1. An increase of a further gravity gave 28.0 Hz aIrl 8.6 dm3 s-1. Only 

a tiny increase to 8.8 dm3 s-1 was observe:] for higher accelerations. 
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Figures 7.2(g) ard 7.2(h) illustrate the limiting situation of 

very high acoelerations for hy ) ho ard the reverse. Each shows an 

infinite sine curve synmetrically truncated about its IIBiian, the ho l~. 

By synmetry, the exclooed areas cancel out. In both diagrams the net 

positive flow area is identical to the area under the ho line. Thus in a 

simplistic fashion, the effect of large acoelerations can be said to 

obviate the fluid yield stress. 

the flow which can be achieved. 

Furthernore, this represents a limit to 

Once a substantial fraction of this value 

has been obtained there is little advantage in further acoeleration. 

It is interesting to take the special case where hy = ho since ' 

this permits Bale simplified calculations. Taking the approximation that 

flow is directly proportional to the stress in excess of the yield stress, 

then the areas under the sine curves can be calculated; For zero awlied 

acceleration, flow is incipient. It in=eases linearly with acceleration 

up to 2 g, when it is 64% of the limit. Thereafter the flowrate increases 

at a lesser ard lesser rate, ~ towards the limit. It is 78% at 3 9, 

84% at 4 g, 88% at S 9 ard 94% at 10 9. 

7.3.S Prediction of Flow capacity 

A cx:rnplete roodel of nrud screening wruld permit the prediction of 

the liquid capacity of any specified screen ard operational oonditions for 

any nrud of measured properties. A lesser but IOOre practical target would 

be to predict the effect of varying nrud properties or screen tilt 2!: screen 

mesh, where the other two reuain constant ard where the vibration is near 

optimum. This ~d have great benefit in the field. For example, if a 

shale shaker is performing at less than full capacity, then it would be 

often be advantageous to change to a finer screen (to raoove IOOre solids) 

if this did not risk overflowing. Similarly, where nrud properties ard/or 

flow-rate are to be changed for down-hole needs, it wruld be helpful to 

know' what change if any is required for the screen to oontinue to process 

full flow. The present thesis offers the following guidelines. 
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Mud P1operties. It is pro{X>Sed that deosity increases 

voll.llretric flow-rate. Further evidence is required, rut for the present a 

simple pLop:iLtionality is suggested - e.g. 10% increase in weight gives 10% 

greater flow. Note that this is the density of the nnD plus cuttin3s above 

the screen givinJ a flow of nnD minus cuttings (different density, 

different flow-rate) below the screen. 

For muds of a similar class it is proposed that a single value for 

the viscosity can be taken, usi.rr:J one of 3 criteria. The Marsh Funnel 

time can be used as a guide, providing it is the excess time over 26 s for 

a litre (see section 7.3.7). The Faun viscxmeter readings can be used, 

taking the formula (N + 0.2SYP). Alternatively, the apparent 

viscosity at around 2500 s-1 may be used. In each case flow is inversely 

prqx>rtional to this value. It has been sha.m. -that different rheologies 

give a similar relationship between screen tilt am screen capacity where 

the Marsh Funnel tines are similar. The two examples given by Cagle & 

Wilder suggest that clear polymer fluids may be significantly different 

fran clay fluids of the same measured properties, rut this might reflect a 

problem of rneasurenent. 

(These definitions of viscosity would give different IlI.llIIbers, so 

they should not be mixed. Reliable data is not currently available to 

detennine l'IcM they oould be interconverted, rut in principle it should not 

be difficult to acammlate in the field.) 

Screen Tilt. For a given fluid am screen there is a certain 

flow capacity for the horizontal case. - (For fine screens am fluids of 

high yield stress this may be virtually zero.) ~ tilts increase this 

capacity according to the square of the angle, thus the maximum angle 

should be used. (A 10% increase in tilt would give 20% increase in 

capacity. ) !biever, the practical limit is the need to convey solids, 

which is the oontrolling factor. (This is discussed in chapters 8 am 9.) 



The relationship between tilt and increased capacity 

may be expressed as a parabolic equation of the form: 

° = (30) 
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where 0 is fkM capacity, 00 the capacity at zero tilt, Q the angle of 

adverse tilt, and ca a oonstant deperXient on both mud am mesh. M:lre data 

would be required to get a cx:mplete expression for ca' rut it may be 

cbserved that it is small for CDlIbinations of high viscosity and ooarse 

mesh, larger for either kM visoosity or fine mesh. For oanbinations of 

high viscosity and fine mesh, 00 can be virtually zero. 

Screen Mesh. For the situation where there is a useful fkM and 

machine oonditions are near optimum, it is proposed that· the flCM is 

inversely prop;n:tianal to the exposed area of the wires, which is itself 

proportional to Hm 2~, where Hm is the number of wires per inch and ~ is 

the wire dianeter. 

For other circumstanoes particularly where fkM is minimal, the 

relationship between screen and fluid properties and flow rate is clearly 

cx:mplex. Hc:Mever, it appears likely that certain minima may be established 

for the horizontal screen. For example, given a certain fluid and fixed 

screen length, there is a certain minimum hole size belcM which flow is 

negligible. Conversely, a certain minimum screen length may be required to 

. build sufficient head for significant flCM for a specified mesh and fluid. 

Thereafter the parabolic rule applies. 
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7.3.6 Test of Predictions 

'!he work of Hoberock curl of Cagle & Wilder was drawn upon to test 

the predictive power of the proposals given in the preo=ding section. 

Hoberock. (1980) provides experiroontal data (flow-rate versus 

length) for the same fluid through bNo different screens, nanely 60 mesh 

curl 100 mesh, at _100 curl _300
• By measurements on his graphs, the 100 

mesh screen was foun:l to pennit a flow-rate between 0.445 curl 0.50 of that 

of the 60 mesh screen. The 100 mesh actually had a greater percentage open 

area, so using this as a basis ~ predict 1.09 tilres the flow. His 

quoted values for cx:nfuctance predict 0.60 tines the flow. The expression 

N 2d also predicts 0.60 tilres the flow. In this case, both oonductance m w 
an:l. wire surface give an over-estimate of about 25%, which is much better . 

than the open area criterion. 

In the present thesis, the same fluid (XCD) was passed urrler the 

same oon::litions through fresh clean 100 curl 150 mesh screens. . The 

prediction on the basis of open area 'NOUld give the 150 mesh as 0.90 of the 

flow-rate of the 100 mesh. The prediction on the basis of oonductance 

~ be 0.96. The prediction on the basis of Hm2flw 'IiOOld be 0.75. The 

values foun:l were as follows: 

Table 7.1 Relative Flow Capacity of 150 an:l. 1 00 

Mesh Screens for X(J) MF 40 s at 25 Hz 

angle degrees 1 2 3 4 5 6 

ratio 0.25 0.53 0.72 0.74 0.66 0.80 

Note that the parabolic curve suggests virtually zero flow for the 

150 mesh when horizontal. Iic:Mever, for tilts greater than 20 the ratio is 

~lY fitted by the Hm 2flw prediction. 
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eagle & Wilder (1978b) gave results for actual drilliDJ operations 

where the screen am the nn.rl were varied. This is the only set of field 

data krxMn to the author to be oc:mplete enough to allow tes~ in the 

followin:J manner. It was ~ that each screen specified was 

reasonably well loaded. The flow-rate given for the first (coarsest) 

screen was then used to predict a flow-rate for subsequent screens, usirr;J 

N 2d for the screen resistance, (PV + O.2SYP) for the nn.rl v:iscxlsity, am 
• v , 

suwosirr;J flow proportional to density to oorrect for nn.rl weight. The 

results were as follows. 

Tab1e 7.2 Q:lnparison of Predicted am Actual Flow-:-Rates. 

in the Field (eagle & Wilder 1978b) 

JWd properties mesh specifications flow-rate USgpn 

PV yp MW ~ d urn pred. actual w 

8 14 9.3 50 285 410 410 

10 10 9.3 38 376 495 420 

12 6 9.4 50 285 353 367 

14 6 10.3 70 206 237 314 

12 7 10.6 50 285 391 380 

42 5 16.5 100 114 121 152 

42 6 17.0 100 114 124 152 

44 7 17.6 70 206 138 145 

38 8 17.9 70 206 160 163 
, 

The results are sufficiently close to suwort the llOdel, 

rememberirr;J that this was an actual drillirr;J operation, not a test of 

screen capacity. Thus the actual flow-rates were sef for the down-hole 

needs, am screens were fitted accordirr;J to site ju:lgment. The IIOSt 

serious discrepancies (shown in bold) are underestiDates, !:ut these are 

:inrrediately followed by the fit~ of a ooarser screen. It is sunnised 

that they ooincide with a screen close to overloading, am may actually 

represent practical limits. 
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7.3.7 Use of the Marsh Funnel Viscosity 

In section 6.4.1 it was noted that the relationship between screen 

tilt and flow rate seemed to be represented by a set of curves dependent 

upon Marsh Funnel time. Remarkably, the evidence suggested that very 

similar curves would apply for fluids of different rheology !::ut the 5aIre . 

Marsh Funnel time. The experiments did not oover a wide enough range to 

establish this as a definite general principle, !::ut it is worth 

cansiderin;J, since even an approximate match would be of great practical 

benefit. In fact, it would enable the creation of a stamard set of curves 
for each mesh which predict fluid capacity for any canbination of tilt and 

funnel viscosity - i.e. gra~ such as 6.12 and 6.13 at intervals of (say) 

2 seoon:is for times fron 32 to 64 seanls. 

It was shown above (section 7.3.1) that an estimated wall shear 

stress for XCD passin;J through 100 mesh was of the aider of 2600 s -1 • It 

is shown in Appendix 1 that the nean wall shear stress for the 5aIre fluid 

in a Marsh Funnel was about 94000/40, where 40 is the efflux time in 

seanls. This gives about 2400 s-1. In view of the different geanetries 

and uncertainties, this is a reasonably good match. Furthertrore, the 

screen shear rate is virtually the same for the 100 and 150 mesh screens. 

In fact, usin;J the screen resistance rodel above, a predicted flow capacity 
. -1 

for a coarse 40 mesh screen under the 5aIre oorxlitions was 2676 s • Ttms 

for a given fluid the screen shear rate is approximately =nstant CNer the 

range of meshes in oc:mnercial use. 

This . suggests that for a set of meshes fron one manufacturer, in a 

series of dimensions which progress in a =nVentional way (IlBinly based on 

IreChanical requirements) then there is an important elanent of similarity 

in the flow of a given liquid, and the Marsh Funnel time is an approximate 

IOOaSUre of this factor. 
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it is shc:Mn in Appendix 1 that the time taken for liquid to flcM 

out of the Marsh Funnel may be considered as the SI.mI of two times, one of 

26 s for the inertial requirements, am the remaining time for the viscous 

element. The seoon:l portion, which may be described as the excess time 

(i.e. in excess of 26 secOnds) is for Newt.onian fluids proportional to the 

(v1soosity)O.S7. As inertial effects are negligible in the flow of fluid 

through the screens cx:msidered (as shc:Mn in section 7.3.1) then this excess 

time may be approximately taken as a measure of the reluctance of the fluid 

to pass through the mesh. The calculations given in Apperili..x 1 suggest 

that this would allow changes in Marsh Funnel time to be matched to changeS 
in flcM capacity, where a given rm.rl was deteriorating or bein;J m:xiified. 

However, the sane Marsh Funnel time would not guarantee the same flcM 

capacity if a rm.rl was replaced with another of a different type. 

It is "therefore proposed that the Marsh Funnel excess time can be 

used to quantify the relationship between rm.rl properties am screen 

capacity as a useful field approximation during drilling. It should be 

possible to predict the effect of charJ;Jes of screen mesh, s=een tilt, am 
rm.rl rheology, providing the type of mesh am of IIII.Id are not altered. The 

prediction carmot be expected to be exact, rut gives a quantitative result 

where there presently is none, using the simplest possible measurement. 
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7.4 Flow Across The Mesh 

Flow along an l.IpIIiaJ:'d-tilted screen may be CXlIlSidered as an open 

channel with steady rut non-unifOIlll, spatially-varied flOW'. So far as can 

be ascertained, this has not been mathematically described, even for 

solids-free Newtonian liquids in the absence of vibration,· though Chc:Jw 

(1959) derived expressions for downward-sloped gridded channels, and French 

(1985) has given sc:roo attention to flow up adverse slopes. 

ExperinEntation has shown that the liquid surface cannot in general 

be approximated to a horizontal plane, and in sc:roo circumstances may not 

even be close to a tilted plane. In particular, the liquid depth may vary 

CXlIlSiderably over a short distance, which may tentatively be ascribed to a 

hydrau1ic drop, being the reverse of the nnre OCIIIlD!lly known hydraulic 

jump in open-channel flOW'. 

To detennine if this explanation is tenable, it is necessary to 

make an estimate of the Frotrle Number for the flow. 'lbis di.mensionless 

group is defined as: 

Fr = v ~-0.5 q-0.5 (31) 

where v is the linear velocity, '\ is the hydraulic depth, which for a 

wide flat channel is the mean depth, and q is the acceleration due to 

gravity. A Froude Number of less than one is associated with so-called 

tranquil flow, a value greater than one in:licates so-called rapid f1011. 

In the former case gravitational forces predcminate CNer inertial ones, 

whereas the reverse is true for rapid flOW'. A hydraulic jump is obtained 

by placing sc:roo kim of restriction in a channel with rapid flOW' such that 

kinetic energy is lost and the Froude Number falls below wrlty. This 

results in the same flow-rate being carried at a lower velocity rut with a 

greater depth, so that the liquid level actually rises in the direction of 

flOW'. 

It is here proposed that the situation shown in Figure 6.24 and the 

section given in Figure 6.25 depict a hydraulic drop: i.e. a tranquil flOW' 

at the rear, changing in a short distance to rapid flOW' at the front. (The 

surface rollers visible in the transition are also observed in hydraulic 

jumps. ) 
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It is suwosed that fluid IIOVinJ alonJ the screen has forward 

m:rnentum. Mass is lost by passage through the screen, !:ut little or no 

m:rnentum, because the direction is nonnal to the flcM. '1berefore the 

vel=i ty of the fluid would increase (less an allowance for frictional 

losses) • At the same time, the liquid level falls and the" base of the 

channel (the screen) rises, so the hydraulic depth decreases until the 

Froude Number approaches the =itical value, at which point there is a 

switch to rapid flow with a oonsequent further increase in vel=ity and 

reduction in depth. 

In the case given it is estimated that the velocity of the fluid at 
-1 the rear was 0.375 m s • For a depth of 73 DIll, as measured, this gives a 

Froude Number of 0.44. For the same vel=ity at the depth of 37 DIll just 

before the transition, the Froude Number would be 0.66. However, if there 

had been any increase in velocity due to conservation of m:rnentum, the 

Froude Number could approach unity. 

The profile given in Figure 6.25 would be expected to assist fluid 

flow because it permits a greater head of fluid on the mesh at the rear. 

Hcwever, in the presence of solid such advantage might be outweighed by the 

terxiency of tranquil flcM to stratify. 'Iba.t is, solids can partially 

settle to the floor of the channel, in this case fanning an obstruction. It 

seems that rapid flcM, in which the flow tends to be l'IcJrogeneous, would be 

preferred for the fl coded portion of the mesh. 

The difference in appearance of the liquid surface at the front and 

rear is believed to be due to the depth rather than the flow regine. 

Niooll, strong & Woolner (1968) showed that for a porous plane oscillating 

in an infinite fluid, then the disturbance of the fluid was limited to a 

definite distance fron the plane. This distance was increased as the 

square root of liquid viscosity. .The distance was reduced by mass transfer 

through the plane, away fron the side urxier consideration. 

The hypothesis is therefore made .that an agitated surface results 

when the disturbance due to the screen propagates a greater distance than 

the liquid height above the screen. 
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It was observed that a SIIOOth surface oould be cIlan:Jed to an 

agitated one by the acXIition of a heavy load of solid. This might 

effectively increase the liquid vis=sity, rut it is even IOClre likely to 

reduce flow through the screen and thereby increase the envelope of 

disturbance. The transition shown in Figure 6.8 at about 35 nm is also 

associated with a cIlan:Je in surface frcm a =th one at higher levels to 

an agitated one at lower levels. It may be oonch.rled that flow enhancement 

is maximum when the mesh disturbance is absorbed within the fluid, and less 

effective when it is dissipated by ejecting material fron the uwer 
surface. 

7.5 Further Work 

'!be results reported above may be exterx'Ied both theoretically and 

practically. So far as the practical l«lI'k is concerned, it would be 

beneficial to have field data to confirm if the prediction in section 7.3.5 

is generally applicable. 

On the theoretical side, nore experimental data are required frcm 

the small rig (a programne is urrler way) to fully substantiate the physical 

IOCldel proposed in section 7.3.4. In particular it would be valuable to 

eliminate the I:nbble problem, and to relate flow to acceleration and 

rheology for several fluids. This should enable a IOClre precise 

mathematical lIOdel to be produced for· non-Newtonian fluid passing 

vertically thra.lgh an oscillating horizontal mesh. 

It would then be necessary to exterx'I this to the tilted mesh 

situation where the fluid must also have a horizontal a:mponent of IOCltion. 

In the light of section 7.4 it is suggested that tranquil and rapid flow 

should be separately considered. '!be hydraulic drop is an interesting 

phencmaoon rut will probably not prove desirable on working screens. 

It is envisaged that IOClre infonnation on solids transport is 

required before a theoretical lIOdel of fluid flow can be exterx'Ied to 

include the prediction of flow in the presence of solids, rut this does not 

preclude the empirical developrent of predictions such as that in 7.3.5 for 

field usage. 
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8 snr:ms TRANSPORT ON SCREENS: RESOL'l'S 

8.1 Introduction 

The ability of the screens to act as a vibratory conveyor was 

tested for the ran:Je of im3'les am frequencies available. Three conditions 

were oonsidered. Firstly, concentrated particles roving within a liquid, 

which was envisaged as the general case aside fron the special situation at 

the liquid front. Seconlly, a slurry in which particle interactions have a 

major effect, beirg the condition expected around the leadin:J edge of the 

liquid. Thirdly, a cake fron which nru.ch of the drainable rig fluid has 

been lost, representin] solids transport fron the liquid to the front of 

the 5=een. 

'!he latter two situations could be nore or less directly observed, 

rut it proved impossible to get quantitative results on the main rig for 

solids within the body of any n::m-Newtonian liquid used. The process was 

therefore represented by dry free-flowi.n:J solids. This may be justified by 

CCilllUll experience in sieving, where it is known that particle adherence can 

be avercune either by havin] very dry material, or by wcrltinJ in the 

flcxrled liquid state. That is, the total absence or the total presence of 

fluid avoids the particle-particle adhesions which can result fran limited 

anounts of fluid. Of course, the visoous effects are very different in 

liquid am in air. These could be sttrlied by a substantially mxiified 

version of the snall vibrating rig. 
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8.2 Dry Solids Conveyance on the Main Rig 

In conveyin;J experiments with both dry particles am particles in 

the presence of liquid, it was fourn (as is discussed in IlDI'e detail in 

sectials 8.2.3 and 8.3.2) that under the oon:litions used on the full-scale 

rig significant conveyin;J did not occur lD'ltil a considerable depth of 

particles had been built up, this bed correspoming to a layer tens or 

lumdreds of particles thick. Hence any consideration of particle IIOtion 

IID.lSt regard the particles as an interacting bed rather than as individual 

objects. In the case of particles 1ICVin3' in the presence of liquid it was 

noted that there was a 1ICVin3' bed under the liquid on the flooded mesh. 

For the dry experiments the particles were sieved to be of the same order 

as the mesh opening, with very few being sub-size and bliIrling was not a 

problem. 

8.2.1 Motion of the IIain Rig 

'n1e actual IIOVeIIIeI1t of the Main Rig was examined as described in 

section 3.1 .7, to see heM much it deviated fran circular. Figure 8. 1 gives 

prints fran the actual film taken. These shcM that the IIOtion is close to 
circular just ab:Jve the drive shaft, rut beo:mes elliptical at the front 

and rear of the tmit. This may be readily understood in tenns of the tmit 

rock.i.n3 fore and aft on the 1IOUIltiD;J sprin:Js as the centre of gravity 

shifts each cycle. The amplitude of this lIOtion was about 0.5 IIID at the 

measurinJ points. 

'n1e forward ellipse is tilted at nearly 450 fran the vertical, 

which accounts for the vertical and horizontal acoelerci.tions bein3' the 

same. For a tmit rocking as described, one Io'OUld expect the tilt of the 

ellipse to deviate IlDI'e fran the vertical with greater displace:oont fran 

the axis of oscillation. 
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'file size of the ellipse changed with frequency (i.e. acceleration) 

rut the ellipsicity did not. This was 1.07 .:t 0.03 at the centre, 1.24 .:t 
0.06 at the front, arrl 1.23 .:t 0.02 at the rear. As acceleration is 

proportional to displacement (for oonstant anJUl.ar speed) this means that 

the acceleration varied by up to 24% during the cycle. 

These tests represent virtually the whole practical ran:Je of 

frequencies of the unit. 'file amplittrle of the ellipse varied by about 8% 

at the rear and about 16% at the mid:lle and front between these extranes. 

8.2.2 Effect of Frequency and Tilt 

Figure 8.2 stv.1s the velocity of a bed on a horizontal 50 mesh 

screen, for 3 different types (shape and density) of particles. '1llere 

seems to be little difference between them, rut the frequency of vibration 

has a major and a:mplex influence. Figure 8.3 stv.1s the velocity of a bed 

on a downward sloping screen (i.e. in the direction· aided by gravity). 

Figure 8.4 slx:Ms the velocity on an upward tilted screen (i.e. up an 

adverse slope). 

Several flow regimes are apparent. '1lley can IIDSt easily be 

observed on figure 8.4, rut can be matched on the others. This general 

pattern was observed on both pre-tensioned and post-tensioned screens of 

different meshes, arrl also on test sieves IIOUIlted on the rig. It is thus 

not a screen resonanoe phencmenon. It has also been observed by another 

worker in preliminary experiments on the small vibratiD:J rig, using 

circular rotion. It is therefore not a peculiarity of this particular 

unit, rut is probably general to screens for this class of applied rotion. 

(It might not apply to other IOCltions, such as fran linear vibrators.) 
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To fully interpret this behaviour it would be necessary to 

separate the effects of frequency and acceleration. This was not possible 

on the main rig, rut is an' obvious line of study for developnent of the 

small vibratin:l' rig. The follCllrrl.n:J description gives equivalenoes in tenus 

of a standard gravity 9' (9.81 m s-2). 

Up to about 12 Hz / 0.5 9' there is no IlDtion. Greater vibration 

gives a creepin) IlDtion, presumably due to jostlin) and particles rollinJ. 

As the ootion approaches and exceeds about 16 Hz / 1.0 9', then the bed 

tends to slide in the direction of slope, presumably due to the mesh 

m:::mentarily detaching fron the bed with a loss of friction (the principle 

of the vibratory chute). For a horizontal mesh the IlDtion terrls forward. 

Above about 21 Hz I 1.7 9', there is positive forward conveyance, 

even up an adverse slope. 'It1is vibratory conveyin) starts to fail at about 

27 Hz I 2.8 g. Particles goinJ tqilill terxi to slide back, and even 

downhill oonveyin) is less fast. 

Finally, al:xNe 31 Hz / 3.6 9 there is again evidence of a sl:ronJ 

positive conveyance, even up an adverse slope • 

• Figure 8.5 shows the relationship between screen slope (where 

positive means adverse, and negative means downward) for fixed frequencies. 

It covers the regime in which there is positive conveyin), since this is of 

greatest practical significance. Here 26 Hz may be taken as optinrum. (27 

Hz gave similar or lower velocities, 28 Hz gave IllUch lower on adverse 

slopes. ) 

Taking the case of a screen naninally set horizontal, these figures 

in:licate that solids conveyinJ is not significantly affected by a dcrwnward 

tilt of a couple of d~. However, the conveying is severely curtailed 

by an adverse slope of the same order, unless the frequency is close to 

optilllUm. When this is the case, particle conveyance is. clearly due to 
screen motion and only marginally affected by gravity - i.e. screen tilt in 

either direction. This implies a very precise tuning of both frequency and 

tilt. 
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8.2.3 Effect of SUrface I.clading 

It was observed that at an adverse slope of 40 and a frequency of 

26 Hz the particle bed terrled to distribute both forwards and backwards in 

roughly equal anounts (a IOOre extreme fonn of the bed spreading usually 

observed at all slopes). The influence of surface loadiD;J was tested as 

follows. 

A weighed portion of alumina '40' grit was deposited at a point 0.5 

m fran the front of a vibratlng screen (pretensianed 100 mesh at 26 Hz). 

The nanner of application resulted in the sample being spread CNeI an area 

roughly 0.2 m square (observed with the aid of a calibration grid painted 

on the mesh). This gave a IlCIllinal surface loadin;J. The particles 

transported off the front of the mesh were cOllected, weighed and expressed 

as a percentage of the original aIOOImt. 

Figure 8.6 slXMS the results obtained. It was thought that there 

was sane probabilistic mechanism, so the results were plotted on 

log-probability graph paper. This gave good straight lines at high and l.cM 

loadirV3s with a disoontinuity around 1 kg m -2. These straight lines are 

shc:Mn as curves on a linear plot, giving a good fit to the data. 

These results stron:Jly suggest that active forward transport (upper 

curve) requires sufficient Joadirr;J for a high degree of particle 

interaction. A IIU.Ich less efficient process is evident for diffuse (l.cM 

interacti~) beds, the =itical 1oadirr;J being of the order of 1 kg m-2 for 

these sets of particles. 

CkJ. a continuously-fed screen, such behaviour would result in the 

l:uild-up of surface lC)3diT¥J IIDtil the rate of forward transport was 

equivalent to the feed rate. The presence of a liquid would be certain to 

alter the situation, rut a qualitatively similar distinction between 

interactive and diffuse beds might still be expected. 
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8.3 Slurry Conveyance OIl the Main Rig 

Tests were =ied out with the rig rtl1'lI1in3' under stable oorrlitions 

when batches of 5 to 15 kg of sand or alumina (pre-wetted with rig fluid) 

were aa:led to the upper Or 1O\rer deck. '!be behaviour was observed 

qualitatively, and canpared with field observations. '!be awearance was 

SUfficiently similar to that of wellsite screens for the laboratory tests 

to be oonsidered representative of field oorrlitions, so a rore thorough 

progranrne was =ied out. 

8.3.1 The Effect of Mesh Permeability 

With the lower deck· ruI'IlliD] three-quarters full am substantial 

solids loading, it was noticed that the solid terrled to accumulate in a 

ridge half-way up the total screen len::rth. Three possible explanations 

were: [1] a fortuitous balance of mechanisms, [2] minimum conveyance near 

the axis of rotation, or [3] poor oonveyance CNer the join between the two 

mesh units. Taking the last possibility, the hypothesis was made that this 

was due to the mesh beiixJ :impermeable at this point (i.e. fixed with resin 

onto support franes). 

To test this idea, two blank plates were made fron 6 nm steel, and 

arranged as shown in Figure 8. 7(a). 'Ibis gave half the rig with the usual 

configuration, and half with a screen unit stracXllinJ the centre-line. '!be 

oanponents en both sides were bolted together so as to give a flush top not 

dependent on location.· The joints were sealed with silioone rul:tJer to give 

an imperIooable surface with a good grip. 

'!be rig was run as usual (fluid XC, 20 upward tilt, 21.2 Hz) with 

the screens alrrcst CXIlIpletely covered with liquid, and 20 kg of silver sand 

[1984] was aa:led CNer 20 minutes to the rear. A further 1 0 minutes later 

the rig was suddenly stopped (both flow and rotien) and the screen allowed 

to drain. Solid was found to have accumulated as sInm in Figure 8. 7(b). 

A similar pattern was found at 25.5 Hz, i.e. aCCllIlUllation on the 

impenneable parts of the deck. 
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'!his oonfinns the third explanation, and dem::mstrates the 

importance of mesh permeability, which has not been remarked upon before, 

so far as can be determined. An interpretation is as follo.is. For the 

particle bed to lift off the mesh surface requires air or rig liquid to 

fill the space urrlerneath. This 'I«X.lld nonnally cane through the mesh. If 

the mesh were obstructed it is possible that for dry particles air o6uld 

cane arourrl and through the bed, but for a visoous fluid this would not be 

quick enough. Hence the particle bed is stuck to the mesh: it cannot leap 

forward, though it may slide on a viscous layer of fluid. 

8.3.2 observed Flow Regimes 

For effective forward oonveyance of o:>ncentrated slurries, two 

distinct sorts of !lOtion were observed for all solids and fluids examined. 

These are illustrated in Figure 8.8. At lC70ler frequencies (Figure 8.Ba) 

the solid lIOVed forward as a sheet, which wrinkled presunably due to the 

velocity at the front being less than that at the rear. (Materials were 

Chelford sand in water. ) 

At higher frequencies (Figure 8.8b) the sheet terrled to break up to 

form balls. The use of o:>loured tracer particles and cine photography 

indicated that such balls had internal !lOtion rather like a fluidized bed. 

IIxlividual particles travelled up through the centre and down the outside 

of the ball in a roughly synmetrical fashion, ~ of the order of 30 

seconds to oanplete a· trip. 

The transition fran one regime to the other typically occurred over 

a couple of Hz arourrl 24 Hz. Identical effects were observed for different 

rig meshes (both decks, pre- and post-tensioned, different mesh oounts) and 

for circular analytical sieves lIOUnted on top of the rig. 

The behaviour was observed for the rig fluids water, HEX::, XC, XCD 

and clay, and for the particles alumina grit 40, alumina grit 40/60, silver 

sand 1983, silver sand 1984, and Chelford sand. The author saw similar 

behaviour with clay nnxl and drill cutting's in the field. Hoberock (1980, 

Fig 11E) gives a picture with little explanation for a sand in clay slurry. 



r Figure 8.8 Slurry Motion on a Tilted Vibrating Mesh 

[a] Sheet Flow 21.6 Hz 

Slurry Motion on a Tilted Vibrating Mesh 

[b] Ball Formation 26 Hz 
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'!be fornation of apparently fluidized balls was not only 

oontrolled by frequency. It was favoured by slurries of high liquid 

oontent, of less angular particles am of lower visoosity. However, a 

well-formed ball with internal circulation did not always shcM the best 

forwards oonveyance. It seems there is a requirement for sufficient 

adhesion between particles f= the ball to survive, arid f= sufficient 

freedan of IOOtion for the particles to circulate. '!be adhesion between 

slurry am mesh is obviously canplex am important in det:erminin:J 

transport. 

'lhis behaviour was readily observed forward of the liquid front, 

am in the region just before it. It was IOOre difficult to view the JD:)re 

flooded region at the rear, but as far as oould be ascertained the same 

pattern prevailed. That is, at lower frequencies the solids formed a bed 

the full width of the channel, moving together as one mass. At higher 

frequencies danes would rise (often above the surface of the liquid) givirxj 

rise to balls (of the order of 80 om diameter)at the liquid leading edge. 

Movement forward was then typically by balls of the order of 30 om diameter 

breaking away. At the front of the screen, the balls did not easily pass 

the impermeable strip, so teIned to a=umulate into a larger ball, defined 

by the mesh channel. This then came into equilibrium with pieces breakin:J 
arid fallinJ off the front, the mass beirxJ replaced by slurry joining at the 

rear. It is supposed that a similar process was at work at the liquid 

leading edge. 

8.3.3 Measured Velocities 

The followinJ results cane fran tests with batches of 50 grams of 

Olelf=d sarxi (as a slurry in excess water) deposited onto a vibrat.:in:J 

screen about 0.5 m fran the front. Each batch IIIOI7ed as a sheet or ball 

acoording to the frequency. 

The mesh was run either 'dry' = 'wet'. In the 'dry' state it was 

fully wetted with water just before the experiment, but the ball was 

allowed to dewater. This was inteIned to represent oonditions forward of 

the liquid front. In the 'wet' experiments a liquid film was kept on the 

mesh by means of a spray, so the slurry was less prone to dewater. This was 

inteIned to mimic oonditions f= solids approac:hin:J the liquid front. 
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Figure 8.9 shows the effect of frequency on speed f= slurry on a 

downward-sl.opin] 'dry' mesh, am should be cxmpared with figure 8.3. Only 

fmward motion was apparent, rut the effect of the liquid was to cause the 

IIBSS to adhere to the mesh am thus IIOIIe IlOre slowly fmward. HcMever, at 

higher frequencies the dewatere1 lumps (rather than fluidized balls) 

skipped do.m the mesh alllOst as freely as the dry particles. 

By contrast, Figure 8.10 shows IlOtion f= a slight adverse tilt, 

givinJ only backwards slidID;J except f= a very na.rru.i region of 

frequencies around 27 Hz. Thus it might be averred that h=izontal = 

downward slopes are required to oonvey separated solids on the 'dry' 

portion of the screen. 

HcMever, Figure 8.11 shows that slightly wetter solids can be made 

to corwey very well, even up adverse slopes. '!be general behaviour is 

similar to that observed for dry particles (figure 8.4) rut without the 

loss of efficiency above 27 Hz. '!be similarity may be explained by both 

systans all.o;ring relative notion of particles (unlike the DDre dewatered 

case where particles are adherent). . '!be differexice at higher frequencies 

[accelerationsl suggests that the loss of conveyance arises fron the bed 

heaEirg detached frali the mesh, which is inhibited by the presence of a 

viscous liquid. 

'!be difference between figures 8.10 am 8.11 is primarily due to 

the aDDUIlts of liquid present. Taken together, they suggest that f=wards 

corweying (say at 26 Hz) of a ball could be oorwerted to backwards travel 

by a dewaterin] process. In fact, this was frequently observed, though the 

cause had not been appreciated pri= to these tests. In· a number of 

ClCIIlbinations of fluids, particles am meshes, wet slurry balls had been 

seen to travel fmward, am to reverse their direction as they dried out. 

'lbese tests on sin]le batches of slurry did not take into acoount 

an effect which can be seen in figure 8.8(a). That is, slurry at the front 

of the screen was pushed fmward by additional material arriving fron the 

back. 'Ibis is obviously a maj= factor in practical use of these units, 

ensuring scme solids discharge even if the oanditions are not optimum. 
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8.4 Mesh Blockages 

'!he causes and practical treabnent of mesh blockages are not well 

understood. While not a prime aim of this research, sane observations were 

made which it is worth recordirJ;J here, for the benefit of further 

experinelters. 

8.4.1 Field Test 

A unit similar to the Main Rig was operated at the premises of 

Thule United, Aberdeen. It was loaded with used clay-based drill~ fluid 

oontaining unspecified sandy drill cut~. It had a 30 mesh screen an 

the upper deck, and 80 mesh on the lower deck. 

A test was rim in which the flow rate was set so that liquid just 

covered the rear lower screens. The rig was then rim oont.inuously until 

liquid also filled the front lower screens - i.e. the rear screens were 

blocked. The screens were then :renrJVed, gently hosed to rem::JVe mW. and 

examined urner a low-power micros=pe. A CXlUIlt was made OIler samples of 80 

screen apertures to determine the fraction which had particles lodged in 

than. This was then repeated at different point on the screen. (In the 

figure given OIIerleaf, each number represents 6 of these oounts, i.e. 480 

screen holes.) 

'!his test was carried out with the lower screen at two angles. The 

screens were pressure-washed before use, and examined with the microsoope 

to ensure that the initial particle CXlUIlt was insignificant. Both runs 

were done at a frequency of 27.3 Hz, which had been found to give good 

solids conveyance. 
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Figure 8.11 Mesh Holes Blocked on Field Rig (per cent) 

(a) 00 tilt (b) 30 tilt 

front front 

60.1 42.2 83.8 60.5 

76.1 84.6 94.4 89.0 

97.5 87.7 87.8 80.5 

92.3 87.3 78.2 71.8 

rear rear 

overall = 77.3 % overall = 80.7 % 

'lb sane extent the results above illustrate the fact that 

distr:ib..!tion fran the possum tank was rather uneven. There was nOt any 

great difference between the two an;Jles, except that it took 1on;Jer for the 

30 tilt to reach the overflow condition. 

It was noted that mesh holes with bIo particles \iiere extremely rare 

where the percentage was below 75%, but OCIIIOCln above 90%. 

8.4.2 Chelford SaDd OD the Main Rig 

'!he application of 94 kg of Chelford sand cxmpletely blocked a set 

of 100 mesh screens on the l.oi.1er deck. That is, DDre than 90% of the holes 

examined had particles lodged in when the screen had been gently hosed arrl 

dried. '!he rig fluid was XCD arrl the frequency 21.4 Hz. '!he sand was fed 

at the rate of about 4 kg per minute. 

One screen unit (a quarter of the deck, about 0.4 m2) was 

rigorously cleaned arrl the solids oollected. 'lhese CI1IDUIlted to 27.4 g, of 

which only 0.9 g was retained on a 210 urn sieve. (It appeared to oontain 

the maj=ity of flakes raIXlVed fran the frame by the ~ procedure.) 
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Fran the hole oount, this gave a mean particle diameter of 153 pm, cx:mpared 

with the screen naninal aperture of 142 pm. This is reasonable if one 

exmsiders non-spherical slightly oversized particles beo::Inin;J wedged in 

place. Interpolation of the the size distrfrution for the sand revealed 

that akx>ut 10% was between 142 arrl 153 pm. 
By oontrast, 150 mesh screens oonveyed a similar quantity of sand 

without difficulty, since the sand had less than 1 % near mesh size. 

8.4.3 General Observations 

With water as the workiD3' fluid, screen holes could becane blocked 

only by solid particles lodgi.n:J in than. Ibrever, with all other fluids it 

was possible for the fluid to bridge holes upon dryi.n:J out. Drying out 

could occur forward of the liquid front on hot days, or ovenrlght if the 

rig mesh was left without hosing down. 

The XC arrl XCD polymers 'Nere particularly insidious because they 

dried clear. It was thus possible to have a l.cMer deck which seeIOOd 

unobstructed by nonral inspection (inclu:llng viewing against the light) rut 

which was largely impermeable. M::>reover, the solid did n:Jt readily 

dissolve in rig fluid or water, although steam jetting proved satisfactory. 

To prevent the problem required rigorous hosi.n:J while the screens 'Nere 

vibrated. This prevented the fonnatian of wi.ndow-panes, rut did not 

necessarily renmre a thin coating fron the wires. It is suwosed that this 

effect could cause unreoognized problems in the field. 

Particles on the mesh could be categorized for cleanin:;J purposes as 

(a) loose (b) renovable by hosi.n:J (c) renovable by pressure wa.shin:J (d) not 

renovable. As the last category aCCUIm.llated, there was an inexorable 

reduction in hole availability, even with regular pressure washing. 

HcMever, there was a subjective impression that particles left in place 

terrled to becrne IIOre difficult to renmre: e.g. particles in category (b) 

could lock JIDre finnly into place arrl thus require pressure wa.shin:J if 

neglected. 
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9 OOTJOS 'l'RANSPORT ON samms: DISCDSSION 

9.1 Introduction 

For solids sievirg on a movinJ screen, the awlied IIDtion has bio 

principal purp::lSeS. Firstly, the bed of particles must be agitated so that 

in:lividual particles are offered to the screen apertures for passage 

through. Sea:>ndly, the bed must move so that oversize particles are 

carried off am the worki.rg area of screen is cleared for further 

feedstock. If the latter function is too effective, then the fmner may be 

impaired. That is, rapid renoval of particles means that there is 

insufficient residence time on the mesh for there to be a chance for IlDst 

sub-size particles to actually meet an aperture so as to permit passage 

.through. This would give an effective cut point nruch SIlBller than the 

screen aperture, am also a less sharp cut. For this reason, many 
successful traditional designs of downward-tilted screens actually retard 

bed IOCNeIlleIlt (by change of slope or by applied IlDtion) at the discharge end 

of the screen in order to permit greater renoval of fines. 

'!he devices cxmsidered in this thesis nay actUally be =nsidered 

o::mbinations of wet screeninJ (rear flooded mesh) am dewaterinJ (forward 

of the liquid front). When used with cyclones for barite salvage (see 

section 1.5.4) then a sharp cut is desirable, rut IIDre usually it is the 

maximum separation between solid am liquid which is important. Generally, 

the carry-over of fine particles is not at all a disadvantage, providing 

this does not give a discharge so wet as to lose large ancunts of whole 

nrud. 

It nay therefore be proposed that an ideal IlDtion would give as 

fast a bed m:wement as possible, cxmsistent with sane agitation am the 

avoidance of violent acceleration. The bed velocity could then be reduced 

by tilt.ir¥J the screen up, allowi.n;J a greater liquid fl.ov.r-rate. 

, 
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9.2 'l'be Effect of Acceleration 

Ephitbite (1983) said "the theory of screeninJ fine particles shows 

the high speed to be necessary in order to give an exciting force of sare 5 

g to the particles", rut oorrespondence with the author has ascertained 

that this remark is based on CXEpany practical experience (of dry 

screeninJ) rather than any actual theory. A similar basis· is probably the 

origin of Hoberock's assertion of 4 to 6 g as the favourable range (1985c). 

'lbat is, it has been found by manufacturers that this order of acceleration 

gives good results for dry screeniI¥J. It is generally accepted (personal 

ocmmmications) that screen displacement during IIDtion should be of the 

same order of magnitude as the mesh pitch (i.e. distance between centres of 

wires). Thus a high speed unit with a small amplitude is preferred for 

fine mesh, am a lower speed unit with larger amplitude for coarser mesh, 

both running at a similar peak acceleration. 

It is obvious that a peak acceleration of at least 1 gravity is 

required for particles to actually lift off the screen (am particularly 

for oversize particles to lift cut of apertures). According to Kluge 

( 1953) the IIDtion is one of sliding am rolling up to about 1.5 9, causing 

excessive wear of the mesh. The mesh life also gives an effective upper 

limit on aooeleration of about 6 9 due to fatigue of the wires (Hoberock 

1981 c) • The manufacturers of the screens used in this thesis recx:mnend a 

limit of 4 9 for the fine mesh ones. 

The classic P'lper on vibratory oonveying is that of Redford & 

Boothroyd (1967), which is actually concerned with IOCM3IleIlt of objects on a 

solid surface. This is cited by Hoberock (1980) as slx1.rln;J that 

"particle-conveying speed increases with increasing nonnal s=een 

acceleration". There exists, however, a much earlier analysis by Kluge 

(1953) precisely on particle IIDtion on screens,· which seems to have been 

generally overlooked. An alDDst identical m:rlel was iOOeperrlenUy proposed 

by Takahashi, Suzuki, am Tanaka (1968) for the behavicur of particle beds 

on a vibrating plate. 
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Kluge showed that particle behavioor can be interpreted in tenns 

of the position of the screen when a projected particle or bed of particles 

actually l.aIrls back on it. Hence f= a vertical acx:eleration of 

about 1.7 Cl, the screen is at lower dead centre when the particle l.aIrls. 

Interestingly, for an acceleration of 5q the screen position would be the 

same, rut the particle would have remained aloft f= one arrl a half cycles 

instead of about half a cycle. (It would oorresporrlingly have travelled 

about three tilres as far in the horizontal direction.) Kluge suggested 

that vertical accelerations of qreater than 4 Cl were not 1iIIOrthwhile 

because a t:hrow of greater than one cycle meant that the energy of one 

cycle was not fully utilized. 

'Dle behavioor of dry particles on a horizontal screen as shown in 

figure 8.2 can be well correlated to this explanation. This is illustrated 

in Figure 9.1, and may be described as follows. 

Figure 9.1 Trajectories fran a Screen with Circular Motion 
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Fran 0.7 9 [13.6 HzJ Kluge asserted that relative IOOtion is 

possible because there is upward pressure by the mesh dur:in:J the forward 

half of its cycle, rut reduced pressure on the particles dur:in:J the 

backward portion. The reduced friction essentially enables the screen to 

be slid away fran under the particles. This accounts for the small arrount 

of m:l\Te!leIlt bel.c:M 1 9 acceleration. Fran 1 9 [16.3 HzJ, there is slid:in:J 

am roll:in:J I1Dtion. Particles which lose contact larrl again during the 

downward half of the screen cycle. 

For an acceleration of 1.7 g [21.3 HzJ the calculated trajectory 

means that projected particles will larrl when the screen is in its lowest 

position. For higher values of acceleration/frequency the particles will 

larrl on a IIESh m::wing upwards, which accounts for an observable transition 

in behaviour at this point. An acceleration of 2.8 9 [27.3 HzJ gives a 

landing with the mesh in its mid-point am rraximum vertical velocity, which 

would be expected to give maximum impetus. This corresponds to peak 

velocity on the experimental results. 

Higher accelerations mean that contact is made at a lower velocity 

am the particles are less efficiently 'bounced on'. The next experimental 

transition at about 30 Hz [3.4 gi oorrespords to a point one--eighth of a 

cycle on, when the mesh is m::w:in:J (for circular IOOtion) upwards at 450 to 

the horizontal. Beyond this point it may be argued that loss of vertical 

impact is IJDre than cxmpensated for by horizontal impact tending to knock 

particles forward (the mesh velocity is greater than the average solids 

velocity). Limitations of the Main Rig prevented exploration of higher 

accelerations, rut it may be noted that the highest acceleration possible, 

4.2 9 [33.5 HzJ corresponds to particles landing on the top dead centre of 

the screen IOOtion. 
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It is clear that tiltiti:J the screen must affect the exact I.am:iD;J 

point, as well as the terrlency for the particle bed to nove umer gravity,· 

rut the evidence (figures 8.2, 8.3, 8.4) is that a similar pattern obtains 

for snall tilts in either direction. It should be noted that while the 

theory was based on free trajectory, the effect was found by this author 

(and presumably agreed with the practical experience of Kluge) for beds of 

particles with oonsiderable particle-particle interaction. This suggests 

that it may have sane validity on a flooded mesh - i.e. the presence of 

fluid may affect the exact values, rut the relationship between conveyance 

and acceleration will sha.r the existence of different regimes and optima. 

Likewise, slurry novenent forward of the liquid front might sha.r behaviour 

which is a ocmpranise bebieen either the bed or the individual particles 

being in free trajectory. This was observed (see section 8.3.3) rut cannot 

be fully explained without further work, on the developed Small Rig. 
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9.3 other Factors 

9.3.1 Screen Motion 

The evidence is that frequency itself does not exert a major 

influence, only the acceleration resultin;J fron it. Hc::1Never, chan:JinJ the 

type of lOCltion may well have an effect. In particular the use of vertical 

and horizontal motion of the same frequency rut independent amplitOOe am 
variable phase can produce elliptical or linear lOCltion in any direction. 

This is considered to be the lOClSt valuable feature of the 9nall Rig, 

particularly for determin:in:J the best conditions for solids transport 

forward of the liquid front. 

The main rig had a fixed amplitOOe (slightly increased at higher 

accelerations), so this CDUld not be used as a variable. There is the 

oonvention mentioned above in which the amplitude should at least be 

o:rnparable with mesh dimensions. It is supposed that this is so that 

particles are carried over the wires fron one aperture to another • 

However, this a:lUld be a fruitful area for investigation on an extended 

version of the Small Rig. 

9.3.2 Screen Tilt 

Adverse tilt can only be detrimental to solids oonveyinJ. However, 

the greatest possible adverse tilt is desirable to maximize the liquid 

flow-rate. The experimental evidence of this thesis supports the limit of 

50 tilt suggested by Redford & Boothroyd (1967), which has also been found 

in CCIIIIIE!rcial practice (Hoberock 1982b). However, it is believed that 

elliptical or linear lOCltion might be found to permit greater slopes to be 

used. An important point (see figure 8.5) is that near optimum lOCltion the 

oonveyinJ speed was much less sensitive to small chan:Jes in slope. This 

has practical consequences in that it is easier to adjust the frequency 

than the slope to the precision needed.· 
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9.3.3 Particle and Mesh Properties 

Conveying did not appear to be significantly affected by variations 

in particle size, shape am density (though it is possible to imagine an 

artificial situation of, say, spherical particles of narI:'Oii size range 

which might behave differently by rolling). The experiments covered an 

insufficient range to oonclusively detennine if there was any important 

relationship between particle size am nesh diroonsions with regard to 

oonveyin:J, as opposed to sieving. Ha.iever, there was no indication of such 

behaviour. 

Although the theory of Kluge is based on free trajectories, it 

appeared to fit the experimental situation of particle beds rather than 

separate particles (i.e. lCM surface ooncentration· with little 

particle-particle interaction). This I1DJSt be due to the fact that the bed 

acts as an object on a vibrating sheet, whereas the individual particles 

may strike the wires at various angles am rebound accordingly, thus 

rarrlanizing the IlOtion. Such rebourrls are prevented by the presence of a 

sufficient oonoentration of particles, am hence the dimensions of 

particles am wires are not important. 
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9.4 Slurry Conveying 

9.4.1 Flooded Mesh 

Further 'NOrk is required on a developed version of the SImll Rig, 

rut the evidence of the present thesis is as follOiiS. For dilute 

suspensions, rraterial acx:umul.ates until there is a sufficient oonoentration 

of particles for a bed to be fornej at the liquid front, am ultirrately 

nove forward. Two distinct types of bed can be seen to form, am they 

oontinue out of the flooded portion onto the front of the screen. The 

transition between these regimes is not exact, rut occurs round about an 

acceleration of 2 9 (23 Hz). 

The lower-frequency regime is a creeping flow, which may reasonably 

be taken to be the free-trajectory IIOde1 described aI:JoIIe, severely 

inhibited by the presence of vis=us fluid. However, the high-frequency 

regime closely resembled a vibrationally fluidized bed. (These are 

unusual, rut the author has direct experience of an experimental one.) 

There is very little publishe:'l on vibrational fluidization. 

However, the notion observed in this thesis was similar to that described 

by Kroll (1955) am Ratkai (1976) for a cylindrical bed in which particles 

travel up the centre am down the outside. A theoretical analysis was 

given by Takahashi, Suzuki & Tanaka (1968) far circulatory ootion in a 

hopper. They observed fluidized behaviour experimentally over a ran:Je fron 

2 to 3.5 9, which is in acoord with the present thesis. Their IIOde1 was 

far dry particles on a slope of the order of 450
, but it could be the basis 

for . the wet oon1i tion on a shallow slope. 

A significant feature of this IIOde1 is the existence of two zones 

in the bed: a fully fluidized one on top, am closely-packe:l region 

adjacent to the slope. The existence of such a lower region on the nesh 

...uuld be disadvantageous because of its obstruction to flow, rut further 

'NOrk would be required to oonfinn this. 
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'nle observOO failure of solids to pass impervious mesh (section 

8.3.1) in both creep~ and vibrational flCM is evidence f= the 

requirement that the bed lifts off the mesh. It is unable to do this if 

fluid cannot flOlri into the space thereby created. Thus as the mesh heo'Tres 

bl=ked at the rear solids would teIrl to a~te unless the liquid feerl 

disturbs than. This process is less relevant to <bmward-sloping screens, 

where material can slide down in the absence of positive oonveying. 

9.4.2 Non-Flooded Mesh 

On the flooded portion of the mesh, particle beds would have all 

spaces filled with liquid and also be surrounded by liquid. By cxmtrast, 

forward of the liquid front dewatering can and does take place. For ball 

rotion, measurements of material oollected fron the front indicated that 

the minimum rig fluid cxmtent was equivalent to that in loosely packed 

settled solid - i.e. all the voids were filled with liquid (ratio of 

solid:liquid 1 :0.7 by volume). A slightly lCMer liquid content could be 

observOO with water, ~ch undoubtably drained IIOre freely than typical 

drilling fluids. It therefore seens that ball rotion of conveyed solid 

involves particles in close proximity with enough freedan to DOVe relative 

to one another, but with sufficient adhesion and particle-particle cxmtact 

to maintain a structure. This is supported by the observations on a 

variety of fluids and particles on a sieve IIOWlted on the main rig, where 

fluidized balls were favoured by less angular particles and by CXIIIbinations 

of lower visrosity with higher fluid content. 

By cxmtrast, creepin:J flCM required a IllUch greater volume of liquid 

to be present, of the order of 5 times the solid volume, sugges~ that 

the particles DOVe essentially indepen:iently, and the main interactions are 
particle-fluid ones. A lower ratio of liquid to solid prcduced a pourable 

slurry, but no rotion up until fluidization appeared at higher frequencies. 

(Note that dewatered material could be pushej off the front of the mesh by 

the pressure of creeping slurry fron behind. ) This theref=e suggests that 

the creeping conveyanoe involved relatively free rotion of particles in a 

fluid. 
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The observed variations in velocity with frequency suggest a 

canplex balance between rotion of the bed as a whole relative to the mesh 

and rotion within the· bed of particles. For a dcr.mward-slopirg mesh there 

is a plateau region in perfonnanoe frGll about 21 to 26 Hz (1.7 to 2.6 9) 

in which velocity is unaffected by changes in frequency. lis the velocity 

seems adequate to clear the mesh rut still permit time for dewaterirg, this 

would seem a sensible operatirg region. It presumably gives sufficient 

lift to aid the bed in slidirg down under the influence of gravity • 

Greater frequencies/accelerations give increased positive conveyance (which 

may not always be a advantage). 

With upward-sloped DEShes, the sane plateau occurs, but as it gives 

rotion in the wrong direction, it is not useful. There is a major 

difference between a 'dry' and a 'wet' mesh (see figures 8.10 and 8.11), 

the former havirg a very lli!I'rO'W range of effective conveyirg frequencies. 

It therefore seems that liquid on the mesh (fron the solids or frGll 

streamers of foam) has a valuable part to play, and should not be 

eliminated frGll a desire to get a dry discharge. (It is likely that the 

mesh will be kept wet by the dewaterirg of solids if there is a sufficient 

discharge rate.) 
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9.S Further Work 

'lhe above results have sate implications for dry screeninJ, rut in 

the oontext of drillin3 fluids it is suggested that the follc::Min;J 

investigations are required. 

(a) Experiments should be =ied out on a lengthened versiOn of 

the small rig, usin3 a transparent fluid to observe particle behaviour when 

the bed is fully inmersed. 'lhe transport needs to be studied in respect of 

the frequency, amplitu:le, acceleration am relative ~ of the vertical 

arxi horizontal IllOtions. 

(b) A similar stu:ly should be made of sluny on a non-flooded rut 

wet mesh to determine the influence of applied IllOtion on the bed velocity 

arxi on bed behaviour. 

(c) The influence of fluid arxi particle properties arxi the ratio 

of solid to liquid should be detennined. 

(d) Fran the above it should be possible to detennine the degree 

of dewatering which gives the best results, arxi the IllOtion which can 

transport up the IllOSt adverse slope. !my in=ease in slope with 

satisfactory transport should have major benefits. 
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1 0 OONCLUSIONS 

10.1 Ana1ysis of Solids Control 

'!he general nature of solids oontrol in drilling for oil and gas 

has been examined in tenus of the separation of whole IlIIJd fron drilled 

solids. A new definition of efficiency of separation has been proposed. A 

mass balance nxrlel has been derived which should enable lx>th proper 

analysis of iIrlividual solids oontrol devices and the forward pl.ann.in:J of 

nn.rl solids oontrol within the drilling progranme. Both of these concepts 

would require field testing for validation and further deve1opnent. 

10.2 ScreeniDq of Drillinq Mud 

It was concl1.rled that the greatest benefit to econanic solids 

oontrol would cane fron maximizing the efficiency of the shale shaker, so 

this was the oain intent of the work. 

10.2.1 CaDparison with Hoberock 

'!he work of Hoberock has been exterrled, and his hypotheses in part 

oontradicted. His nxrlel has therefore been nxrlified to take this into 

account. In particular: 

(a) It was confil:med that acceleration rather than frequency is 

the controlling factor in assisting flow through the mesh. 

(b) It was confirnal that it is the vertical and rot the 

horizontal oanponent of I\X)tion which has this effect. 

(c) Ib.>ever, flow does rot increase iIrlefinitely with greater 

acceleration but tends to a limit. 

(d) FurtheniDre, for fluids with an apparent yield stress, then a 

finite head can be supported on a nesh with negligible flow through. A 

minimum acceleration is required to initiate flow. 

(e) Above the minimum acceleration, flow increases until there is 

negative flow during part of the cycle. This gives rapidly diminishing 

returns. 
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(f) Far the shear-t:hinnin:J fluids tested, this resulted in 

effectively two regions of acceleration (frequency) where the fl.cM-rate was 

relatively insensitive to variations in acceleration, with an interJll3diate 

transition zone. Below 0.5 9 (12 Hz) was a low fl.cM region. Al:x:Ne 1.5 9 

(20 Hz) was a high flow region. 

(g) The relationship between tilt arrl flow-rate agrees with the 

near-parabolic shape given by lk:lberock. 'ltds has now been oonfinned 

experimentally for a ran:Je of fluids and two different meshes. 

(h) Far the relationship between fl.cM-rate an:l. screen length, 

. Hoberock's curves going through the origin carmot be entirely supported. 

Experiment and the developed nn:'Iel both indicate that for many fluid-screen 

cx:mbinations it is IXlSsible to have a finite length with negligible flow. 

(i) Neither Hoberock's characterization of mOO rheology in terms 

of its plastic viscx:>sity nor his definition of screen oonductance have 

proved entirely successful in predicting flow capacity of screens. 

Therefore an alternative awroach has been used. 

10.2.2 Prediction of FloIr Capacity 

A simple mathod of cnnp3ring the fluid capacity of different 

screens arrl mOOs has been developed, which gives a sufficiently good fit to 
the results in this thesis arrl available field data. 

The fluid rheology is characterized by a single number derived fran 

either: 

(a) The Marsh Funnel tima in excess of 26 seo::mds for a litre 
(25.4 s for a ~), 

or (b) A lX"IDbination of (PIT + 0.25 YP) where these have the usual 

irxiustry units. 

(It is possible that the apparent visoosity at about 2500 s-1 might also be 

used. ) 

The screen is characterized in terms of its wire surface area per 

unit superficial area, which is proportional to the (wire diameter)x(mash 

number)2 far a square mash. 

Taking the aoceleration to be in the upper flow region, then 

flow-rate is inversely proportional to both these quantities. The 

flow-rate is pLqx:lLtianal to fluid density. 
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The relationship between flow-rate am. tilt has been sOOwn to be 

parabolic, am. there is partial evidence that different fluids with the 

same Marsh Funnel time give the same curve for a given mesh. TIrus it is 

cxmclu:led that a set of design curves may be prcrluced for each screen mesh, 

which can be simply matched to measured fluid properties. 

Further field data is required to check the prediction, am in 

particular to detennine if the definitions of the rheology term need to be 

IOOdified for best fit and to make than interoonvertible. 

10.2.3 Liquid Depth 

It was oonclu:led that a min.imum liquid depth is required to get the 

maximum benefit fran screen IlDtion. Shal~ liquids dissipate energy 

fran the top surface. The depth deperrls on fluid properties am. screen 

IlDtion, rut is of the order of 35 nm for materials tested. A less 

per!OO3ble screen (intrinsically or due to obstruction by solids) requires a 

greater depth. 

. The relationship between liquid depth am. distance along the screen 

can be very canplex. A suJden change was experimentally observed, which 

has been explained in tenus of a change fran tranquil to rapid flow , giving 

a hydraulic drop. Further practical am.. theoretical ~k ~ be required 

to prove this explanation, rut it is thought that the hydraulic drop 

probably has 110 useful value in this CXlI1text. 
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10.3 Solids 'rransport on a Tilted Vibrat.ing Screen 

It was roncltrled that liquid flow CXlUld be aided by vertical 

oscillation of IIIOderate acceleration, am that the flow capacity could be 

increased by greater adverse slopes to give a greater head of liquid. 

li::7Never, the slope is limited by the need to transport. solids forward, 

which requires sane horizontal (XllifXJlleI1t of llDtion. A preliminary study 

was made of the prcx:essess involved. 

10.3.1 Dry Solids 

'n1e transport of beds of particles on a dry mesh has been shown to 

have a cxmplex relationship with the screen acceleration. 'n1e maxima am 
transitions observed can be fitted very well to a m:rlel based on the free 

trajectory of the bed intersecting with the ~ mesh at a llOre or less 

advantageous point in the cycle. Conveyance up a slope was limited to a 

narrow region arourx1 2.8 g (27.3 Hz),when the mesh has naxirnum upward 

velocity at the point of intersection. 

A similar m:rlel CX>Uld be made for llOtions other than circular, am 
it is suspected that conveyance up greater slopes might be achievable with 

angled linear IOOtion. 

10.3.2 Solids on the Flooded Mesh 

Active fcu:ward transport requires a minimum peak acceleration of 

aboot 1 9 (16 Hz). Up to aboot 2 9 there is a characteristic behaviour 

which has been called 'creeping flow' when the bed moves fcu:ward in waves. 

Above this value there are fonood apparently fluidized lumps with internal 

circulation. 

The creeping bed can proceed forward of the liquid front under 

pressure fron material behin:1, rut with vibrationally fluidized solid there 

is a pLCX:esS of accumulation am dewatering at the leading edge before the 

slurry llOVe5 forward in discrete lumps. 

For both regines there was poor conveyance over an impervious 

plate, iniicating that upward flow of. fluid is required for the bed to 

leave the rresh am DOVe fcu:ward. 
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Further work is required en the Small Rig to investigate behaviour 

with different canbinations of vertical am horizontal IOOtion. 

10.3.3 Solids Forward of the Liquid Front 

Solids show similar transport regimes on the forward portien of the 

screen as on the flooded portion. Ibwever, the vibrationally fluidized 

beds tend to form discrete balls, which nay join am break up for reasons 

which are not yet understood. It appears that a certain anount of adhesien 

is required for conveyance up adverse slopes in the ball regime. If the 

mesh becates dry am the ball dewaters, then the ball can skip am roll 

backwards rather than sliding fmward. 'fue fluidized balls contained much 

less liquid than the creeping flow solids bed, so it is probably rot 

advantageous to attempt to dewater them. 

A much longer version of the Snall Rig \Q.1ld be required to 

investigate this behaviour. 

10.3.4 General. Conel usioo 

Work is required on the best canbinatien of horizontal am vertical 

IOOtien to IOOVe a solid slurry out of a liquid am up a slope. '!he vertical 

(> jl![anent should have sufficient acceleratien to aid the flCJii of a 

pseudoplastic fluid through the nesh. '!he horizontal ., 'I![onent need rot 

have the sane amplitude. If the two CX'Illp'"lIlents are phased differently, 

then the trajectories predicted by the nethod of Kluge (1953) will need to 

be re-calculated, as the optioa will not occur in the sane place as f= 

circular JIXltion. 
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APPENDIX 1 The Marsh Fmmel: A Theoretical Analysis 

A1.1 Method 

A general description of the Marsh Funnel am. its use has been 

given in section 3.5. So far as <XlUl.d be ascertained (fron the literature 

am. writing to the manufacturer) there was no theoretical interpretation or 

correlation of Marsh Funnel times with physical properties. A rrethod of 

l1llIIIerical integration was therefore devised. 

It was asStmJed that (at any m::ment) an inverted oone of liquid 

provided a hydrostatic head h caUSID:J a pressure drop !::. P through the 

workin;J =ifice, deperrlent on the density p am. the acceleration due to 

gravity g, thus: 

hp g = (32) 

'Ibis pressure drop was partially converted to kinetic energy and partially 

dissipated in fluid friction • 

.L::.p = !::. Pke + L).p f (33) 

'!be kinetic energy tenn can be written as a function of the rrean linear 

velocity v: 

= (34) 

It was asStmJed that the fluid obeyed the Power Law am. that flow was 

laminar. Considering the orifice as a sh=t tube (am. neglecting entrance 

effects) then Skellan:l (1967) gives: 

= (35) 

where L am. R are the length am. radius of the tube, am. k am. n are the 

Power Law constants f= the fluid. 
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Use was made of these three equations in a set of BASIC oanputer 

pIogLams as follows. FOL a given height of fluid above the OLifice, the 

total pressure drop was calculated fL'Clll equation ( 32) • FL'CIlI an initial 

guess, an iterative routine was used to amveLge on a value of the velocity 

v which satisfied equations (33), (34) and (35). This Velocity was then 

applied fOL a short time peLiod. FOL this time period, the volurre 

discha.Lged was calculated, and thereby a new value for the height (fL'Clll the 

cone geanetry). 'lhe current value of v was used as a first guess in a 

repetition of the above routine to get a new velocity, and the process 

oontirrued. 

By this method, liquid was discharged fL'Clll the cone in a series of 

tiny increments until the total volurre discharged reached one litre. The 

sum of the times taken for the increments was the calculated Marsh Funnel 

time. 

The Reynolds number and the shear rate were calculated at the 

beginni.D:l' and end of the discharge, usin;J the fOLll1Ulae of Ske1land (1967): 

Re = (36) 

= 4v/R (37) 

It was found that fOL efflux times below 30 se=nds, then the 

Reynolds number exceeded 2000 fOL sane of the time, but fOL times in excess 

of this, it was less. Thus the assumption of 1aminar flow was justified, 

since drillin;J muds generally have Marsh Funnel times in the region of 35 

to 55 s. 

FL'CIlI the. a=umu1ated results it was observed that if the Marsh 

Funnel time was MP s, then the average wall shear rate durin;J discharge 

was given awroximate1y by the fOLll1Ula: 

= 94 000 / MF (38) 

which means that fOL typical drillin;J muds the Marsh Funnel represents a 
-1 measurement of viscosity at shear rates of the OLder of 2700 to 1700 s • 
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Al.2 Results 

A ran;re of fluids were measured on the Weissenberg Rheoganiaooter, 

and their behaviour fitted to Power law by regression on the log-log 

rheogram. The Power law oonstants n and k thereby obtained were used in 

the programs to cx:mpute a Marsh Funnel time. Table A-l shcMs how these 

calculated values 0CIlJPCIXe with exper:inental ones. The agnetent is close 

enough to support the method. 

Having shown the programs to be valid, calculations were then made 

to detennine how the Funnel time varied with n am k. These are shown in 

Figure A-l. . (Data points are given for one curve.) For highly 

shear-thinning fluids then a snall change in n can have a large effect on 

the Funnel time (am presumably on viscosity-oontrolled 1aminar flow 

thrcugh orifices in general). 

There is an obvious lower limit, which is 26.05 seronds, which is 

the inertia-limited time for fluids of negligible viSCOSity. This awlies 

to all densities because the density term then Cancels out in equation 

(34) • It is therefore proposed that the Marsh Funnel time in excess of 26 

secorrls can be taken as a measure of the fluid viscosity at about the shear 

rate given by equation (38). 

For Newtonian fluids, the viSCOSity was correlated to the excess 

time to the power 0.87. Thus for example for two fluids having Marsh 

Fwmel times of 36 and 46 s, the latter has twice the excess time and about 

1.8 times the viscosity. This correlation is shown in Figure A-2, along 

with a similar one where the minimum time is 25.4 s. 
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Table A-1 Canparison of Calculated arrl Measured 

Marsh Funnel ·Times 

material time seoorrls Power Law 

measured calculated n k 

water 27.7 27.0 1.0 0.001 

etharrliol 45.9 45.9 1.0 0.020 

ag. glycerol 43.3 43.3 1.0 0.016 

46.5 46.5 1.0 0.0186 

48.7 48.6 1.0 0.020 

51.3 51.8 1.0 0.225 

54.2 54.8 1.0 0.0246 

}{ill rig 37.0 36.7 0.32 1.90 

42.0 42.3 0.27 2.77 

HEX: rig 34.0 33.2 0.70 0.074 

HEX: 0.4% 50.2 50.8 0.577 0.47 

HEX: 0.5% 77.0 73.9 0.415 2.14 

HEX: 0.5% 77.0 81.0 0.426 2.11 

Notes: 

(1) Two calculated values are given for the 0.5% HEX: based on 

regression either way. 

(2) 'llle Newtonian fluids are based on Ostwald visccmeter 

measuranents, arrl include allowance for density. 

(3) 'llle polymer solutions are calculated fran Weissenberg 

Rheogonianeter measurarents, assuming a density equal to 

water. 
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Fron the experimental data on aqueous polymer fluids, a similar 

=relation can be found, taldn:J the effective viscosity at a shear rate of 

1000 to 2000 s -1 • However, the oonstant of propcn: Uonality varies fran 

fluid to fluid, so the Marsh FUnnel cannot be used as a rhecrneter. 

Nevertheless, for any given drilling fluid, this relationship might be 

useful to quantify chan;Jes due to dilution or degradation of the 

viscosifier, as Table A-2 (below) shows. The ratio of excess tines to the 

power 0.87 is seen to be canparable to the ratio of effective visoosities. 

Table A-2 Canparison of OJanges in Marsh FUnnel Time 

am in Effective Visoosi ty at 1460 s-1 

material tine SE!CX>00s ratio of ratio of 

1 2 excess (ratio) 0.87 effective 

times viscosity 

HEC 52.1 36.5 2.48 2.20 2.42 

XC 41 32 2.50 2.22 2.27 

xa:> 42 37 1.45 1.39 1.38 

DFVIS 48.5 35.5 2.37 2.12 2.12 
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. APPENDIX 2: Layout of Screens 

Shale shaker design has progressed fran a steep downward slope to a 

near horizontal to the upward-sloped screen used in this thesis. Fran a 

chanical engineeriD,J viewpoint, the IOOSt. noticeable feature of this 

separation process is that it is arcurrent, and an improvement would be 

expected if it was made oounter-current. 'fuat is, the liquid feed and the 

solid product should travel in opposite directions. 

On a downward-tilted screen it was of course necessary for the flCM 

to be arcurrent, rut upward tilted screens with positive solids conveyance 

do offer the possibility of oounter-current operation, which is potentially 

their greatest advantage. 

A neans is therefore suggested for achieving this with mihimum 

m::xlification. On a double deck unit it is safer at allCM the top screen 

the possibility of a do.mward slope in order to rope With 'gumbo' (sticky 

clay balls), rut in any case, oounter-current operation should give the 

greatest benefit on the finer screens used on the lCMer deck, because these 

are the ones in greatest danger of overflCMiD,J. 

At the same time, sane ideas are given for what seem to the author 

to be important operational problems. Firstly, if the :l.c::Mer screens 

overflCM (due to blockage or wrong selection) then normal practice is to 

bypass the entire unit until the problem is rectified. It is fair to say 

that sane screenin:J would be preferable to no screening, so a different 

bypass is proposed. 

Seaxxliy, blockages tend to occur on the lCMer screens at the rear, 

where they are relatively inaccessible for inspection or cleanin:J. 

Thirdly, consideration has been given to a lIOre oc.mplex arrangement of 

screens with an element of self-adjustment. 'Ibis would rem:we sane of the 

difficulty of screen selection, while ensuring that as IIUlch of the fluid as 

possible is screened by as fine a nesh as possible, with the mihimum 

operator intervention, and even allCMin:J for progressive blockage. In 

order to do this, advantage is taken of the fact that balls of particles 

will b:avel across a mesh considerably coarser than their constituents. 
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Figure A-2(a) shows a sinplifiaj diagram of the present design. 

'lbere is a top relatively coarse screen, approxinately horizontal. The 

liquid is fed in at one end via a distribltor plate which reduces rut does 

not by any means eliminate jettin;! through the mesh. Thus sane particles 

may be driven with force into the lower screen. The liquid spreads forward 

and solids separate frem the leadin;J edge to be carried off the front. Any 

liquid passing the mesh forward of the distribltor is returned to the rear 

of the device by a deflector plate. On the Main Rig problems were 

experienced at low angles because this plate tended to overflow forwards. 

The lower screen operates at a slight ~ tilt, and is faj frem 

above at the rear. Thus solid has to be conveyed the full length in order 

to be retX:JVed. since the rear of the screen receives particles first, it 

tend to block first, fe>nn:in;J an impermaable strip which grows. Thus the 

portion of the screen with the greatest head of liquid (which would give 

the greatest flow for clean fluid) is inactive. 

Figure A-2(b) shows a different deflector plate so arranJaj that 

fluid is faj to the middle portion of the lower deck. As the solid IOOveS 

uphill, the liquid flowing to the rear will tend to be relatively free of 

particles, thus permitting greater flow rates. There is no reason to 

suppose the solid discharge will be any wetter, because the length of the 

non-floodaj mesh can be the same. 

In the figures which follow, mesh sizes are given for illustrative 

purposes to indicate coarser and finer. Figure A-2(c) sOOws a two-part 

upper nesh, finer at the feed em. This will tend to carry liquid further 

forward because of its lower penneability, givin;! a broad feed to the 

middle portion of the lower deck. A Sllall deflector plate prevents jettin;! 

through onto the lower deck. By havin;! the first portion of the upper deck 

the same nesh as the lower deck, it is interrled that near-size particles 

can be (in part) trapped where any blockage will be visible. If this upper 

mesh blocks quickly, then a different size or rectangular mesh can be 

tested before replacin;! the lower deck. For this purpose, it is advisable 

to have upper and lower decks of the same type (probably pre-tensioned). 

Urrler adverse conditions a relatively coarse screen might be usaj at the 

front of both decks (e.g. 80 + 30 over 80 + 50) to give cx:mplete raroval 

of coarse and sane rellJval of fines (carried over the coarse as balls). 
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Figure A-2(d) slx::Ms a novable plate ooverin:J a slot at the rear of 

the basket. In the event of the liquid o::min;J too far forward on the 

bottan screen, the plate is lowered to pennit sane liquid to overflow into 

the pan. Tlrus all the fluid is screened by the upper IOOSh, am a large 

fraction by the. lower, while the dryness of the solids discharge is 

maintained. this would seem far superior to a conventional bypass. 

Figure A-2(e) slx::Ms a Sr€cn1ative design in which the lower deck 

has a fine IOOSh mi<ille am a slightly coarser front am rear. It is 

supposed that this will give a cut nearly as good as a 100 IOOSh while 

giyin:J a life nearly as good as a 75 mesh. At the rear it is assumed that 

there will be fewer particles so any solids losses will be reduced. At the 

front it is assumed that ball transport will lose relatively few sub-mesh 

particles. Ha.iever, the coarser IOOSh at the rear should give an :i.mprovej 

flow-rate am is less likely to block. The coarser IOOSh at the front will 

give sane time between the point when the lower screen ought to be changed 

(when the leadin:J edge reaches the front of the 100 mesh) am the point 

when it is convenient to do so. 

Figure A-2(f) takes this idea further with a 2 deck unit in which 

the lowest half-deck is made to overflow to the rear. it will be seen that 

all the fluid is screened by the top 50 IOOSh deck. As much as possible is 

screened by the 120 mesh rear mi<ille deck. If this is all the fluid, then 

the lowest half-deck has only to trap particles fron the solids =ied 

across the front 80 mesh portion of the mi<ille deck. If not, then the 

remaining fraction is at least screened to 80 mesh and passed to the lowest 

screen. As much as possible is screened to 120 mesh, am the remllnder 

overflows back to the pan. Tlrus for example if a full deck of 120 mesh 

could hanlle 15 litres per secon:l, rut the actual feed rate was 20 litres 

per secon:l, then this arrangement would ensure that 15 litres per secon:l 

was screened to 120 mesh am 5 litres per second to 80 mesh. The reduced 

solids load on the lowest screen might actually improve upcn this 

perfcmnance. 
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